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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to a mobile communication system and particularly to a HARQ (Hybn'd
Automatic Repeat Request) combining method in an OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) system.

BACKGROUND OF THE lNVENTION

[0002] Existing simple combining techniques use Chase combining weighted by SNR (signal—to-noise ratio) to realize
HARQ combining. Here. SNR is an average value over a period of time (for example, a data frame).
[0003] There are two cases in relatively low SNR environment: 1) van‘ance of SNR may be relatively high over the
same period of time; 2) variance of SNR may be relatively low over the same period of time. The first case indicates
that time selective fading of the signal is very serious. The effect of fast fading in time domain may be neglected and
the performance of HARQ combining at the receiver side may be reduced if only Chase combining weighted by SNR
is simply adopted to realize HARQ combing.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The object of the present invention is to provide a HARQ combining method in an OF DM system, which can
solve problems existing in the prior art. improve system performance in throughput and time delay, and reduce the
system retransmission times at the same time.
[0005] The HARQ combining method in an OFDM system according to the present invention comprises the following
steps:

a. A transmitter transmitting data to a receiver in a unit of frame. then the receiver weighting the received data
based on its SNR and variance of SNR and storing the weighted data as final data in a buffer of a HARQ combining
unit. and later, the receiver processing the stored final data to determine whether the received data frames are
correct;

b. If the data frames are correct, the receiver outputting the final data and feeding back an ACK indicator respec-
tively to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter. and if the data frames are not correct. the
receiver feeding back a NACK indicator respectively to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter;

c. When the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receives an ACK indicator. the process
returning to step a, until all data has been transmitted;

d. When the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receives a NACK indicator, the transmitter
retransmitting original data to the receiver. then the HARQ combining unit of the receiver weighting the received
retransmission data based on its SNR and variance of SNR, and combining the weighted retransmission data with
the data stored in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit. and at the same time, storing the combined data as final
data in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit. then the receiver processing the combined final data to determine
whether the combined data frames are correct. and returning to step b.

[0006] In step a. before the transmitter transmits data to the receiver in a unit of frame. the data needs to undergo
some processes including CRC appending. encoding and OFDM modulating in turn. and at the same time storing the
data after CRC appending and before encoding in a TX buffer as final data in order to facilitate possible retransmission.
In step a. before the receiver weights the received data based on its SNR and variance of SNR. the receiver has to
OFDM—demodulate the received data. In step a. the receiver processes the stored final data. including in turn soft

decoding and CRC checking. and then obtaining an ACK or NACK indicator based on the determining whether the
received data is correct by CRC checking.

[0007] In step b. the ACK or NACK indicator fed back to the transmitter is inputted to the TX buffer. When said TX
buffer receives an ACK indicator. it will store new data as final data in itself. whereas when said TX buffer receives a
NACK indicator. it will hold on'ginal final data unchanged.

[0008] In step d, before the HARQ combining unit of the receiver weights the received retransmission data based
on its SNR and variance of SNR. the receiver has to OFDM-demodulate the received retransmission data. In step d.
the receiver SNR~estimates the OFDM-demodulated retransmission data to obtain its SNR and variance of SNR. In

Step d. the receiver processes the combined final data. including in turn soft decoding and CRC checking. and then
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obtaining an ACK or NACK indicator based on the determining whether the combined data frames are correct by CRC
checking.

[0009] Here, in the receiver of the present invention. the processes for weighting the received data and weighted
combining the retransmission data can be realized according to the following formula:

:— 5“) , SNR _‘ £510"). - U) . .
R r = ' °, as" , SNR est r < SNR mg and a l > a' m() A SNR__es((i) _. () a nu svn() a hold

1-0 am (I) IIV

2'50) ' SNR _ es! (i)
R(r‘) = "“N , SNR _ est (i) 2 SNR mm“ or or," (i) S 0.».qu

 

ism: _ mm1-0

wherei indicates the i—th retransmission, and i2 0;

Nm‘mn; indicates the retransmission times of a transmission block, and 1 s Mum",s s Nma,‘ ;
Nma,‘ indicates the maximum retransmission times of a transmission block;
R(i) indicates the data after the i-th combining;
S(i) indicates the data before the i-th combining;
SNR_est(r) indicates SNR of the i—th estimation;
SNRmmsnord indicates the threshold of SNR:
OSNRU) indicates variance of SNR of the i-th estimation;
cumshom indicates the threshold of variance of SNR.
[0010] The receiver in the OFDM system of the present invention comprises:

a SNR estimation unit for SNR-estimating the demodulated data to obtain estimated SNR and variance of SNR
and outputting them;

a HARQ combining unit for receiving the output from the SNR estimation unit. weighting inputted demodulated
data based on inputted SNR and variance of SNR, and storing the weighted data as final data in a buffer of said
HARQ combining unit, then determining whether to execute the combining based on determining whether the
received data frames are correct: it the received data frames are correct. not executing the combining; if the re—
ceived data frames are not correct. weighting the inputted demodulated retransmission data based on its SNR
and variance of SNR, and combining the weighted retransmission data with the data stored in the buffer of said
HARQ combining unit and storing the combined data as final data in the butter of said HARQ combining unit.

[0011] The present invention implements a hybrid automatic repeat request combining method in an OFDM system
by means of improved Chase combining weighted by SNR and variance of SNR. The method improves system per-
tormance in throughput and time delay. particularly in low SNR environment. and will not make the system more com~
plex.

B RIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The present invention will now be further described in combination with the attached drawings and exemplary
embodiments of the present invention.

Fig. 1 is a schematic illustrating relevant structure of the receiver and transmitter for pertorming the HARQ com~
bining method of the present invention in an OFDM system:

Fig. 2 is a simulation curve chart of SNR - Bit Error Ratio (BER) in which the HARQ combining method of the
present invention is compared with normal Chase combining method and non-weighted data combining method;

Fig. 3 is a simulation curve chart ofSNR - System Throughput in which the HARQ combining method of the present
invention is compared with normal Chase combining method and non-weighted data combining method; and
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Fig. 4 is a simulation curve chart ofSNR ~ Time Delay in which the HARQ combining method of the present invention
is compared with normal Chase combining method and non-weighted data combining method.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0013] Vifith reference to the attached drawings and preferred embodiments, the present invention will now be further
described.

[0014] Fig. 1 is a schematic illustrating related structure of the receiver and transmitter for performing the HARQ
combining method of the present invention in an OFDM system. As shown in Fig. 1 , at the side of Transmitter 10, firstly,
CRC Appending Unit 11 of Transmitter 1O appends CRC to inputted user data in unit of frame and stores the appended
user data with CRC bit as final user data in TX Buffer (transmitter buffer) 12. Then, TX Buffer 12 transmits the stored
user data to Encoder 13, which encodes the user data inputted from TX Buffer 12 and outputs the result to OFDM
Modulation Unit 14. And later. OFDM Modulation Unit 14 transmits the OFDM-modulated user data to a transmission
unit of Transmitter 10 (not shown in Fig. 1) , which transmits the user data to radio channels (not shown in Fig. 1).
[0015] At the side of Receiver 20. firstly, after a receiving unit of Receiver 20 (not shown in Fig. 1) receives the user
data transmitted from Transmitter 10 from radio channels, OFDM Demodulation Unit 21 OFDM-demodulates the re—
ceived user data and inputs the result, i.e.. user data 5(0) to HARQ Combining Unit 23 and SNR Estimation Unit 22,
respectively. SNR Estimation Unit 22 SNR-estimates the user data 8(0) to get estimation values of SNR and variance
of SNR. i,e., SNR__est(0) and os~R(0), of the user data 8(0). Then SNR_est(0) and os~R(0) are inputted together into
HARQ Combining Unit 23. HARQ Combining Unit 23 weights the user data 8(0) based on estimated SNR and Variance
of SNR, i.e.. SNR_est(0) and OSNR(0) to get weighted user data R(O). and stores the result. i.e.. weighted user data
R(O) as final user data in the buffer of HARQ Combining Unit 23. And later, HARQ Combining Unit 23 inputs the user
data R(O) to Soft Decoder 24, in which the inputted user data R(O) is soft decoded and outputted to CRC Checking
Unit 25. CRC Checking Unit 25 determines whether the user data frames received by Receive 20 are correct and then
gets an ACK or NACK indicator accordingly.
[0016] If CRC Checking Unit 25 determines the user data received by receiver 20 are correct, CRC Checking Unit
25 will output the user data after CRC checking and issue an ACK indicator, which is fed back respectively to HARQ
Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10. There should be a certain time delay before
HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 receive the ACK indicator, respectively.
so the ACK indicator issued from CRC Checking Unit 25 of Receiver 20 is delayed by Time Delay Unit 26 of Receiver
20 before fed back to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10. respectively.
[0017] When TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 and HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 receive an ACK indicator,
the operating procedures for transmitting user data at the side of the transmitter and for receiving user data at the side
of the receiver are repeated. That is, TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 gets new user data after CRC appending (in unit
of frame), and stores it as final user data. Then the stored user data is transmitted to radio channels (not shown in Fig.
1) via a transmission unit (not shown in Fig. 1) after encoded and OFDM modulated by Transmitter 10. Receiver 20
receives the new user data transmitted by Transmitter 10 from radio channels (not shown in Fig. 1) and processes the
received new user data, including OFDM demodulating, SNR estimating and weighting in turn, and at the same time
storing weighted new user data as final user data in the buffer of HARQ Combining Unit 23. And later, the stored user
data is soft decoded and CRC checked to determine whether the received new user data frames are correct. If the
received new user data frames are correct, Receiver 20 outputs the user data after CRC checking and feeds back an
ACK indicator to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 simultaneously. Thus.
all these processes form a loop.

[0018] If CRC Checking Unit 25 determines the received user data frames are not correct, CRC Checking Unit 25
of Receiver 20 will issue a NACK indicator. In the same way, the NACK indicator is also delayed by Time Delay Unit
26 and fed back to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10. respectively.
[0019] When HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 receive a NACK indicator,
TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 does not get new user data, and retransmits the stored final user data to Encoder 13
and OFDM Modulation Unit 14 to encode and modulate it. After that, the user data is transmitted to radio channels

(not shown in Fig. 1) via the transmission unit (not shown in Fig. 1). After receiving the user data retransmitted by
Transmitter 10 from radio channels (not shown in Fig.1), Receiver 20 OFDM-demodulates the retransmission user
data to get retransmission data 8(1) and inputs the retransmission date 5(1) into SNR Estimation Unit 22 and HARQ
Combining Unit 23, respectively. SNR Estimation Unit 22 SNR-estimates the retransmission data S(1) to get its esti-
mation values of SNR and Variance of SNR, i.e.. 8NR_est(1) and os~R(1). and inputs the estimated 8NR_est(1) and
OSNRU) together into HARQ Combining Unit 23. HARQ Combining Unit 23 weights the inputted retransmission data
8(1) based on its SNR_est(1) and 031m“): then gets user data R(1) by combining the weighted retransmission data
and final user data 8(0) stored in the buffer of HARQ Combining Unit 23, and at the same time stores the combined
user data R(1) as final user data in the buffer of HARQ Combining Unit 23.
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[0020] Then. HARQ Combining Unit 23 inputs the combined user data R(1) into Soft Decoder 24 to decode it. Soft
Decoder 24 outputs soft—decoded data to CRC Checking Unit 25 to determine whether the received retransmission
user data is correct. If the received retransmission user data is not correct, Receiver 20 feeds back a NACK indicator
to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer Unit 12 of Transmitter 10. respectively. When HARQ Com-
bining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer Unit 12 of Transmitter 10 receive the NACK indicator. the operating pro-
cedures for retransmitting user data at the side of the transmitter and for receiving retransmitted user data at the side
of the receiver are repeated. That is. after encoded and OFDM modulated by Transmitter 10. the final user data in TX
Buffer 12 is retransmitted to radio channels (not shown in Fig. 1) via the transmission unit (not shown in Fig. 1). After
receiving the user data retransmitted by Transmitter 10 from radio channels (not shown in Fig. 1). Receiver 20 gets
retransmission data 5(2) by OFDM demodulation. and then gets SNR_est(2) and GSNR(2) by SNR-estimating the
retransmission data 8(2). HARQ Combining Unit 23 weights the inputted retransmission data 8(2) based on inputted
SNR_est(2) and oS~R(2), and then combines the weighted retransmission data with the final user data 5(1) in the
buffer of HARQ Combining Unit 23 to get user data R(2), which is stored as final user data in the buffer of HARQ
Combining Unit 23. And later. R(2) is soft decoded and C RC—checked by Receiver 20 to determine whether the received
new retransmission user data is correct. If the received retransmission user data is not correct. Receiver 20 feeds back
a NACK indicator respectively to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10, thus
constituting a loop. The loop will go on until the received new retransmission user data is correct. Then Receiver 20
outputs the retransmission user data and feeds back an ACK indicator respectively to HARQ Combining Unit 23 of
Receiver 20 and TX Buffer 12 of Transmitter 10 simultaneously.

[0021] The above weighted combining process can be realized according to the following formula:

E's“) . SNR _ est (1‘)

 

R“) = 1-0” SNR f2: ((3 ’ SNR __ 95‘ (i) < SNRtlruIiolJ and 65m (0 > alllrnhald
. i-o ”SN: (0 I

”2.50) ' SNR _ e:r(i)
R(i) = "‘°N , SNR __ est (1‘) 2 SNR "mm, or a”, (i) 5 0mm,“

fSNR _ e:t(i)i-O

Where i indicates the i-th retransmission and i2 0;

Nmmns indicates the retransmission times of a transmission block. and 1 g Nmmns s Nmax;
Nmax indicates the maximum retransmission times of a transmission block;
R(i) indicates the data after the i—th combining;
S(f) indicates the data before the i-th combining;
SNR_est(i) indicates the SNR of the i-th estimation;

SNanmsnald indicates the threshold of SNR;
OSNRU) indicates variance of SNR of the i—th estimation;
olhmmom indicates the threshold of variance of SNR.
[0022} According to above detailed description of the embodiment, the HARQ (Hybrid Automatic Repeat Requests )
combining method in an OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing ) System of the present invention can be
summarized as the following steps:

a. A transmitter transmits data to a receiver in a unit of frame, then the receiver weights the received data based
on its SNR and variance of SNR and stores the weighted data as final data in a buffer of a HARQ combining unlt,
and later, the receiver processes the stored final data to determine whether the received data frames are correct;

b. if the data frames are correct. the receiver will output the final data and feed back an ACK indicator respectively
to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter, and if the data frames are not correct, the receiver
will feed back a NACK indicator respectively to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter:

c. When the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receive an ACK indicator. the process returns
to step a. until all data has been transmitted;

d. When the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receive a NACK indicator, the transmitter
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retransmits original data to the receiver, then the HARQ combining unit of the receiver weights the received re-
transmission data based on its SNR and variance of SNR. and combines the weighted retransmission data with
the data stored in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit. and at the same time, stores the combined data as final
data in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit, then the receiver processes the combined final data to determine
whether the combined data frames are correct, after that, the proceSS returns to Step b.

[0023] At the same time, from the above embodiment the receiver in the OFDM system of the present invention will
be achieved, which includes:

a SNR estimation unit for SNR-estimating the demodulated data to obtain estimated SNR and variance of SNR
and outputting them;

a HARQ combining unit for receiving the output from the SNR estimation unit, weighting inputted demodulated
data based on its SNR and variance of SNR, and storing the weighted data as final data in a buffer of said HARQ
combining unit, then determining whether to execute the combining based on the determination whether the re—
ceived data frames are correct: if the received data frames are correct, not executing the combining; if the received
data frames are not correct, weighting the inputted demodulated retransmission data based on its SNR and vari-
ance of SNR and combining the weighted retransmission data with the data in the buffer of said HARQ combining
unit, and at the same time. storing the combined data as final data in the buffer of said HARQ combining unit.

[0024] The transmitter and other function modules of the receiver in the OFDM system can be realized by existing
technologies. Thus, their description are omitted here.
[0025] Herein, in the receiver of the present invention. the process of the HARQ combining unit for weighting the
received data and weighted combining the retransmission data based on its SNR and variance of SNR respectively
can be realized according to the following formula:

no.2... 5U) . SNR ._ es!(i) 
R ' = "0 05”,, (i) , SNR est(i) < SNR, mg and a (r') > 0' m a

0) Ni SNR ._ est“) _ I. n Id SNR it A Id
iaO USN; (i) IN"-

2 3(1') ' SNR _ emu)
R(i) = —"“:—v——-—-. SNR _ 951(1') 2 5NR,.,..,..u 0' <75" (1') 5 0mm,“

fSNR _est(i)(:0

Where i indicates the i-th retransmission and i2 0:

Nmmms indicates the retransmission times of a transmission block, and 1 S Mama"s S Nmax;
me indicates the maximum retransmission times of a transmission block;
R(i) indicates the data after the i-th combining;
S(i') indicates the data before the i-th combining;
SNR_est(i) indicates the SNR of the i-th estimation;
SNRthnshold indicates the threshold of SNR;
OSNRU) indicates variance of SNR of the i-th estimation;
Gama,“ indicates the threshold of variance of SNR.
[0026] Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the simulation curve chart of SNR—BER (Bit Error Ratio), SNR-Throughput and
SNR-Time Delay according to comparing examples of the present invention. respectively. As show in Figures 2-4,
curves a1, a2, and a3 indicate the simulation curves when employing non—weighted combining method. curves b1. b2.
and b3 indicate the simulation curves when employing normal Chase combining method weighted by SNR. and curves
c1. c2. and 03 indicate the simulation curves when employing improved Chase combining method weighted by SNR
and van‘ance of SNR of the present invention.
[0027] The simulation curves shown in Figures 2-4 are obtained in the following simulation environments: in an
OFDM system; the carrier frequency is 3.2GHz; the channel is an outdoor multipath channel A with AWGN+UMTS;
the mobile speed is 120km/h; coding mode is 1/3 Turbo coding; modulation mode is 160AM; CRC is 24-bit; channel
estimation and SNR estimation are ideal; the simulation point is 10240'150; and the maximum retransmission times
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are set to 5. According to Figures 2. 3. and 4, the improved Chase combining method weighted by SNR and variance
of SNR of the present invention improves not only the performance of BER, but also system performance in throughput
and time delay. And in relatively low SNR (less than 11dB) environment, the improvement of system performance in
throughput and time delay of the method is remarkable. Thus. the improved Chase combining method weighted by
SNR and variance of SNR of the present invention has more advantages. particularly in low SNR environment, which
is the common condition in mobile communication systems.

[0028] As many apparently widely different embodiments of the present invention can be made without departing
from the spirit and scope thereof. it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the specific embodiments
thereof except as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) combining method in an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) system, comprising steps of:

a. a transmitter transmitting data to a receiver in a unit of frame, then the receiver weighting the received data
based on its SNR and variance of SNR and storing the weighted data as final data in a buffer of a HARQ

combining unit. and later. the receiver processing the stored final data to determine whether the received data
frames are correct;

b. if the data frames are correct, the receiver outputting the final data and feeding back an ACK indicator

respectively to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter. and if the data frames are not
correct. the receiver feeding back a NACK indicator respectively to the HARQ combining unit of the receiver
and the transmitter;

c. when the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receiving an ACK indicator, the process
returning to step a, until all data has been transmitted;

d. when the HARQ combining unit of the receiver and the transmitter receiving a NACK indicator, the transmitter
retransmitting original data to the receiver, then the HARQ combining unit of the receiver weighting the received
retransmission data based on its SNR and variance of SNR, and combining the weighted retransmission data
with the data stored in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit. and at the same time. storing the combined
data as final data in the buffer of the HARQ combining unit, then the receiver processing the combined final
data to determine whether the combined data frames are correct. after that, the process returning to step b.

2. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 1, wherein in said step a, before the transmitter transmits data
to the receiver in unit of frame. the data needs to undergo processes of CRC appending. coding and OFDM mod—

ulating in turn, and at the same time storing the data after CRC appending and before coding as final data in a TX
buffer in order to facilitate possible retransmission.

3. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 2, wherein in said step a. before the receiver weights the received
data based on its SNR and variance of SNR. the receiver has to OFDM-demodulate the received data.

4. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 3. wherein in said step a, the receiver processes stored final
data including soft decoding and CRC checking in turn, and then obtaining an ACK or NACK indicator based on
the determination whether the received data is correct by CRC checking.

5. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 1. wherein in said step b. the ACK or NACK indicator fed back
to the transmitter is inputted to the TX buffer. and if said TX buffer receives an ACK indicator, it will store new data
as final data in itself, and if said TX buffer receives a NACK indicator, it will hold the final data unchanged.

6. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 4. wherein in said step d, before the HARQ combining unit of
the receiver weights the received retransmission data based on its SNR and variance of SNR. the receiver has to
OFDM-demodulate the received retransmission data.

7. The HARQ combining method according to Claim 6, wherein in said step d. the SNR and variance of SNR of the
retransmission data are obtained by the receiver by SNR-estimating the received OFDM-demodulated retrans—
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mission data.

The HARQ combining method according to Claim 7, wherein in said step d. the receiver processes the combined
final data including soft decoding and CRC checking in turn, and then obtaining an ACK or NACK indicator based
on the determination whether the combined data frames are correct by CRC checking.

The HARQ combining method according to Claim 1, wherein the process of said Receiver forweighting the received
data and weighted combining said retransmission data is implemented according to the following formula:

 

 

HEM -

5U) ‘ SNR _e(s.l)(1). i- 0’ - l . ‘

R“) = 0” SNR - 2:7“) , SNR _esl(i) < SNR,,,,DW and as” (1) > Ulhruhuhl
no as”: (i)N I

fsfi) ‘ SNR _ es! (i)
RU) -_. "'° _ SNR _ 25:0) 2 SNRmmW or a," (i) 5 0M,“N...

2 SNR __ 2:1(i)1:0

where i indicates the i-th retransmission. and i.>_ 0; Nmm,“ indicates the retransmission times of a transmission
block, and 1 S NM,ans 5 NM“;

Nmu indicates the maximum retransmission times of a transmission block:
RU) indicates the data after the i-th combining;
S(i) indicates the data before the i-th combing;
SNR__est(i) indicates the SNR of the i—th estimation;
SNRmnshom indicates the threshold of SNR;
OSNRU) indicates variance of SNR of the i-th estimation;
owflhom indicates the threshold of variance of SNR.

10. A receiver in an OFDM system, comprising:

a SNR estimation unit for SNR-estimating demodulated data to obtain estimated SNR and variance of SNR
and outputting them;

a HARQ combining unit for receiving the output from the SNR estimation unit, weighting inputted demodulated
data based on inputted SNR and variance of SNR, and ston’ng the weighted data as final data in a buffer of
said HARQ combining unit, then determining whether to execute the combining based on the determination
whether the received data frames are correct: if the received data frames are correct. not executing the com-
bination; if the received data frames are not correct. weighting the inputted demodulated retransmission data
based on its SNR and variance of SNR , combining the weighted retransmission data with the data in the
buffer of said HARQ combining unit. and storing the combined data as final data in the buffer of said HARQ
combining unit.

11. The receiver according to Claim 10, wherein the processes for weighting the demodulated data and weighted
combining said inputted demodulated retransmission data is implemented according to the following formula:
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” . SNR _ 9510')

. i: "0' am (1')
R0) =

” SNR _ ma)
i=0 ”sun (0

gm) ~ SNR - mu)
R(i) = "‘1. , SNR _ 2:! (i) 2 SNRm~mu or as” (i) S afimbu

fSNR _ 231(1')i=0

, SNR _est(i) < SNRmmH, and 0’s" (i) > and...“

N

 

where i indicates the i-th retransmission, and i2 0; Nmm"s indicates the retransmission times of a transmission
block. and 1 S Nnmns s Nmax ;
N...“)( indicates the maximum retransmission times of a transmission block:
R(i) indicates the data after the Mn combining;
S(I) indicates the data before the i-th combining;
SNR_est(i) indicates the SNR of the i-th estimation;
SNRWBsham indicates the threshold of SNR;
GSNRU) indicates the variance of SNR of the i-th estimation;
smash“, indicates the threshold of Variance of SNR.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(0)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be

 
disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a

published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised

that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited

is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested

information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may

result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.
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1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act

(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record 5.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(0)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the

application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be
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which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a

published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM HAVING IMPLEMENTED
POINT— TO-MULTIF’OINT- MULTICASTFUNCTION

The present invention refers to a communication system comprising a network and a

plurality of user terminals that are coupled to the network via a communication

channel using wireless radio frequency transmission and having a downlink channel

for transmitting messages in the direction from the network to the user terminals.

Further. the invention relates to a network and a user terminal, both for use in said

communication system.

Recently, mobile telephone communication networks and systems have become very

popular, for example, the telephone network corresponding to the Global Mobile

Satellite (GMS) standards. The GMS systems supports the usual mobile telephone

communication and, in addition, a number of further services, e.g. the short message

service (SMS) cell broadcast and the point to multipoint multicast (= PTM--M) service

in the general packet radio system.

The PTM-M service is a service _in which the message is transmitted to all

subscribers currently located within a geographical area. The message contains a

group identifier indicating whether the message is of interest to all subscribers or to

only a subset of subscribers or user terminals, e.g. certain mobile telephones also

called mobile stations belonging to a specific PTM group. The PTM—M service is a

connectless unidirectional service, i.e. in the downlink direction from the network to

the user terminal, and is a variable bit rate service.

The object of the present invention is the implementation of the PTM-M service in

communication systems, e.g. the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System

(UMTS), of the latest generation.

This object is solved by a communication system according to claim 1 and by a

method for its operation according to claim 14. Accordingly, the communication

system of the invention comprises a network and a plurality of user terminals that are

- coupled to the network via a communication channel using wireless radio frequency

transmission and having a downlink channel for transmitting messages in the
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direction'from the; network to the user'terminals, wherein thexdownlink channel
comprisess: I .7 . _ _‘ H,
a paging channel for transmission of pagingmessages in paging frames for initiating
communication with a user terminal allocated to a paging group of a plurality of user

terminals, and a paging indicator channel for transmission of a paging indicator

belonging to the paging group when there is a paging message for the user terminal

belonging to the paging group, wherein the user terminal processes the next paging

frame transmitted on the paging channel to determine whether there is a paging

message intended for it when the paging indicator has been transmitted on the

paging indicator channel, and

wherein the paging message on the paging channel comprises a point-to—multipoint-

multicast (PTM-M) group identifier, to identify a PTM~M group. ' I

A considerable advantage of the present invention is the implementation of the PTM-

M service in the communication system, for instance, the UMTS without the

requirement of additional channels or downlink transport channels. This is achieved

, by using a paging channel, a paging indicator channel and a downlink transport

‘ channel already provided by the communication system. These channels are

destinated to implement the PTM-M service in the communication system. Thereby a

substantial increase of the system complexity in the e.g. UMTS is avoided when the

PTM-M service is getting implemented.

Preferably, the paging channel itself is used to transport the PTM-M messages,

wherein the paging message on the paging channel comprises one or a plurality of

PTM—M messages being intended for the PTM-M group identified by means of the

PTM-M group identifier. The paging channel may be the secondary common control

physical channel (S-CCPCH) of the UMTS.

in an alternative embodiment, the downlink channel maycomprise in addition a

downlink transport channel shared by several user terminals and allocated for

transporting PTM-M messages, wherein the user terminal accesses the PTM—M

messages of the downlink transport channel when, in the paging channel, the user

, terminal has detected a PTM-M identifier of a PTM-M group to which the user

terminal is allocated to.
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. in an; preferred embodiment, the communication system is the UMTS."and:the_

downlink transport chan‘nel -for' PTM-M messages is the known forWard access ’ ”

channel (FACH) or the downlink shared channel (DSCH) of the UMTS.

The PTM-M identifiers or the plurality of PTM-M identifiers allocated to a user

terminal may be stored in a data memory of the user terminal. This allows a quick

decision in the user terminal or the mobile telephone whether a detected PTM-M

identifier on the paging channel is of interest to the user terminal or not. This helps to

save battery power of the mobile phone as the phone is enabled to re-enter quickly

into sleep mode or idle mode in which a low power consumption is attained.

in an preferred embodiment, the PTM—M group identifier is the international mobile

group identifier used in the general packet radio system (GPRS).

The method of the invention comprises the following steps:

in a paging channel of the downlink channel, transmitting of paging messages in

paging frames for initiating communication with a user terminal allocated to a paging

group of a plurality of user terminals,

in a paging indicator channel of the downlink channel, transmitting of a paging

indicator allocated to‘ the paging group when there is a paging message for the user

terminal belonging to the paging group,

processing the next paging frame transmitted on the paging channel by the user

terminal to see whether there is a paging message intended for it when the paging

indicator has been transmitted on the paging indicator channel, and,

in the paging message of the paging channel, transmitting at least one point—to-

multipoint—multicast (PTM-M) group identifier to identify a PTM-M group by the

network.

Preferably the method of the invention comprises allocating an area to a cell or to a

plurality of cells by the network wherein the user terminal is in the area, and providing

the paging indicator channel and the paging channel comprising the PTM-M identifier

- or plurality of PTM-M identifiers to the cell or to the plurality of cells of the area.
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The method may comprise, in an area serviced by the network and divided into'a-
pluralityofcells, entering, one ofsaid cells by the mobile user terminal—and registering
of the user terminal to be in said cell by the. netwOrk of the communication system,’
providing of PTM-M identifiers on a downlink transport channel of the downlink

channel, the information indicating the PTM-M groups being supported in said cell by

the network, reading the PTM-M identifiers on the downlink transport channel by the

user terminal. and

comparing the PTM-M identifiers being read from the downlink transport channel with

PTM-M identifiers being stored in a memory of the user terminal and indicating the

PTM-M groups to which the user terminal is subscribed in order to determine the

PTM-M groups being serviced in the cell for 'said user terminal. These steps

effectively support sleep-mode operation of the user terminal or mobile phone in ‘

connection with the implementation of the PTM—M service, i.e. an effective way for

saving power of the mobile phone.

The invention according to yet another aspect also relates to a network according to

claim 12, especially for use in a communication system according to claim 1. The

above preferred embodiments of the communication system also apply to the

network.

Further, the invention relates to a user terminal, e.g. a mobile station, according to

claim 13, especially for use in a communication system according to claim 1. The

above preferred embodiments of the communication system also apply to the user

terminal.

Further advantageous embodiments of the invention are mentioned in the dependent

claims.

Further advantages, advantageous embodiments and additional applications of the

invention are provided in the following description of a preferred embodiment of the

invention in connection with the figures being enclosed which show:

- Fig. 1 a schematic view of a communication system according to

a preferred embodiment of the invention;
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Fig.- _2 z a schematic timing diagram showing three different "
downlink transport channels of the c0mmunication system

of Fig. 1 in order to explain the method of

the invention in connection with Fig. 3; and

Fig. 3 a schematic flow chart showing the substantial steps of

the invention it a user terminal starts from

sleep—mode.

Fig. 1 shows schematically the basic structure of a communication system according

to a preferred embodiment of the invention. The communication system is a UMTS

system of the latest generation which is called a 3GPP WCDMA system and which

comprises a UMTS terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) 1 as network and a

plurality of terminal users 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 or mobile stations, e.g. mobile phones

according to the UMTS-standard, which are coupled to the UTRAN 1 via _a
communication channel using wireless radio frequency transmission of payload and

control information or messages and having a downlink channel 8 being directed

from the UTRAN 1 to the plurality of terminal users 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 to 7. A detailed

explanation of the downlink channel 8 used in the shown UMTS is described, for

instance, in the technical specification BGPP TS 25.211 V3.4.0 (2000-09) "3rd

Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio Access

Network; Physical channels and mapping of transport channels onto physical

channels (FDD) (Release 1999)" issued by the BGPP Organizational Partners, which

specification is incorporated herein by reference.

As shown in Fig. 1, the user terminals 2, 3 and 4 are in the same cell 10, whereas the

user terminals 6 and 7 are in a further cell 9, each of the cells 9, 10 covering a

different area or are located within the same geographical area. The user terminals 4

and 7 belong to the same PTM—M—group 5 to which a special PTM-M group identifier

or corresponding control data are allocated. The PTM—M group identifier may be the

known international mobile group identifier (IMGI) of the known general packet radio

, system (GPRS). PTM—M identifiers and corresponding lMGls are used to implement

the PTM-M service in the UMTS.
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- The downlink channel 8 of the UMTScomprises, inter alia, a paging indicator
channel (PICH) 20, a paging channel 21, e. g. thesecondary common ContrOlpaging

channel (S-CCPCH), and a further downlink transport channel 22, e.g. the downlink

shared channel (DSCH) or the fonlvard access channel (FACH).

In general, the paging channel 21 is a downlink transport channel that carries data

relevant to the paging procedure, that is, when the network or UTRAN 1 wants to

initiate communication with one of the plurality of user terminals. The simplest

example is a speech call to the user terminal. The UTRAN 1 transmits a paging

message to the user terminal on the paging channel of those cells belonging to the

location ‘area that the user terminal is expected to be in. The identical paging

message can be transmitted in a single cell or in up to a few hundreds of cells

depending on the configuration of the UTMS.

The paging channel 21' is operated together with the paging indicator channel 20 to

provide the user terminals with effective sleep mode operation. The paging indicator

channel 20 transfers paging indicators 23 .which appear periodically on the paging

indicator channel 20 when there are paging messages for any of the user terminals

belonging to a paging group which may comprise all user terminals of the cells 9 and

10 or only either the 'user terminals of the cell 9 or the user terminals of the cell 10.

As shown in Fig. 1, for instance, the user terminal 7 within cell 9 is a member of the

paging group related to cell 9 and in addition also a member of a PTM-M group 5

corresponding to a PTM—M service and a special PTM-M group identifier 24 (see. Fig.

2). Further, the user terminal 4 in the cell 10 is a member of a further paging group

related to cell 10 and in addition also a member of the PTM-M group 5 corresponding

to the PTM—M service and the PTM—M group identifier 24 (see Fig. 2).

The preferred embodiment of the method of the invention is described and explained

in the following in relation tothe Fig. 2 and 3.

’ For instance, the user terminal 7 has just recently entered the cell 9, (see step S1 in

Fig. 3) and registration of the user terminal 7 has been accomplished by the user
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terminal 7 and the UTRAN 1 (See step 32).The user terminal 7 subsequently reads
_ the PTM-M group identifier information comprising alsothe PTM-M group identifier

24- on a BCH downlink channel Which contains the information which PTMM groups

are supported in the cell 9 (see step S3). The user terminal 7 compares (see step

84) the PTM-M group identifiers read from the BCH downlink channel with the PTM-

M group identifiers being stored, for instance, in a SIM card as a memory of the user

terminal 7. in the present example, the user terminal 7 or its owner is only subscribed

to the PTM—M group 5 identified by the PTM-M group identifier 24 and, therefore, only

the PTM-M group identifier 24 is stored in its SIM card. The user terminal 7 in the

next step 85, therefore, only selects the PTM-M group identified by the PTM-M

identifier 24, when it should detect the PTM-M group identifier as paging message on

the pagingchannel 21.

The user terminal 7, in the following, scans the paging indicator channel 20 in order

to detect a paging indicator 23. if the paging indicator channel 20 does not transport

a paging indicator 23, the user terminal 7 enters the sleep mode, this step not being '

shown in Fig. 3.

Hereinafter, the illustrated embodiment relates to the case when the UTRAN 1 wants

to send a PTM—M message 25 of the PTM-M service to the user terminal 7. At first,

the UTRAN 1 determines on the basis of the information stored during the

registration step 82 the cell and/or the cells in which the user terminal 7 is expected

to be in. in the present example, shown in Fig. 1, the UTRAN 1 finds the user

terminal 7 to be in the cell 9. The UTRAN 1, then, issues periodically the paging

indicator 23 on the paging indicator channel 20 and further issues a paging frame 26

comprising the PTM-M group identifier 24 as paging message on the paging channel

21, wherein the paging frame 26 has an offset value in time ta with regard to the

paging indicator 23 on the paging indicator channel 20. In addition, the UTRAN 1

outputs a PTM-M message 25 on the additional downlink transporting channel 22,

the PTM—M message belonging to the PTM-M service being active.

Starting from the idle mode or sleep mode 89, the user terminal 7 scans periodically

‘ the paging channel 20 in order to detect a paging indicator. The user terminal detects

the paging indicator 23 issued from the UTRAN 1 (step 86). In the following, the user
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'Aterminat 7 scans a- next paging frame 26 on thepaging channel 21 after the duration
ta and'detects the PTM-M group identifier 24.issued by the UTRAN ten the paging
channel 21. The time ta between the end of the paging indicator. 23 and the

beginning of the next paging frame is typically 7680 chips.

Subsequently, the user terminal 7 compares the detected PTM-M group identifier 24

with the PTM-M group identifier stored in its SIM card (see step S7 of Fig. 3).

Provided the detected PTM-M group identifier 24 is identical to the stored PTM-M

group identifier, the user terminal determines that a PTM-M message or PTM-M user

data is issued belonging to the PTM-M group 5 in which it is subscribed, (see Yes

after step S7 in Fig. 3). If a. “No" should result after step 87, there is no PTM-M

message of a PTM-M group the user terminal 7 is subscribed to and the user‘

terminal 7 returns into its sleep mode.

in the case of a “Yes” after step 87 the user terminal 7 scans the downlink

transporting channel 22 (see step 88) in order to detect and to read the PTM-M

message 25 issued by the UlRAN 1. After processing of the PTM—M message 25,

the user terminal 7 returns into its sleep mode in step ‘89. The user terminal SQ

repeats the steps SB, 87, SB, 89 and 810 periodically.

As shown in Fig. 1, also the user terminal 4 is a member of the PTM-M group 5 and,

therefore, it is subscribed to the corresponding PTM-M service. In order to provide

the PTM—M service to the user terminal 4, the UTRAN 1 issues the paging indicator

23 on the paging indicator channel 20, the PTM-M group identifier 24 on the paging

channel 21 and the PTM-M message 25 as described above with reference to the

user terminal 7 and simultaneously transmits them to the user terminal 7 in the cell

10 in which the user terminal 4 is expected to be. The user terminal 4 carries out the

same steps as described above with regard to the user terminal 7 in order to detect

and read the PTM—M message 25.

In case of further user terminals (not shown in the figures) or a large number of user

terminals belonging to the same PTM-M group, the paging indicators 23, the PTM-M

‘ group identifier 24 and the PTM—M message 25 are output simultaneously to all user
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A ”terminals belonging to the same ‘PTMéM group' regardlees of whether the user

terminals are within. one cell‘ or within arelarge' number Of different cells!
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Claims _

1. ' CbmmUnication system comprising a network Iand‘a plurality of user terminals

that are coupled to the network via a communication channel using wireless

radio frequency transmission and having a downlink channel for transmitting

messages in the direction from the network to the user terminals, wherein the

downlink channel comprises:

a paging channel for transmission of paging messages in paging frames for

initiating communication with a user terminal allocated to a paging group of a

plurality of user terminals, and

"a paging indicator channel for transmission of a paging indicator belonging to

said paging group,in case there is a paging message for the user terminal

belonging to said paging group, wherein the user terminal processes the next

paging frame transmitted on the paging channel to determine whether there is a

paging message intended for the user when the paging indicator has been

transmitted on the paging indicator channel, and

wherein the paging message on the paging channel comprises a point-to- '

multipoint—multicast (PTM—M) group identifier to identify a PTM—M group.

2. Communication system according to claim 1, wherein the paging message on

the paging channel comprises one or a plurality of PTM-M messages being

intended for the PTM—M group and identified by means of the PTM-M group

identifier.

3. Communication system according to claim 1, wherein the downlink channel

comprises in addition a downlink transport channel shared by several user

terminals and intended to transport PTM~M messages, wherein the user

terminal accesses the PTM-M messages of the downlink transport channel

when, in the paging channel, the user terminal has detected a PTM—M identifier

of a PTM—M group to which the user terminal is allocated to.

4. Communication system according to claim 3, wherein the communication

system is the UMTS and the downlink transport channel is the forward access

channel (FACH) of the UMTS.
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Communication system according to claim 3, wherein . the communication
system is the UMTS and the downlink transport channel is the downlink shared ' '

channel (DSCH) of the UMTS.

Communication system according to one of the preceding Claims, wherein an

area is allocated to a cell or to a plurality of cells, wherein the user terminal is

located in that area, the network transmitting the paging indicator channel and

the paging channel comprising the PTM—M identifier or a plurality of PTM-M

identifiers to the cell or to the plurality of cells of the area.

Communication'system according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the

PTM-M identifier or the plurality of PTM-M identifiers allocated to the user

terminal are stored in a data memory of the user terminal.

Communication system according to claim 7, wherein the data memory is a

memory in a SIM card of the user terminal.

Communication system according to one of the preceding claims. wherein the

communication system is the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System

(UMTS), wherein the network is the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access network

and wherein the user terminal is an UMTS terminal or an UMTS mobile phone.

Communication system according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the

communication system is the UMTS and the paging channel is the secondary

common control physical channel (S-CCPCH) of the UMTS.

Communication system according to one of the preceding claims, wherein the

PTM—M group identifier is the international mobile group identifier used in the

general packet radio system (GPRS).

Network, adapted to communicate with a plurality of user terminals that are

coupled to the network via a communication channel using wireless radio

frequency transmission and having a downlink channel for transmitting
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" messages in the direction from the network to the user‘terminals, Wherein the ~
downlink channel cOmprises:_ 7 ' I ,
a paging channei for-transmission of paging messages in paging frames for""

initiating communication with a user terminal allocated to a paging group of a

plurality of user terminals, and

a paging indicator channel for transmission of a paging indicator belonging to

said paging group,in case there is a paging message for the user terminal

belonging to the paging group, and wherein the paging message on the paging

channel comprises a point-to-multipoint-multicast (PTM-M) group identifier to

identify a PTM-M group.

13. User terminal, adapted to communicate with a network, comprising amobile

station including reception means adapted for reCeiving messages from the

network in a downlink channel; wherein said downlink channel comprises :

a paging channel for reception of paging messages in paging frames for

initiating c0mmunication with said network, the user terminal being adapted to

be allocated to a paging group comprising a plurality of user terminals, and

a paging indicator channel for reception of a paging indicator belonging to said

paging group,in case there is a paging message for the user terminal belonging

to said paging group, wherein the user terminal processes the next paging

frame received on the paging channel to determine whether there is a paging

message intended for the user when the paging indicator has been transmitted

on the paging indicator channel, and

wherein the paging message on the paging channel comprises a point—to-

multipoint—multicast (PTM—M) group identifier to identify a PTM-M group.

14. Method for operation of a communication system comprising a network and a

plurality of user terminals that are coupled to the network via a communication

Channel using wireless radio frequency transmission and having» a downlink

channel for transmitting messages in the direction from the network to the user

terminals, wherein the method comprises:

in a paging channel of the downlink channel, transmitting of paging messages in

paging frames for initiating communication with a user terminal allocated to a

paging group of a plurality of user terminals,
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‘ in a. paging indicator channel of the downlink channel, transmitting of -a paging
indicator allocated to the paging group, incase there is apaging message for
the user terminal belonging to the paging group, .

processing of the next paging frame transmitted on the paging channel by the

user terminal to determine whether there is a paging message intended for the

user when the paging indicator has been transmitted on the paging indicator

channel, and,

in the paging message of the paging channel, transmitting at least one point—to—

multipoint—multicast (PTM—M) group identifier to identify a PTM-M group by the

network.

Method according to claim 14, wherein 'the paging message on the paging

channel comprises a PTM-M message being intended for the PTM-M group

which is identified by means of the PTM-M group identifier.

Method according to claim 15, the method comprising:

in the downlink channel, providing in addition a downlink transport channel

shared by several user terminals and intended for transporting PTM—M

messages, the user terminal accessing the PTM-M messages of the downlink

transport channel when, in the paging channel, the user terminal has detected a

PTM-M identifier of a PTM-M group to which the user terminal is allocated to.

Method according to one of the claims 14 to 16, the method comprising:

allocating an area to a cell or to a plurality of cells by the network, wherein the

user terminal is in that area, and providing the paging indicator channel and the

paging channel comprising the PTM-M identifier or plurality of PTM—M identifiers

to the cell or to the plurality of cells of the area.

Method according to one of the claims 14 to 17, the method comprising:

storing of the PTM—M identifier or the plurality of PTM—M identifiers allocated to

the user terminal in a data memory of the user terminal.

19. Method according to one of the claims 14 to 18, the method comprising:
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in an area serviced by the network and divided into a plurality of cells,entering '
‘ , one .of said cells by the mobile user terminal and

registering of the user terminal to be in said cell by the network of the

communication system,

providing of PTM-M identifiers on a downiink transport channel of the downlink

channel, the information indicating the PTM-M groups being supported in said

cell by the network,

reading the PTM-M identifiers on the downlink transport channel by the user

terminal, and

comparing the PTM-M identifiers being read from the downlink transport

channel with PTM-Midentifiers being stored in a memory of the user'terminal

and indicating the PTM-M groups to which the user terminal is subscribed in

order to determine the PTM-M groups being serviced in the cell for said user

terminal.

Method according to one of the claims 14 to 19, the method comprising:

periodically detecting and reading of the paging indicators on the paging

indicator channel by the user terminal.

Method according to claim 20, the method comprising:

next, in case a paging indicator is detected on the paging channel, reading of

the paging message on the paging channel which is allocated to the paging

indicator.

Method according to claim 20, the method comprising:

next, in case a PTM-M identifier is detected by the user terminal in the paging

message on the paging channel, comparing the detected PTM—M identifier to

the PTM-M identifier or the PTM—M—identifiers stored in the user terminal.

Method according to claim 22, the method comprising:

next, in case the detected PTM~M identifier corresponds to one of the PTM-M

identifiers being stored in user terminal, reading of PTM-M messages belonging

to a PTM-M—group identified by the PTM-M-identifier on a downlink transport
channel of the downlink channel.
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24. Method accordingto slaim 20,: Wherein the user jte'rminalg is in. a sleep-mode
between the steps of periodically detecting and reading of the paging indicators.
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(57) Abstract: A method and system are provided that aliow a mobile communications service provider to broadcast messages using
0 more than one broadcast channel protocol, such that only the mobile stations designed to receive broadcast messages transmitted

under each protocol are woken up to monitor their respective broadcast channel slots, thus saving battery life in mobile stations
designed to receive broadcast messages transmitted using other broadcast channel protocols.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPROVING BATTERY

PERFORMANCE IN BROADCAST PAGING

BACKGROUND

Field

[1001] The present invention relates generally to telecommunications

systems, and more specifically to a method and system for improving battery life

in mobile stations designed to receive broadcast messages.

Background

[1002] In cellular telephone systems such as the lS-95 family of code

division multiple access (CDMA) systems defined in the lS-95, IS—95A, and IS-

958 standards and earlier versions of cdma2000, a base station uses a paging

channel (F-PCH) to transmit broadcast pages and broadcast messages to

target mobile stations. The base station may also send broadcast indicators on

quick paging channel (F—QPCH) slots to inform the target mobile stations to

monitor the F-PCH channel slots for the upcoming broadcast pages and/or

broadcast messages.

[1003] In the newer versions of cdma2000, the base station uses a common

control channel (F-CCCH) to transmit broadcast pages, a broadcast control

channel (F-BCCH) to transmit broadcast messages. The base station may also

send broadcast indicators on the F-QPCH channel slots to inform the target

mobile stations to monitor the F—CCCH slots for the broadcast pages, which

may point to the assigned F-BCCH channel slots that carry broadcast

messages. ‘

[1004] A sen/ice provider may choose to adopt either of the above

broadcasting channel protocols to broadcast messages to target mobile

stations, but only the mobile stations that are designed for a chosen

broadcasting channel protocol would be able to receive the broadcast
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messages. It is highly desirable to transmit broadcast messages using both

broadcasting channel protocols such that the mobile stations that are designed

to receive broadcast messages transmitted in either broadcasting channel

protocol would be able to receive the broadcast messages.

[1005] Currently, if a service provider transmits a broadcast message using

both broadcasting channel protocols, the broadcast indicators on the F-QPCH

channel slots, which may be used to signal a group of mobile stations to monitor

the broadcast pages on either the F—PCH or F-CCCH channel, may cause false

signaling to other mobile stations. For example, a broadcast indicator on a F-

QPCH channel slot that correctly points to a broadcast page slot on the F—PCH

ohannel may also erroneously point to a broadcast page slot on the F-CCCH

channel. Consequently, the mobile stations that are designed to monitor the F

CCCH channel slots may be unnecessarily awakened to monitor the F—CCCH

channel slots. Therefore, these mobile stations may suffer from unnecessary

battery consumption.

[1006] There is a need in the artfor providing broadcast messages using

more than one broadcasting channel protocol such that the mobile stations

designed to receive broadcast messages using one broadcasting channel

protocol produce no false signaling to the mobile stations designed to receive

broadcast messages using other broadcast channel protocols.

SUMMARY

[1007] One aspect of the present invention is directed to a method and

system for providing broadcast messages using more than one broadcast

channel protocol. The method and system may include transmitting a plurality

of first broadcast page slots on a first channel, transmitting a plurality of second

broadcast page slots on a second channel, and transmitting a plurality of

broadcast indicators on a third channel, such that each one of the plurality of

broadcast indicators may point to only one of the first or second broadcast page

slots.

[1008] In one embodiment of the present invention, the first broadcast page

slots on the first channel may be shifted with respect to the second broadcast

page slots on the second channel.
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[1009] In another embodiment of the present invention, the first broadcast

page slots on the first channel and the second broadcast page slots on the

second channel may be transmitted at different broadcast page cycles.

[1010] Another embodiment of the present invention is directed to a base

station for providing broadcast messages, which may include a transmitter and

a processor. The transmitter may be adapted to transmit a plurality of first

broadcast page slots on a first channel, transmit a plurality of second broadcast

page slots on a second channel, and transmit a plurality of broadcast indicators

- on a third channel. The processor may be adapted to control the transmitter

such thatteach one of the plurality of broadcast indicators points to only one of

the first or second broadcast page slots. ,

[1011]. In one embodiment of the present invention, the processor may be

further adapted to shift the plurality offirst broadcast page slots on the first

channel with respect to the plurality of second broadcast page slots on the

second channel.

[1012] In one embodiment of the present invention, the processor may be

further adapted to control the transmitter to transmit the plurality of first

broadcast page slots on the first channel and the plurality of second broadcast

page slots on the second channel at different broadcast page cycles.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[1013] FIG. 1 is a representation of an exemplary arrangement for fonNard

channels used in message broadcasting;

[1014] FIG. 2 is a representation of an exemplary base station and mobile

station that may be used in message broadcasting;

[1015] 'FIG. 3 is a representation of exemplary broadcast paging cycles for

forward broadcast channels according to a first embodiment;

[1016] FIG. 4 is a representation of exemplary broadcast paging cycles for

the forward broadcast channels according to a second embodiment; and
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[1017] FIG. 5 is a representation of exemplary broadcast paging cycles for

the forward broadcast channels according to a third embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[1018] The paging channel may be divided into 80 ms slots called paging

channel slots. Paging and control messages for a mobile station operating in

the non-slotted mode may be received in any one of the paging channel slots.

Therefore, the non—slotted mode of operation requires the mobile station to

monitor all slots. The fonNard common control channel also may be divided into

80 ms slots called forward common control channel slots. Paging and mobile-

directed messages for a mobile station operating in the' non-slotted mode may

be received in any one of the forward common control channel slots. Therefore,

the non-slotted mode of operation requires the mobile station to continuously

monitor the fonNard common control channel.

[1019] The paging channel protocol or the forward common control channel

protocol may provide for scheduling the transmission of messages for a specific

mobile station in certain assigned slots. A mobile station that monitors the

paging channel or the forward common control channel only during the

assigned slots is referred to as operating in the slotted mode. During the slots

in which the paging channel or the forward common control channel is not being

monitored, the mobile station may stop or reduce its processing for power

conservation.

[1 020] A mobile station operating in the slotted mode generally monitors the

paging channel or the forward common control channel for one or two slots per

slot cycle. The mobile station may specify its preferred slot cycle, e.g., by using

the SLOT_CYCLE_INDEX field provided in the registration message, origination

message, or page response message. The mobile station may also specify its

preferred slot cycle using the SLOT_CYCLE_lNDEX field of the terminal

information record of the status response message or the extended status

response message. Those of skill in the art would recognize that the messages

referred to herein are defined in the cdmaZOOO standards.
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[1021] The base station may transmit broadcast messages, e.g., data burst

messages with broadcast addresses, to target mobile stations. In order to notify

the mobile stations operating in slotted mode that a broadcast message is being

transmitted to them, the base station may send a broadcast page, such as the

general page message (GPM) or the universal page message (UPM) with a

broadcast address type, to the target mobile stations. The physical channel or

channels on which the broadcast pages and the corresponding broadcast

messages may be transmitted to the mobile stations may depend on the

common ,channel configuration. Two exemplary channel configurations are

considered here.

[1022] The first configuration corresponds to the broadcasting channel

protocol used in the IS—95 family of CDMA systems as well as the prior releases

of cdma2000. In this configuration, the forward channels may include the

paging channel (F-PCH), and the quick paging channel (F~QPCH). Both a

broadcast page, which may point to a companion broadcast message slot that

contains a broadcast message, and the broadcast message may be sent on the

F-PCH.

[1023] The second configuration corresponds to the broadcasting channel

protocol used in the newer release of cdma2000, e.g., Release A. In this

configuration, the forward channels may include the common control channel

(F-CCCH), broadcast control channel (F-BCCH), and the quick paging channel

(F-QPCH). The broadcast page may be sent on the F—CCCH, and the

broadcast message may be sent on the F-BCCH.

[1024] The broadcast pages may be distributed either on the F-PCH or the

F—CCCH at specially defined channel slot cycles. On the F-PCH, a broadcast

paging cycle (BPC) may have a duration of (81+ X1) F-PCH slots, in which:

Bl=2ix16,15is7

BCASTfiINDEX may be transmitted by the base station in the

extended system parameters message or set by default when the extended

where i

system parameters message is not sent.
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[1025] In order to reduce overhead, not to interfere with regular pages, and

be efficient, the broadcast pages may be sent in the first slot of a broadcast

paging cycle. The first slot of each broadcast paging cycle on the F-PCH is a

paging channel slot in which:

Lt/4J mod (B1 + x1) = o,

where t represents system time in frames.

[1026] Distribution of broadcast pages may also be on specially defined F-

CCCH slot cycles. On the F-CCCH, the BPC may have a duration of (82 + X2)

F—CCCH channel slots, in which:

32:21+i><16,1sis7

where i : BCAST_‘INDEX may be transmitted by the base station in the system

parameters message. The first slot of each broadcast paging cycle on the F—

CCCH is a F—CCCH slot in which:

Lt/4J mod (32+ x2) = o,

where t represents system time in frames.

[1027] The F—QPCH may be divided into slots, e.g., 80 ms, called F-QPCH

slots. The F-QPCH protocol may provide for scheduling the transmission of the

paging indicators, the configuration change indicators, and the broadcast

indicators in an F-QPCH slot. In order to reduce battery drainage in mobile

stations due to unnecessary monitoring of every broadcast paging cycle slot,

the F-QPCH slots may contain broadcast indicator (BI) bits that may be used to

inform target mobile stations when to monitor the F-PCH/F—CCCH slot for a

broadcast page. That is, if there is a broadcast page on the F—CCCH, for

example, the BI bits of the corresponding F-QPCH slot are turned on to signal

the target mobile stations to monitor the F-CCCH slots.
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[1028] In one embodiment, a service provider may support broadcast

messaging using both F-F’CH and F-CCCH/F-BCCH broadcasting channel

protocols. Therefore, if both channel protocols operate in slotted mode with the

quick paging channel, the same F—QPCH may be used to signal a mobile unit

that is configured to monitor either the F—PCH or the F—CCCH/F—BCCH for a

broadcast page. In this embodiment, the Bls corresponding to the F-PCH may

signal a group of mobile units to monitor the paging channel slots on the F-PCH,

and the Bls corresponding to the F-CCCH may signal another group of mobile

units to monitor the fonNard common control channel slots on the F—CCCH.

[1029] FIG. 1 shows a representation of an exemplary arrangement for

fonrvard channels used in message broadcasting. The F-PCH/F-CCCH 102

may be divided into 80 ms slots 104 called paging channel slots. The quick

paging channel 106 may be also divided into 80 ms slots 108 called F-QPCH

slots. According to one embodiment, it a mobile station operates in the slotted

mode, is configured to receive the broadcast messages, and supports the quick

paging channel scheme, the mobile station may monitor broadcast indicators on

an assigned F-QPCH channel slot that is offset from the mobile station’s

assigned broadcast page slots by a predetermined time interval 110, e.g., 100

ms, as shown in FIG. 1.

[1030] FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of an embodiment of base station

204 and remote terminal 206, which are capable of implementing various

aspects of the invention. For a particular communication, voice data, packet

data, and/or messages may be exchanged between base station ‘ 204 and

remote terminal 206, via an air interface 208. Various types of messages may

be transmitted, such as messages used to establish a communication session

between the base station and remote terminal and messages used to control a

data transmission (e.g., power control, data rate information, acknowledgment,

and so on).

[1031] For the reverse link, at remote terminal 206, voice and/or packet data

(e.g., from a data source 210) and messages (e.g., from a controller 230) are

provided to a transmit (TX) data processor 212, which formats and encodes the

data and messages with one or more coding schemes to generate coded data.

Each coding scheme may include any combination of cyclic redundancy check
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(CRC), convolutional, turbo, block, and other coding, or no coding at all. The

voice data, packet data, and messages may be coded using different schemes,

and different types of messages may be coded differently.

[1032] The coded data is then provided to a modulator (MOD) 214 and

further processed (e.g., covered, spread with short PN sequences, and

scrambled with a long PN sequence assigned to the user terminal). The

modulated data is then provided to a transmitter unit (TMTR) 216 and

conditioned (e.g., converted to one or more analog signals, amplified, filtered,

and quadrature modulated) to generate a reverse link signal. The reverse link

signal is routed through a duplexer (D) 218 and transmitted via an antenna 220

to base station 204.

[1033] At base station 204, the reverse link signal is received by an antenna

250, routed through a duplexer (D) 252, and provided to a receiver unit (RCVR)

254. Receiver unit 254 conditions (e.g., filters, amplifies, down converts, ‘and

digitizes) the received signal and provides samples. A demodulator (DEMOD)

256 receives and processes (e.g., despreads, decovers, and pilot demodulates)

the samples to provide recovered symbols. Demodulator (DEMOD) 256 may

implement a rake receiver that processes multiple instances of the received

signal and generates combined symbols. A receiving (RX) data processor 258

then decodes the symbols to recover the data and messages transmitted on the

reverse link. The recovered voice/packet data is provided to a data sink 260,

and the recovered messages may be provided to a controller 270. The

processing by demodulator (DEMOD) 256 and RX data processor 258 are

complementary to that performed at remote terminal 206. Demodulator

(DEMOD) 256 and RX data processor 258 may further be operated to process

multiple transmissions received via multiple channels, e.g., a reverse

fundamental channel (R-FCH) and a reverse supplemental channel (R-SCH).

Also, transmissions may be simultaneously from multiple remote terminals,

each of which may be transmitting on a reverse fundamental channel, a reverse

supplemental channel, or both.

[1034] On the fonNard link, at base station 204, voice and/or packet data

(e.g., from a data source 262) and messages (e.g., from controller 270) are

processed (e.g., formatted and encoded) by a transmit (TX) data processor 264,
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further processed (e.g., covered and spread) by a modulator (MOD) 266, and

conditioned (e.g., converted to analog signals, amplified, filtered, and

quadrature modulated) by a transmitter unit (TMTFl) 268 to generate a forward

link-signal. The fon/vard link signal is routed through duplexer (D) 252 and

transmitted via antenna 250 to remote terminal 206.

[1035] At remote terminal 206, the forward link signal is received by antenna

220, routed through duplexer (D) 218, and provided to a receiver unit (RCVR)

222. Receiver unit (RCVR) 222 conditions (e.g., down converts, filters,

amplifies, quadrature modulates, and digitizes) the received signal and provides

samples. The samples are processed (e.g., despreaded, decovered, and pilot

demodulated) by a demodulator (DEMOD) 224 to provide symbols, and the '

symbols are further processed (e.g., decoded and checked) by a receiving data

processor 226 to recover the data and messages transmitted on the fonNard

link. The recovered data is provided to a data sink 228, and the recovered

messages- may be provided to controller 230.

[1036] FIG. 3 shows a representation of an-exemplary arrangement for the

F—CCCH 302, F—QPCH 304, and F—PCH 306. In the arrangement shown in FIG.

3, the broadcast paging cycles on the F-CCCH and the broadcast paging cycles

on the F—PCH have identical durations and start at identical slot numbers.

Therefore, the respective broadcast page slots overlap. For example, the

broadcast page slot 302A on the F-CCCH 302 overlaps with the broadcast page

slot 306A on the F—PCH 306. Consequently, the BI bits on the F-QPCH slots

point to the broadcast page slots on both the F—CCCH and the F-PCH.

Specifically, if a BI bit on an F—QPCH slot were actually directed only to the F

PCH channel 306, the same BI bits would also erroneously point to the F-CCCH

channel 302. This false signaling causes a mobile station designed to receive

broadcast page on F-CCCH to unnecessarily wake up and monitor the F-

CCCH. For example, the BI bits in the F-QPCH slot 304A that points to the

broadcast page slot 306A on the F-PCH correctly wakes up a mobile designed

to monitor F—PCH slot 306A, as shown by the solid—line arrow. However,

because of the overlapping BPCs, the same BI bit also points to the broadcast

page slot 302A on the F-CCCH 302, as shown by the broken—line arrow, which

erroneously wakes up a mobile designed to monitor the F—CCCH.
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[1037] According to one embodiment of the invention, the BPCs on the F-

PCH and the F—CCCH may be shifted with respect to each other such that the

broadcast slots on the F-CCCH and F-PCH do not overlap, as shown in FIG. 4.

In FIG. 4, the broadcast page slots on the F—CCCH 402 do not overlap with the

broadcast page slots on the F—PCH 406. Consequently, the BI bits on the quick

paging channel slots on the F—QPCH channel do not point to both the F—CCCH

slots and the F-PCH slots. Specifically, if a Bl bit is directed to only one of the

F-PCH or F-CCCH, the same Bl bit does not point to the other of the F-PCH

and the F-CCCH, which advantageously prevents a mobile station from

unnecessarily waking up and monitoring the respective channel for broadcast

messages. For example, the Bl bit in the F-QPCH slot 404A that points to the

broadcast page slot 406A on the F—PCH 406 correctly wakes up a mobile

station designed to monitor the F-PCH, as shown by the solid—line arrow.

Advantageously, the same BI bit does not point to the broadcast page slot 402A

on the F-CCCH 402 because the F-QPCH slot 404A is positioned more than the

allowed time interval, e.g., 100 ms, before the broadcast page slot 402A on the

F-CCCH 402. Therefore, the two BPCs do not overlap, and only the intended

target mobile stations wake up to monitor their respective broadcast page slots.

This embodiment may have the following advantages: (1) the duration of one

BPC need not be increased to avoid the overlap, which increases the average

delay to deliver a broadcast message, and (2) the two BPCs may not overlap at

any slot, thus eliminating false alarm due to broadcast paging and hence ‘

improving battery performance of the mobile station.

[1038] According to this embodiment, the base station may configure a

predetermined shift into one of the equations that provide for the BPCs, such

that the first slots of the BPCs are shifted by the predetermined shift. In one

embodiment, the base station may introduce a shift of “N” slots in either the

BPC on the F-CCCH or in the BPC on the F—PCH, as illustrated in the following

equation:

(Ltl4_| + N) mod (3+ X): o

[1039] For example, when B+X=65, the base station may introduce a shift of

two slots in the BPC on the F-CCCH compared to the BPC of the F—PCH. FIG.
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4 shows the corresponding BPCs, and the first slots of the corresponding BPCs

are shown in the following table:

.“EII
III--
453 518 583 648  

[1040] According to another embodiment of the invention the base station

‘ may specify different values for X1 and X2 in the equations that provide for the

Y. BPCs of the F-PCH and F-CCCH, respectively, and thereby cause the BPCs of
the F—PCH and the F-CCCH to have different periods. FIG. 5 shows an

exemplary scenario where different values of X1 and X2 result in BPC=4 on the

F-CCCH and BPC=3 on the F—PCH. Therefore, the broadcast page slots on the

F-CCCH 502 do not overlap with the broadcast page slots on the F-PCH 506.

Consequently, the same Bl bit on the F—QPCH' slots 'does not point to both the

F-CCCH slots and the F-PCH slots. Specifically, if a BI bit were directed to only

one of the F—PCH and F-CCCH channels, the same Bl bit would not point to the

other'of the F—PCH and the F—CCCH, which advantageously prevents a mobile

station’s unnecessary wake up. For example, the BI bit in the F—QPCH slot

504A that points to the broadcast page slot 506A on the F—PCH 506 correctly

wakes up a mobile designed to monitor the F—PCH. Advantageously, the same

Bl bit does not point to the broadcast page slot 502A on the F-CCCH 502

because the F-QPCH slot 504A is positioned more than the allowed time

interval, e.g., 100 ms, before the broadcast paging slot 502A on the F-CCCH

502. For example, when 8:64 and the base station sets X1=1 on the F-PCH

and X2=2 on the F—CCCH, the following table shows the first slots of the

resulting BPCs:
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[1041] According to another embodiment of the invention, the base station

may directly specify the values for BPCs of the F-PCH and the F-CCCH. The

base station may specify different values for B1 and 32 in the equations that

provide for the BPCs of the F~PCH and the F—CCCH , respectively, and thereby

cause the BPCs of the F-PCH and F—CCCH to have different periods. The base

station may specify the parameter “B” (rather than the BCAST_INDEX

parameter) in the extended system parameters message for the F-PCH and in

the system parameters message for the F~CCCH.

[1042] For example, the base station may set BPC=4 on the F—CCCH

channel and BPC=3 on the F~PCH, as shown in FIG. 5. Therefore, the

broadcast page slots on the F-CCCH 502 do not overlap with the broadcast

page slots on the F-PCH 506, except possibly at the first slot at the first BPCs.

Consequently, the same Bl bit on the F-QPCH slots does not point to both the

F—CCCH slots and the F—PCH slots. Specifically, if a BI bit were directed to only

one of the F—PCH and the F-CCCH, the same Bl bit would not point to the other

of the F—PCH and the F-CCCH channel, which advantageously prevents a

mobile station’s unnecessary wake up. For example, the BI bit in the F-QPCH

slot 504A that points to the broadcast page slot 506A on the F-PCH 506

correctly wakes up a mobile station designed to ‘monitor the F—PCH.

Advantageously, the same B] bit does not point to the broadcast page slot 502A

on the F—CCCH 502 because the F—QPCH slot 504A is positioned more than the

allowed time interval, e.g., 100 ms, before the broadcast paging slot 502A on

the F—CCCH 502.

[1043] For example, for B1260 for the F-PCH and 82:62 for the F—CCCH, the

first slots of the corresponding BPCs are shown in the following table. 

 
[1044] Those of skill in the art would understand that information and signals

may be represented using any of a variety of different technologies and

protocols. For example, data, instructions, commands, information, signals,
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bits, symbols, and chips that may be referenced throughout the above

' description may be represented by voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves,

magnetic fields or particles, optical fields or particles, or any combination

‘ thereof.

[1045] Those of skill in the art would further appreciate that the various

illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as

electronic hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. To clearly

illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software, various illustrative

components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described above

generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is

implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular application

and design constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may

implement the described functionality in varying ways for each particular

application, but such implementation decisions should not be interpreted as

causing a departure from the scope of the present invention.

[1046] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described

in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented or

performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP),

an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array

(FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic,

discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to perform

the functions described herein. A general—purpose processor may be a

microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional

processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also

be implemented as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of

a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more

microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such

configuration.

[1047] The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a

software module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A

software module may reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory,
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EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a

CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the art. An exemplary

storage medium is coupled to the processor such the processor can read

information from, and write information to, the storage medium. In the

alternative, the storage medium may be integral to the processor. The

processor and the storage medium may reside in an ASIC. The ASIC may

reside in a user terminal. In the alternative, the processor and the storage

medium may reside as discrete components in a user terminal.

[1048] The previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to

enable any person skilled in the art to make or use the present invention.

. Various modifications to these embodiments will be readily apparent to those

skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to

other embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention.

Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments

shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the

principles and novel features disclosed herein. The word “exemplary” is used

exclusively herein to mean “serving as an example, instance, or illustration.”

Any embodiment described herein as “exemplary” is not necessarily to be

construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments.

[1049] WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
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CLAIMS

1. A method for providing broadcast messages, comprising:

transmitting a plurality of first broadcast page slots on a first channel;

transmitting a plurality of second broadcast page slots on a second

channel; and

transmitting a plurality of broadcast indicators On a third channel, such

that each one of the plurality of broadcast indicators points to only one of the

first or second broadcast page slots.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of first broadcast page slots

on the first channel are shifted with-respect to the plurality of second broadcast

page slots on the second channel.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of first broadcast page slots

on the first channel and the plurality of second broadcast page slots on the

second channel are transmitted at different broadcast page cycles.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the different broadcast page cycles are

set by assigning different values to the “B” parameter in Lt/4J mod (B + X) = 0,

where “t" stands for a system time and “X” stands for another parameter.
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5. The method of claim 3 wherein the different broadcast page cycles are

set by assigning different values to the “X” parameter in Lt/4_| mod (B + X) = 0,

where “t” stands for a system time and “X” stands for another parameter.

6. A base station for providing broadcast messages, comprising:

means for transmitting a plurality of first broadcast page slots on a first

channel;

means for transmitting a plurality of second broadcast page slots on a

second channel; and

means for transmitting a plurality of broadcast indicators on a third

channel, wherein each one of plurality of the broadcast indicators points to only

one of the first or second broadcast page slots.

7. The base station of claim 6 further including means for shifting the

plurality of first broadcast page slots on the first channel with respect to the

plurality of second broadcast page slots on the second channel.

8. The base station of claim 6 wherein the plurality of first broadcast page

slots on the first channel and the plurality of second broadcast page slots on the

second channel are transmitted at different broadcast page cycles.

9. The base station of claim 8 wherein the different broadcast page cycles

are set by assigning different values to the “B” parameter in Lt/4_| mod (B + X) =

0, where “t” stands for a system time and “X” stands for another parameter.
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10. The base station of claim 8 wherein the different broadcast page

cycles are set by assigning different values to the “X” parameter in Lt/_4J mod (B

+ X) = 0, where “t” stands for a system time and “X" stands for another

parameter.

11. The base station of claim 6 wherein the first channel is a fonNard paging

channel (F-PCH).

12. The base station of claim 6 wherein the second channel is a forward

common control channel (F—CCCH).

13. The base station of Claim 6 wherein the third channel is a fonNard quick

paging channel (F-QPCH).

14. A computer readable medium embodying a method for providing

broadcast messages, the method comprising:

transmitting a plurality of first broadcast page slots on a first channel;

transmitting a plurality of second broadcast page slots on a second

channel; and

transmitting a plurality of broadcast indicators on a third channel, such

that each one of the plurality of the broadcast indicators may point to only one

of the first or second broadcast page slots.

15. A base station for providing broadcast messages, comprising:
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a transmitter configured to transmit a plurality of first broadcast page

slots on a first channel, transmit a plurality of second broadcast page slots on a

second channel, and transmit a plurality of broadcast indicators on a third

channel; and

a processor configured to control the transmitter such that each one of

the plurality of broadcast indicators points to only one of the first or second

broadcast page slots.

16. The base station of claim 15 wherein the processor is further configured

to shift the plurality of first broadcast page slots on the first channel with respect

to the plurality of second broadcast page slots on the second channel.

17. The base station of claim 15 wherein the processor is further configured

to control the transmitter to transmit the plurality of first broadcast page slots on

the first channel and the plurality of second broadcast page slots on the second

channel at different broadcast page cycles.

18. The base station of claim 17 wherein the different broadcast page cycles

are set by assigning different values to the “B” parameter in Lt/4J mod (B + X) =

0, where “t” stands for a system time and “X” stands for another parameter.

19. The base station of claim 17 wherein the different broadcast page

cycles are set by assigning different values to the “X” parameter in Lt/4J mod (B

+ X) = 0, where “t” stands for a system time and “X” stands for another

parameter.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MESSAGE SEGMENTATION
IN A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM '

BACKGROUND

Field

[1001] The present invention relates to communications systems.

Specifically, the present invention relates to methods for segmenting and

transmitting messages in a wireless communication system.

Background

[1002] In a wireless communications system messages are transmitted from

a transmitter to a mobile receiver. Messages are transmitted in frames, wherein

a frame defines a predetermined period of time and a protocol is the set of

procedures used to perform a given set of operations, such as the exchange of

information, wherein a protocol defines the constituent information transmitted in

a frame. As wireless communications are performed through a shared air

interface, reception quality is interference limited. Poor quality reception at the

receiver may result in the loss of a transmitted frame of data, i.e., received

signal is not recognizable due to the addition of interference signals. When a

frame is lost, typically, the entire message (multiple frames) is retransmitted.

Retransmission of an entire message uses bandwidth otherwise used for

additional messages. Additionally, retransmission adds to the delay time of a

system, and may result in unacceptable performance of the wireless

communication system.

[1003] Therefore, there is a need for an accurate method of transmitting

messages in a wireless communication system. Additionally, there is a need

for an efficient method of retransmitting information in a wireless communication

system.
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SUMMARY

[1004] Embodiments disclosed herein address the above stated needs by

providing a method and apparatus for segmentation of a transmission message,

wherein a segment parameter is attached to each segment, and wherein each

segment is fragmented into a plurality of fragments. V. Each of the fragments

includes a segment identifier. In one embodiment, the segment identifiers of

fragments within a segment identify the start of segment and the end of

segment.

[1005] According to one aspect, in a wireless communication system having

a base station controller and a plurality of base stations, a method includes

segmenting a message into a plurality of segments, dividing the segments into a

plurality of fragments, and transmitting the fragments.

[1006] According to another aspect, in a wireless communication system

having a base station controller and a plurality of base stations, a base station

includes means for building segments of a message from a plurality of

transmitted frames, means for identifying a missing segment of the message,

and means for requesting a retransmission of the missing segment.

[1007] In one aspect, a wireless apparatus includes receiver for receiving a

plurality of transmission frames, segment extraction unit coupled to the fragment

extraction unit, adapted to identify and reconstruct segments within a

transmission frame, and message reconstruction unit coupled to the segment

extraction unit, adapted to determine any missing segment Within a message

and to request retransmission of the missing segment.

[1008] In still another aspect, a computer data signal embodied on a carrier

wave is characterized by a plurality of segments, each segment having a

segment parameter, and a plurality of fragments.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[1009] FIG. 1 isa wireless communication system.

[1010] FIG. 2 is an architectural layering for implementing protocols in a

wireless communication system.

[1011] FIG. 3A is a message transmission protocol applicable in a wireless

communication system.

[1012] FIG. 3B is a frame configuration according to a transmission protocol

such as illustrated in FIG. 3A.

[1013] FIG. 4A is a message transmission protocol implementing

segmentation applicable in a wireless communication system.

[1014] FIG. 4B is a frame configuration according to a transmission protocol

such as illustrated in FIG. 4A.

[1015] FIG. 5A is an example of a message transmission protocol such as

illustrated in FIG. 4A.

[1016] FIG. 5B is a legend defining segmentation indicator bit values used in

a message transmission protocol such as illustrated in FIG. 5A.

[1017] FIG. 5C is a legend defining segmentation indicator combinations

used in a message transmission protocol such as illustrated in FIG. 5A.

[1018] FIG. 5D is a legend defining segmentation indicator bit values used in

a message transmission protocol such as illustrated in FIG. 5A.

[1019] FIG. 5E is a legend defining segmentation indicator combinations

used in a message transmission protocol such as illustrated in FIG. 5A.

[1020] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of a method of message segmentation for

transmission.

[1021] FIGS. 7A and 7B are flow diagrams of a method of receiving a

segmented message.

[1022] FIG. 8 is an example of message segmentation for transmission.

[1023] FIG. 9A is a timing diagram of a message transmission with

retransmission of the message.

[1024] FIG. QB is a timing diagram of a message segmentation and

transmission with retransmission of at least one segment.
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_ [1 0251 FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a transmitter supporting a message
segmentation and transmission protocol.

[1026] FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a receiver supporting a message

segmentation and transmission pretoco'l.

[1027] FIG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating erasure detection in a wireless

communication system.

[1028] FIG. 13A and 133 are timing diagrams of transmission frame in a

wireless communication system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[1029]. The word “exemplary” is used exclusively herein to mean “serving as

an example, instance, or illustration.” Any embodiment described herein as

"exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous

over other embodiments. While the various aspects of the present invention are

presented in drawings, the drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale unless

specifically indicated.

[1030} in a spread spectrum system, such as a Code Division Multiple

Access, CDMA, communications system, signals are spread over a wide

bandwidth via the use of a code, such as a Pseudorandom Noise, PN,

spreading sequence. The “TIA/EiA/lS-95 Mobile Station-Base Station

Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellular

System," hereinafter referred to as “the lS-95 standard," and the "TlA/ElA/iS-

2000 Standards for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems," hereinafter referred

to as “the cdma2000 standard,” detail spread spectrum CDMA systems.

[1031] Wireless communication systems are widely deployed to provide

various types of communication such as voice, data, and so on. These systems

may be based on code» division multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple

access (TDMA), or some other modulation techniques. A CDMA system

provides certain advantages over other types of system, including increased

system capacity.
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[1032] A system maybe designed to support one or more standards such

as: (1) the ”TlA/EiA/iS~95~B Mobile Station-Base Station Compatibility Standard

for Dual-Mode Wideband' Spread Spectrum Cellular System" referred to herein

as the lS-95 standard; (2) the istandard offered by a consortium named "3rd

Generation Partnership Project" referred to herein as 3GPP; and embodied in a

set of documents including Document Nos. 3G TS 25.211, 3G TS 25.212. 3G

TS 25.213, and 36 TS 25.214, 3G TS 25.302, referred to herein as the W-

CDMA standard; (3) the standard offered by a consortium named "3rd

Generation Partnership Project 2" referred to herein as 3GPP2, and TR—45.5

referred to herein as the cdma2000 standard, formerly called lS-2000 MO, or (4)

some other wireless standard. The standards (1), (2), and (3) cited hereinabove

are hereby expressly incorporated herein by reference;

[1033] Each standard specifically defines the processing of data for

transmission from basestation to mobile, and vice versa. For example, speech

information may be coded at a particular data rate, formatted into a defined

frame format, and processed (e.g., error correction and/or detection encoded,

interleaved, and so on) in accordance with a particular processing scheme. As

an illustration of this, the W-CDMA standard defines an Adaptive Multi~Ftate, or

AMR, speech coding scheme whereby speech information may be encoded

based on one of a number of possible data rates and the coded speech data is

provided in a particular format that depends on the selected data rate. The

codec, frame formats and processing defined by a particular standard (e.g.,

cdma2000 standard) are likely to be different from those of other standards

(e.g., W-CDMA standard).

[1034] There are any numbers of communication systems capable of

supporting multiple transport formats, i.e., variable length transmission frames.

One such system is defined by the cdma2000 standard. While a CDMA type

system is used as an exemplar throughout the following discussion, the present

methods and apparatus are applicable to any system that transmits messages

in frames, and supports retransmission of frames and/or portions of a frame.

Additionally, the methods described herein may be applied to iomard link and

reverse link, as well as downlink and uplink. For convenience, the descriptions
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herein use terminology consistent with a CDMA type system. For application to

. a W-CDMA type system, an uplink communication refers to a communication

from a User Equipment, UE, to a node B, La, transmitter.

[1035] While some cf the terminology used to describe a conventional

CDMA type spread spectrum system is consistently used with respect to a'W-

CDMA type system, there are several terms having specific definitions in each

type system.

[1036] In a CDMA system, a mobile user is referred to as a Mobile Station.

Multiple MSs communicate through a Base Station having a fixed location in the

wireless communication system- The Reverse Link, RL, in a CDMA system

refers to transmissions from a mobile user or Mobile Station, MS, to a Base

Station, BS. The Fomrard Link, FL, refers to transmissions from the BS to a

MS.

[1037] The terminology specific to a W-CDMA system refers to the mobile

users as User Equipment, UE. Multiple UEs communicate through a "Node B”

having a fixed location in the wireless communication system. Transmissions

from the UE to the Node B are referred to as Up Link, UL. Down Link, DL, refers

to transmissions from the Node B to the UE.

[1038] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a spread spectrum communication system 100

that supports a number of users. System 100 provides communication for a

number of cells, with each cell being serviced by a corresponding base station

104. Various remote terminals 106 are dispersed throughout the system.

System 100 may represent a CDMA wireless communication system, wherein

each of the remote terminals 106 is referred to as a MS. Similarly, system 100

may represent a W-CDMA wireless communication system, wherein each of the

remote terminals 106 is referred to as a UE. Each remote terminal 106 may

communicate with one or more base stations 104 on the fonivard and reverse

links at any particular moment, depending on whether or not the remote terminal

is active and whether or not it is in soft handoff. For clarity of understanding, an

exemplary embodiment is considered, wherein the system 100 is a CDMA type

system consistent with the cdma2000 standard.
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[1039] As shown in FlG. 1, base station 104A communicates with remote
terminals 106A, 1063, 1060, and 106D, and base station 104B communicates
with remote terminals 106D, 106E, and 106F.

[1040] A system controller 102 couples to base stations 104 and typically

further couples to other systems, including, but not limited to, a Public Switched

Telephone Network, PSTN, the lntemet, or other communication network.

System controller 102 provides coordination and control for the base stations

coupled to it. System controller 102 further controls, via base stations 104, the

routing of telephone calls among remote terminals 106, and between remote

terminals 106 and the users coupled to other systems. System controller 102 is

also referred to as a Base Station Controller, BSC.

[1041] FIG. 2 illustrates an architectural layering 110 of an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention. The physical layer 112 indicates the

channel structure, frequency, power output,.modulation type, and encoding

specifications for the forward and reverse links. The Medium Access Control,

MAC, layer 114 defines the procedures used to receive and transmit over the

physical layer 112.

[1042] The layered structure illustrated in FIG. 2 is designed to provide

. voice, packet data, and voice and packet data services simultaneously. The

physical layer 112 performs coding, interleaving, modulation and spreading

functions for the'physical channels. The MAC layer 114 and the Link Access

Control, LAC, layer 116 together form a link layer to provide protocol support

and control mechanisms for data transport services. The link layer further maps

the data transport needs of higher layers into specific, capabilities and

characteristics of the physical layer 112. The link layer also maps logical and

signaling channels into code channels specifically supported by the coding and

, modulation functions of the physical layer 112. As used herein, signaling

refers to the transmission of control information, but may be extended to include

data information or other information transmitted as messages in a

< communications system.

[1043] Control applications and high layer protocols utilize the services

provided by the LAC layer 116. The LAC layer 116 performs the functions
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essential to set up, maintain, and release a logical link connection, including

delivery of messages. The MAC layer 114 provides a control function that ,

manages resources supplied by the physical layer 112. For example, the MAC
layer 114 Controls the physical code channels for communication of information .

over the air interface. The MAC layer 114 further coordinates the usage of

those resources desired by various LAC service entities. Such coordination

function resolves contention issues between LAC service entities within a single

mobile station, as well as between competing mobile stations. The MAC layer

114 delivers Quality of Service, 008, level requests from LAC services. For

example, the MAC may reserve air interface resources or resolve priorities

between competing LAC service entities.

[1044] For an HDFl system, the MAC layer 114 includes scheduling

capabilities to balance users or connections. Such balancing typically

schedules low throughput for channels with poor coverage, thus freeing up

resources allowing high throughput for channels with good connections. The
next layer, the Link Access Control, LAC, layer 116, provides an access

procedure for higher layer applications. in alternate architectures, a radio link,

the Radio Link Protocol, RLP, layer (not shown) may provide retransmission

and duplicate detection for an octet-aligned data stream in place of or in parallel

with the LAC layer 116. In the context of a packet service, the LAC layer 116

carries Point—to-Point Protocol, PPP, packets. The High Level Data Link Control

HDLC layer 120 is a link layer for PPP and ML-PPP communications. Control

information is placed in specific pattems, which are dramatically different from

the data in order to reduce errors. The HDLC layer 120 performs framing of the

data prior to PPP processing. The PPP layer 122 then provides compression,

authentication, encryption and multi-protocol support. The lntemet-Protocol, IP,

layer 124 keeps track of Internet work addressing for different nodes, routes

outgoing messages, and recognizes incoming messages.

[1045] Protocols running on top of PPP, such as IP layer 124, carry user

traffic. Note that each of these layers may contain one or more protocols.

Protocols use signaling messages and/or headers to convey information to a

peer entity on the other side of the air-interface. For example, in a High Data
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Rate. HDFI, system, protocols send messages with a default signaling '

application.-

[1046] ' The architecture 110 is applicable to an Access Network, AN. for
providing data connectivity between an IP network, such as’the Internet. and

access terminals, including wireless mobile units. Access Terminals, Ats,

provide data connectivity to a user. An AT may be connected to a computing-

device such as a laptop personal computer or may be a self—contained data

device such as a personal digital assistant. There are a variety of wireless

applications and an ever— increasing number of devices, often referred to as IP

appliances or web appliances. As illustrated in FIG. 2, layers above the LAC

layer 116 are service network layers and layers below the HDLC layer 120 are

radio network layers. In other words, the radio network layers affect the air-

interface protocols. The radio network layers of the exemplary embodiment

- implement the "TL80-54421~1 HDR Air Interface Specification" referred to as

"the HAI specification." The HAI specification is sometimes referred to as

"1xEVDO." HDR generally provides an efficient method of transmitting data in a

wireless communication system. Alternate embodiments may implement the

"TIA/EINIS-zooo Standards for cdma2000 Spread Spectrum Systems" referred

to as "the cdma2000 standard," the "TIA/EIA/IS-95 Mobile Station-Base Station

Compatibility Standard for Dual-Mode Wideband Spread Spectrum Cellular

System," hereinafter referred to as ”the IS-95 standard,” or other per-user

connection systems, such as the “ANSI J-STD-O1 Draft Standard for W-GDMA

(Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) Air Interface Compatibility Standard

for 1.85 to 1, .99 GHz PCSAppIications" referred to as “W-CDMA."

[1047] The use of a multiple access system for voice and data transmissions

is disclosed in the following U.S. Patents:

[1048] U.S. Patent No. 4,901,307, entitled "SPREAD SPECTRUM

MULTIPLE ACCESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM USlNG SATELLITE OR

TEHRESTRIAL HEPEATERS;"

[1049} U.S. Patent No. 5,103,459, entitled I‘SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

GENERATING WAVEFOFIMS IN A CDMA CELLULAR TELEPHONE}

SYSTEM;"
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[1050] US. Patent No. 5,504,773, entitled "METHOD AND APPARATUS

FOR FORMATTING OF DATA FOR TRANSMISSION;" each assigned to the

assignee hereof and expressly incorporated by reference herein. As the

frequency spectrum is a finite resource, these systems provide methods for
maximizing the use of this resource by sharing the spectrum while supporting a

large number of users with minimal interference. The extension of these

methods to the high speed transmission of data allows reuse of existing

» hardware and software. Designers already familiar with such standards'and

methods may use this knowledge and experience to extend these systems to

high speed data transmissions.

[1051]; As described hereinabove, in preparing a message for transmission,‘

the transmitter typically spreads the message over multiple frames. The Frame

, Error Rate, FER, associated with a given communication link is defined as the

probability of losing a given frame. Similarly, the Message Error Rate, MER,

associated with a given communication link is defined as the probability of

losing a given message. The MER is related to the FER as given in equation

(1).

MER=1-(1—FER)", (1)

wherein the message is spread over n frames. Equation (1) assumes a

statistical independence of events, specifically; the probability of an error in any

given frame is equal to the probability of an error in any other frame. For a fixed

FER value, the MER increases with increases in message length. If one frame

is lost, the entire message is lost. Note that a frame is a basic timing interval in

a wireless communication system. The time length defining a frame for different

transmission channels may be different,

[1052] The risk of losing a message, i.e., MER, increases with the length of

the message. As the message length increases, the number of frames required

for transmission of the message increases. As the loss of one frame will result

in the loss of the entire message, the risk of losing the message is affected by

the number of frames per message. Additionally, for a constant length

message, increases in the FER directly impacts the MER as given in equation

(1)-
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[1053] FIGS. 3A and SB illustrate a transmission protocol implemented in a

. LAC layer 114, wherein each message 200 includes multiple fields including: a

header 202; multiple-fields 204 to 206; information 208; and a tall 210. The

header 202 includes Control information for transmission and receipt of the

message, including but not limited to, message length, message identifier,

protocol version discriminator, etc. The fields 204 to 206 include any number of

fields, including but not limited to addressing fields, encryption fields,

authentication field and fields that are used to provide message retransmissions

(AFlQ). in one embodiment, the information field 208 provides signaling

information, such as control messages, from the transmitter to receiver. The tail

frame 210 includes termination information for the message, including a Code

Redundancy Check, or CRC, to ensure the correctness of the message.

[1054] The message 200 is transmitted in a number of fragments, labeled as

1, 2, Xz. Each fragment 220 includes a Start Of Message, SOM, indicator

222, and an information portion 224. In one embodiment, the SOM is a one to »’

indicate a first fragment in the message, and a zero to indicate successive

fragments in the message. The MEFl of the message 200 is given in equation

(1). The fragments are then provided to the MAC layer 114, which arranges

the fragments into frames for transmission. The MAC layer 114 may add

informationto the fragments and may reorder the fragments for transmission.
Each fragment 220 may correspond to a transmission frame. On receipt of the

message at a receiver, if any fragment is lost, the entire» message is

retransmitted. A lost fragment is typically referred to as an erasure, wherein the

receiver receives signal energy but is unable to process and/or decode the

information. If a portion of a message is lost, the entire message may be

considered lost if the receiver is not able to process the message without the

lost portion. The lost portion may be referred to as an erasure or a missing

portion.

[1055] in one system, When the receiver receives a message and is able to

decode and process the message, the receiver acknowledges the receipt of the

message by transmission of an Acknowledgement, ACK, message. If the

message is lost, the receiver does not respond to the transmitter. The
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transmitter waits for receipt of the ACK maesage from the target recipient. if the

ACK message is not received at the transmitter within a predetermined} wait
‘ time period, the transmitter retransmits the message. The transmitter has little

or no information as to the lost portion(s) of the message.

[1056] The retransmission of a message onthe loss of only a portion, or

fragment, of the message and upon the expiration of a wait time incurs delay

time to the receiver and consumes transmission bandwidth of the transmitter.

To provide retransmission of the lost portion(s) or fragment(s) an exemplary

embodiment of the present invention provides a method of message

segmentation, illustrated in FIGS. 4A and 43, that separates the message 200

into multiple segments 302. Each of the segments 302‘is assigned a unique

. identifier. The first segment of the message is further identified by a Start

- Segment, SS, indicator. The last segment of the message is identified by an

End Segment, .ES, indicator. The segmentation process is defined as

segmenting a given message into multiple parts. The multiple segments 302-

may have varying lengths. The determination of the length of each of the

1 segments 302 may be based on a channel quality estimate, or other criteria

specific to a given communication system. The determination of the length of

segments balances efficiency and performance. Shorter segment length incurs

a greater total number of segments for the same message. Shorter segment

length provides increases reliability and thus enhanced performance. A large

total number of segments incur precessing and storage overhead that reduce

efficiency, e.g., generation of transmission of more segment parameter bits to

identify the multiple segments. Ideally a system will optimize performance while

maintaining low overhead. ‘

[1057] As illustrated in FIG. 4A, message 200 is segmented into K

segments. Each of the K segments is then further divided into X fragments.

According to the exemplary embodiment, the number of fragments X is variable

for each of the segments 302. Alternate embodiments may specify a constant

number X of fragments per segment within a given message. The

determination of the length of each of the fragments 304 as well as the number

of fragments X is determined by parameters of the physical layer 112 and the
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MAC layer "114. As illustrated in FIG. 4A, SEGMENT 3 of segments 302 is

divided into X fragments 304. The fragments 304 are then provided to the MAC

layer 114 for. transmission via multiple transmission frames (not shown).
[1058] As discussed hereinabove, each of the K segments 302 is segmented

into X fragments, wherein the total number of fragments n is given as:

n=K*X. ' (2)

In the exemplary embodiment, the total number of fragments is equal'to the total

number of frames generated by the MAC layer 114 for transmission on the

physical layer 112, while alternate embodiments may provide the total number

of fragments as a function of the total number of frames. The resultant

message error is defined as a function of the Segment Error Rate, SER, as:

MER=1-(1-SEFi)K, (3)

wherein the SER is defined as:

SER=1—(1-FER)X. (4)

[1059] As illustrated in FIG. 48, each fragment 306 includes a Segment

Identifier, Si, 308 and information 310. The information 310 is a portion of the

content of a segment from segments 304. According to the exemplary

embodiment, the SI includes at least two bits, 811 and 3'2. One of the bits

indicates whether segmentation is enabled, and the other of the two bits

identifies a first segment of the message.

[1060] In one embodiment of message transmission illustrated in FIG. 5A, a

message 200 is divided into X fragments, identified as fragments 304 labeled

M861 to MSGx. As illustrated, boundaries between. fragments 304 are not

necessarily the same as boundaries between fields of the message 200,

although some segment boundaries may coincide with some field boundaries.

The fragments 304 are portions of the information contained in the message

200, including information contained in each of the fields 202, 204, 206, 208,

and 210, as well as any other fields included in the message 200.

[1061] Each of the X fragments (of fragments 304) corresponds to a

transmission frame of frames 360 for a total number of X frames per segment

message. Each frame is referred to as containing a Service Data Unit, SDU.

Each of the fragments 304 includes 8 Segment Identifier, SI, value appended as
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a prefix to a portion of the message 200. The fragment identifier is determined

sequentially. Alternate embodiments may implement other methods of

assigning identifiers to frames and segments. The identification-lapsed to
reconstruct the message at the receiver. Similarly, alternate embodiments may

» append the SI at the end of the segment information or may integrate the SI

information with the segment information. In each of these embodiments, when

the organization of the frame is knoWn at the receiver, the receiver is then able

to reconstruct the message accordingly.

[1062] As illustrated in FIG. 5A, the X fragments 304 include fragments 320,

330, 340, and 350, wherein each fragment 320, 330, 340, and 350 includes a

portion of message 200 and an SI. . In the embodiment of FIG. 5A, the system

supports message segmentation as defined by the protocol of FIG. 4A, however

for the example transmission message segmentation is inactive. For active

segmentation, segment retransmission requests are supported. In other words,

the receiver may request a retransmission of a segment or portion of the

transmitted message. For inactive segmentation, segment retransmission

requests are. not supported. The receiver may request retransmission of the

entire message, but not a smaller unit thereof. '

[1063] In the embodiment of FIG. 5A, each SI includes three bits. The

significance of the SI bits is iilustrated in Fle. SB and 50. As illustrated in FIG.

SB, the first bit of the SI, labeled Sl1, indicates whether segmentation is active or

inactive, wherein a high logic value indicates segmentation is active, else

segmentation is inactive. The first bit of the SI, labeled Sig, identifies a segment

start, wherein a high logic value indicates the start of a segment. The third bit of

the SI, labeled Sis, indicates a segment end, wherein a high logic value

indicates the end of a segment. The significance of various bit combinations is

provided in the table of FIG. 50. Alternate embodiments may use any number

of bits each having a predetermined significance. Additionally, alternate

embodiments may implement an alternate polarity scheme for the SI bits.

[1064] Continuing with FIG. 5A, the first fragment 320 (of fragments 304)

includes a segment identifier portion, Sl322, appended to a message portion

MSG1 324. The frame 320 is the first fragment in the transmission of message
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200, and therefore the Si 322 is designated as 010, Wherein SI1=O, Slé=1, and

Sl3=0. As segmentation is inactive for this example, the second bit. Sig, may be

. used to identify the start of the message, and the third bit, Sis. may be used to

identify the end of the message. The next fragment 330 includes SI portion 332

and information portion 334. The Si 332 indicates a middle transmISSIon
fragment. As last fragment 350 includes Si portion 352 and information portion

- 354. The SI 352 indicates an end of segment, or message.

[1065] Each of the fragments 304 corresponds to an SDU 360 generated by

the MAC layer 114. Specifically, as illustrated, fragment 320 corresponds to

SDU 362, fragment 330 corresponds to SDU 364, fragment 340 corresponds to

SDU 366, and fragment sso‘corresponds to SDU 368. The SDUs 360

' corresponds to transmission frames sent over the physical layer 112.

. [1066] Continuing with FIG. 5A, SI 322 indicates segmentation inactive for

‘this transmission. Even though segmentation is inactive, the message 200 is

divided to form fragments 304 resulting in SDUs 360. SDUs 360are modulated

and transmitted. In one embodiment, an error checking mechanism is also

applied to the SDUs 360. As the frames are received at the receiver, the error

checking is evaluated to find frame errors. On detection of a frame error, the

‘ receiver is not able to request a particular segment for retransmission as

segmentation is inactive. instead the receiver will request retransmission of the

entire message 200. As discussed hereinbelow, and particularly with respect

to Fle. 8 and 9, when segmentation is active, the receiver is provided sufficient

information to request the segment in which a frame error was detected. in this

way, bandwidth is conserved and transaction time is reduced. I

[1067] Fle. SD and 5E illustrate an altemate embodiment, wherein the SI

inciudes two bits. The first bit, Sh, indicates whether segmentation is active.

The second bit, 8'2, identifies the start of a segment. The significance of

combinations of the two bits is provided in the table of HG. SE.

[1068] FIG. 6 illustrates a method 400 of message segmentation applied at a

transmitter in a wireless communication system according to one embodiment.

The transmitter receives a message for transmission at step 402. The message

may be a control message or other short duration message for transmission to a
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target receiver. if segmentation is active atdecision diamond 404, processing

continues to step 412 to segment the message into ‘K segments. The

transmitter determines an appropriate Segment'Pararneter, SP, to add to each

segment and generates the SP at step 414. The structures formed in step 414

are divided to form X fragments at step. 416. The transmitter determines the

appropriate SI to apply to each fragment. The SI is then appended to each

fragment at step 418. . Each fragment, including SI, is passed to the MAC

layer for-processing at step 420. Processing then returns to step 402 to process

.the next message.

[1069] Returning to decision diamond 404, it message segmentation is

.i-inactive, processing continues to step 406 to divide the message into X

portions. An Si is appended to each message portion to form a fragment at

step 408. The fragments are then passed to the MAC layer at step 410.

Processing returns to step 402 to process a nextmessage.

[1070] At the receiver, the SI bits are extracted from the received fragment to

:determine processing of a transmitted message. FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate a

method 420 of processing a transmitted segmented message at the receiver.

The receiver receives a transmitted frame at step 422. The receiver determines

if segmentation is active by evaluating the SI bits included in the frame. If

segmentation is active processing continues to step 442 to process the

fragment contained in the frame. Processing of the fragment is further detailed

in FIG. 7B. The process then determines from the SI bits if the frame is a start

of segment at decision diamond 444. If the frame is a start of segment, the

receiver stores the information portion of the fragment in a memory storage

buffer at step 446. Processing then returns to step 422 to receive a next frame.

[1071] Fieturning to decision diamond 444, if the received frame is not a start

of segment, the receiver determines if the frame is an end of segment based on

the Si bits at decision diamond 448. if the received frame is not an end of

segment, the receiver stores the information from the fragment into the buffer

and processing returns to step 422. If the frame is the end of a segment, the

receiver reconstructs the segment and places the segment in order at step 450.

If this segment completes a message at decision diamond 452, the receiver
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checks for missing segments at decision diamond 454. if there are no missing

segments processing continues to step 432 to reconstruct the message. if

missing segments are determined at decisiOn diamond 454, the receiver sends
a Negative, Acknowledge, NACK, message at step 454 and processing returns

to step 422. If the segment is not the end of the message at decision diamond

452, processing returns to step 422.

[1072] If segmentation is not active at decision diamond 424, processing '

continues to step 426 to process the fragment. Processing of the fragment is

further detailed in FIG. 7B. The receiver then stores the information contained

in the fragment into a memory storage buffer at step 428. The receiver

. determines if the frame marks the end of a message at decision diamond 430. If

the receiver does not detect a message end, processing returns to step 422 to

process a next frame. if the receiver detects a message end the message is

reconstructed at step 432. The receiver then checks for errors in the message '

, at decision diamond 434. On detection of an error, the receiver discards the

message at step 436 and processing returns to step 422. if no error is detected

in the message, the receiver delivers the message at step 438 to the

corresponding application or service. The receiver sends an ACK message at

step 440 and processing returns to step 433.

[1073] A portion of the processing of a fragment, as contained in a frame, is

further detailed in FIG. 7B. The method 460 illustrates processing of a

fragment in a wireless communication system supporting message

segmentation. If the fragment is a start of segment, the receiver determines if

the storage buffer is empty at step 470. If the buffer is not empty the method
460 flushes the buffer and stores the information from the received frame in the

buffer at step 474. if the buffer is empty, the process stores the information in

the buffer at step 474. If the fragment is not a start of segment, the receiver

checks the status of the buffer at decision diamond 464. if the buffer is empty

the receiver discards the received frame at step 468. For example, if the start of

segment fragment is lost, the receiver will not process the remainder of the

segment. If the buffer is not empty the information from me frame is stored in

the buffer at step 466.
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[1074] in one embodiment of message transmission illustrated in FIG. 8, a

message 200 is segmented consistent with the method 400 of FIG. 6.1Message .

segmentation is active in processing of the message 200 as illustrated in FIG. 8.

The message 200 is segmented into segments 302. Each of the segments 302

includes a portion of the message 200. Each of the segments 302 has a

sequential Identifier. To each segment 350, 352, 354, ..., 356 a Segment

Parameter, SP, is added. The combination of segment plus SP is further
divided to form fragments. The fragments are then modified to include an SI,

wherein in the present embodiment the Sl includes three bits and has

significance as specified in Fle. 5B and 50. Each fragment is then used to

generate an SDU.

[1075] Message segmentation allows retransmission of a portion of the

amessage avoiding the time delays. and resource allocation required by full

.- retransmission of the entire message. A comparison of a method‘of message

. .. transmission without segmentation and a method of message'transmission' with

segmentation is provided in FIGS. 9A and SB. .

{1076] FIG. 9A illustrates a message transmission without segmentation,

wherein message retransmission is requested and completed. The transmitter,

designated as Tx, sends the message from time t1. The receiver, designated.

as Rx, begins receiving the message at time t2 and the message is completed

at time 13. The transmitter then waits for an ACK message from the receiver.

The receiver is not able to process the received message and therefore no ACK

.is sent. At time t4 the transmitter retransmits the message. The receiver

receives the retransmitted message at time t5. The entire message is received

at time t6 and sends an ACK message at time t6. The transmitter receives the

ACK message from time t8 to t9. At time t9 the message transmission and

retransmissions are complete.

[1077] In comparison to FIG. 9A, FIG. QB illustrates a message transmission

.with segmentation, Wherein a segment retransmission is requested and

completed. The transmitter transmits the message from time t1, and the

receiver receives the message from time 12 to t3. A NAK message is sent from

time t3 to t4, wherein the NAK identifies the missing segment of the transmitted
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message. The transmitter receives the NAK at time H1 and retransmits the

segment, designated as SGM, at time t12. At time t14 the receiver receives the
retransmitted segment, and sends an ACK at time t15. The transmitter receives
the ACK from time H? to 118. The retransmission of a segment. or portion of a

message reduces the latency of the entire message transmission and frees up

transmitter resources for other transmissions. As illustrated, the segmented

message transmission provides a reduction in the total transaction time.

[1078] A transmitter 500 is illustrated in FIG. 10 supporting segmented

message” transmission. A control processor 502 is coupled to a Communication

bus. The centrol processor 502 controls operation of a message generator 504.

The message generator 504 provides a control and/or signaling message, or

. other short’ duration message, for transmission to a segmentation unit 506.

When segmentation is active, the segmentation unit segments the message and-

adds a segment parameter to each segment. .The segmentation unit 506 further . -

divides each of combination of SP and segment into fragments. The

segmentation unit 506 determines a Segment Identifier, SI, applicable to each

segment. The fragments are then modified to include the appropriate Sl. The

segmentation unit 506 provides the multiple modified fragments to a framing

unit 506 where transmission frames are prepared. An error check generator

510 applies an error checking mechanism to the transmission frames. The

transmitter 500 further includes a modulation unit 512 and a transmission unit

514 coupled to an antenna 516. The transmitter 500 further includes a buffer

518 for storing the message or portions of a message in preparation for

transmission.

[1079] A receiver 600 is illustrated in FIG. 11 supporting segmented

message transmission. The receiver 600 includes a control processor 602

coupled to a communication bus. Frames are received at antenna 616 and

processed by receive unit 614. A demodulation unit 612 demodulates the

received frames and error check unit 610 checks for transmission errors. A

deframing unit 608 extracts the individual fragments from the received frames.

Segment extract unit 606 determines the segments of each fragment and

determines the ordering of the segments based on the SI and SP information.
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The message is reconstructed by piacing the segments in order in the message

reconstruct unit 604. If the received. message has no missing segments, the

message is then passed to higher layer applications in the receiver 600. If the

received message has a missing segment(s), the receiver 600- requests

retransmission of the missing segment(s).

. [1080] In one embodiment, a receiver method as in FIGS. 7A and 73, further

determines if an end of segment fragment is lost. FIG. 12 illustrates a method

700 of identifying a missing and of segment fragment or frame. The method

700 initializes an index at step 702. If a first erasure is detected at the receiver,

the receiver starts a timer. The timer is scheduled 'for a time period defined as:

Timer i = or*AiT - (5)

wherein or is a constant value, and AIT is the average inter-arrival time of

frames. The timer i continues to count until a message or erasure is received.

if the timer i expires before a frame or erasure is received, the receiver

considers the first erasure as an end of segment. lf prior to expiration of the

timer i a second erasure is received, the receiver resets the timer i and starts a

timer i+1. The timer i+1 is defined by the time period:

Timer i+1 = B*(timer l) + 7*(t2st1) (6)

*‘ wherein [3 and y are constant values. Any number of additional timers may be

used, each having a similar time assignment. Alternate embodiments may

employ a variety of time periods and ways of implementing the timer.

Effectively, each erasure initiates a timer. The number of erasures is then used

to determine the length of the segment. When any timer expires without r'eceipt

Of a frame or an erasure, the receiver identifies the end of segment as the last

received erasure.

[1081] Continuing with method 700 of FIG. 12, if a frame is received at

decision diamond 704, the information from the frame is stored in a memory

storage buffer at step 718. The receiver updates an average inter-arrival time of

segments referred to as AlT at step 720. At step 722 the receiver resets a timer

i. At decision diamond 724, if the frame was the end of a segment, processing

continues to step 726 to check for errors. If no segment errors are found the

segment is processed as part of the message at step 730. If an error is found,
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the receiver requests a retransmission at step 728. If the frame was not the end

of a segment at decisiondiamond 724, the index value I' is incremented at step
716 and processing continues to decision diamond 704 to wait for a next frame.
If no frame is received at decision diamond 704, the receiver checks for an

erasure at step 706. An erasure is a message received that the receiver cannot

process, such as due to'a transmission error. If an erasure is received, the

timer i is reset and asecond timer i+1 is started. Processing then Continues to

step 716 to increment the index. If no erasure is found at decision diamond 706

the receiver checks for errors at decision diamond 712. If the timer i has not

expired at decision diamond 712 processing returns to decision diamOnd 704 to ‘

wait for a next frame. If the timer has expired, the ordering of segments reflects

the cumulative erasures. '

[1082] FIGS. 13A and 13B provide examples at a receiver. In FIG. 13A, a-

iirst frame is received at time t1 and a second frame at time t2. The first and

second frames are processed by the receiver and contained no errors. When

the third frame is expected, an erasure is received at time t3. The occurrence of

the erasure triggers the start of a first timer. The time period for expiration of

the timer is defined by the average interval between frames. A fourth frame is

, received at time t4 prior to expiration of the timer. The timer is reset at time t4.

[1083] In the exampie of FIG. 13B,Vthe first two frames are received and the

next two frames are not. An erasure is received at time t3. and a first .timer is

started in responses A second erasure is received at time t4 prior to expiration

of the first timer. The first timer is reset, and a second timer is started at time t4.

wherein the timer period for expiration of the second timer is a function of the

first timer value. Again, when any timer expires, the receiver is able to identify

the last received erasure as an end of segment. Calculation of the number of

erasuresallows the receiver to calculate the number of frames per segment.

[1084] According to one embodiment, a method of using multiple timers to

identify an end of segment or end of message (such as illustrated in FIG. 12) is

appiicable to an Asynchronous Transport Method, ATM, wherein the ATM

protocol defines a start of message and an end of message. The timers

described hereinabove with details provided in equations (5) and (6). identify an
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end of mesSage and any intervening missing segments and/or fragments, thus

avoiding the loss of an. end of message in a transmission.

[1085] According to an altemateembodiment, a method of using multiple

timers to identify an end'of segment orsend of message (such as illustrated in

FiG. 12) is applicable to a Transport Communication Protocol, TCP, wherein the

TCP protocol defines an end of message as a FIN field. The timers described

hereinabove with details provided in equations (5) and (6), identify an end of

rmessage and any inten/ening missing segments and/or fragments, thus

avoiding the loss of an end of ’message in a transmission. Alternate

embodiments may apply implementation of a timing mechanism to determine

missing portions of a transmission, wherein multiple timing mechanisms may be

implemented.

[1086] As disclosed hereinabove, a method for segmented message

transmission is provided. Each message is first segmented and then the

segments are fragmented. A segment parameter is applied to each segment,

and a segment identifier to each fragment. The fragments are provided to a

lower level for preparation into frames for transmission. The exemplary

embodiment may be applied to the transmission of short duration messages,

such as control messages, etc.

[1087] Thus a variety of methods have been illustrated hereinabove for

transmitting segmented messages in a wireless system. Each method finds

application according to the design and resource requirements of a given

system. While the various embodiments have been described with reference to

a CDMA type spread spectrum communication system, the concepts are

applicable to alternate spread spectrum type systems, as well as other type

communication systems. The methods and algorithms presented hereinabove

may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or a combination thereof.

For example, using the MMSE approach to a non-time gated pilot, the equations

for solving for the combiner weights may be performed in software or using a

Digital Signal Processor, DSP, to perform the calculations. Similarly, the

adaptive algorithms may be implemented in software in the form of computer

readable instructions stored on a computer readable medium. A Central
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Processing Unit, such as a DSP core, operates to perform the instructions and

provide signal estimates in response.» Alternate embodiments may implement

hardware, such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASlC, where
feasible.

[1088] ' Those of skill in the art would understand that information and signals

- may be represented using any of a variety of different technologies and

techniques. For example, data, instructions, commands, information, signals,

bits, symbols, and chips that may be referenced throughout the above

description may be represented by voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves,

magnetic .fields or particles, optical fields or particles, or any combination

. thereof.

[1089] Those of skill would further appreciate that the various illustrative

logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps-described in connection

with the embodiments disclosed herein may- be implemented as electronic

hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. To ciearly illustrate this

interchangeability of hardware and software, various illustrative components,

blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described above generally in

.terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as

hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design

constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the

described functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such

implementation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from

the scope of the present invention.

[1090] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described

in connection with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented or

performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP),

an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a fieldprogrammable gate array

(FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic,

discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to perform

the functions described herein. A general purpose processor may be a

microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional

processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also
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be implemented as a combination oi computing devices, e.g., a combination of

a DSP and a microproCessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more

microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such

configuration.

[1091} The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a

software module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A

software module may reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory,

EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a

CD-ROM, Or any other form of storage medium known in the art. An exemplary

storage medium is coupled to the processor such the processor can read

information from, and write information to, the storage medium. in the

‘ alternative, the storage medium may be an integral part of the processor. The

processor and the storage medium may reside in an ASIC. The ASIC. may

reside in a user terminal. In the alternative, the processor and the storage

medium may reside as discrete components in a user terminal.

. [1092] ' The previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to

enable any person skilled in the art to make or use the present invention.

Various modifications to these embodiments will be readily apparent to those

skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to

other embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention.

Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments

shown ‘herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the

principles and novel features disclosed herein.

[1093] WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
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CLAIMS

1. In a wireless communication system having a base'station controller and a

plurality of base stations',.a method comprising:

segmenting a message into a plurality of segments;

dividing the segments into a plurality of fragments; and

transmitting the fragments.

2. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:

retransmitting one of the plurality of fragments.

3. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:

applying a segment parameter to each segment.

4. The method as in claim 1, further comprising:

applying a segment indicator to each fragment.

5. in a wireless communication system having a base station controller and a

plurality of base stations, a base station, comprising:

means for building segments of a message from a plurality of transmitted

frames;

means for identifying a missing segment of the message; and

means for requesting a retransmission of the missing segment.

6. The base station as in claim 5, further comprising:

means for segmenting a message to form a plurality of segments;

means for fragmenting the segments to form a plurality of fragments;

means for transmitting the plurality of fragments; and

means for retransmitting one of the plurality of fragments.

7. A method for receiving transmissions in a wireless communication system,

comprising:
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receiving a transmission frame having a plurality of segments, each

segment having a plurality of fragments; '

determining if any of the plUraIityof segments is missing;

it no segment is missing, reconstructing the message; and

if a segment is missing, requesting retransmiSSion of the missing

I ségment.

8. The method as in claim 7, further comprising:

processing fragments of the transmission frame.

9. The method as in claim 7, further comprising:

determining an end of a segment; and

reconstructing the segment. '

10. The method as in claim 7, further comprising:

if a segment is missing, sending a negative acknowledge message‘to the

transmitter of the transmission frame.

11. The method as in claim 7, further comprising:

if no segment is missing, sending an acknowledge message to the

transmitter of the transmission frame.

12. The method as in claim 7, further comprising:

determining a start of a segment; and

storing information in a buffer from the start of the segment.

13. The method as in claim 12, further comprising:

if the buffer is not empty at the start of a segment, flushing the buffer.

14. The method as in, claim 13, further comprising:

if a fragment is not a start of segment and the buffer is empty, marking

the fragment as missing.
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15. A wireless apparatus, comprising:

receiver for receiving a plurality of transmission frames;

segment extraction unit coupled to the fragment extraction unit, adapted

to identify and reconstruct segments within a transmission frame;

and

message reconstruction unit coupled to the segment extraction unit,

adapted to determine any missing segment within a message and

to request retransmission of the missing segment.

16. A computer data signal embodied on a carrier wave, characterized by:

a plurality of segments, each segment comprising:

a segment parameter; and

a plurality of fragments.

17. The computer data signal as in claim 16, wherein each of the fragments,

comprising:

segment identifier; and

an information portion.

18. The computer data signal as in claim 17, wherein the segment identifier

indicates if segmentation is active for transmission of the computer data

signal.

19. The computer data signal as in claim 16, wherein the segment error rate is

given as:

SER=1-(1—FER)"

wherein FEFi is a frame error rate of the computer data signal, and x is the

number of fragments in the plurality of fragments.

20. The computer data signal as in claim 19, wherein the message error rate is

given as:

MER=1-(1—SER)"

wherein k is the number of segments in the plurality of segments.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR RETRANSMISSION 0F TRANSMITTED UNi'I'S

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a method for retransmitting a

transmission unit via an air interface in a wireless

access system employing fragmentation for transmissions.

The transmission capacity on the air interface is assumed

to be variable in this system and a transmission unit

that is to be retransmitted was transmitted a first time

together with fragmentation information. The invention

equally relates to a transmitting unit for such a

wireless access system and to a corresponding wireless

access system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A wireless access system employing fragmentation and an

adaptive modulation for transmitting signals is specified

e.g. in the IEEE draft P802.16/D5-2001: "Local and

Metropolitan Area Networks - Part 16: Standard Air

Interface for Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Systems",

which is incorporated by reference herein. The standard

specifies the air interface, including the medium access

control layer (MAC) and a physical layer (PHY), of fixed

point-to—multipoint broadband wireless access systems

providing multiple services. In this system, MAC SDUs

(service data units) that are to be transmitted from a

transmitting unit to a receiving unit are fragmented for

CONFHUMATKNHCOPY
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transmission into MAC PDUs (protocol data units). The

defined system operates at frequencies of 10-66 GHz.

An amendment 802.16a of this standard is currently under

development for systems operating between 2 GHz and 11

GHz. The amendment introduces new functionality for this

frequency range, such as an Automatic Repeat Request

(ARQ). With ARQ, a receiving unit may request a

retransmission of transmission units that were for

instance lost during transmission over the air interface

by transmitting an ARQ feedback to the transmitting unit.

The proposed algorithm for repeating a transmission is a

selective repeat algorithm, i.e. only those fragments are

retransmitted which are not received satisfactorily at

the receiving unit after the first transmission. A

selective repeat ARQ mechanism will often require a

packet reordering.

Variations of the environmental conditions on the

transmission path are compensated in a system according

to the 802.16a standard with a variation of the

modulation and with a forward error correction (FEC). The

transmission capacity of the radio link can thus vary

significantly between the time of a first transmission

and the time of a retransmission. In case the

environmental conditions deteriorate, it might be

necessary for the retransmission to refragment the

fragments that are to be retransmitted into shorter MAC

PDUs. The conventional method of sequence numbering

employed for a single fragmentation is not suited for

handling such a refragmentation.
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The currently proposed solution for refragmentation in

the 802.16a system mandates that the MAC SDUs are chopped

into fixed sized ARQ blocks. Only the last block will be

a shortened block if the MAC SDU size is not an exact

multiple of the ARQ block size. Each ARQ block is

identified by an ARQ block number assigned to it by the

MAC. A set of ARQ blocks that are to be transmitted or

retransmitted are included in a MAC PDU. The block number

of the first block is carried in a subheader in each MAC

PDU, or in each packing element in case a MAC PDU carries

packed MAC SDUs or MAC SDU fragments. The MAC level

fragmentation function is restricted to fragment MAC SDUs

on ARQ block boundaries.

The restriction put on the fragmentation protocol in the

current proposal, however, is incompatible with the

fragmentation procedure specified in the 802.16 standard,

since it does not allow a variable fragmentation. The

block numbering scheme also limits the possibilities of

using implementations designed for a 802.16 system also

for 802.16a systems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the invention to enable a

retransmission of a transmission unit in a wireless

access system which has a variable available transmission

capacity and which employs fragmentation for

transmissions. It is moreover an object of the invention

to enable a retransmission of transmission units which is

compatible with the fragmentation protocol defined in the

IEEE standard 802.16.

04298
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The objects of the invention are reached with a method

for retransmitting a transmission unit via an air

interface in a wireless access system employing

fragmentation for transmissions. The available

transmission capacity on the air interface is variable,

and the transmission unit is transmitted a first time

together with fragmentation information. It is proposed

that the transmission unit is retransmitted after a

refragmentation with information on this refragmentation

and with at least some of said fragmentation information

that was transmitted before with said transmission unit

in said first transmission.

The objects of the invention are equally reached with a

transmitting unit for a wireless access system which

transmitting unit comprises means for realizing the

proposed method. Finally, the objects of the invention

are reached with a wireless access system comprising such

'a transmitting unit and a receiving unit for receiving

transmitted transmission units and for requesting a

retransmission of a transmission unit if necessary.

The invention proceeds from the idea that in case a

transmission unit which has to be retransmitted comprises

on the one hand fragmentation information of the original

transmission unit and on the other hand fragmentation

information describing the fragmentation employed for

retransmission, an easy refragmentation mechanism is

enabled which allows to rebuild and reorder the fragments

as required for a retransmission. In particular, the

fragments of a transmission unit resulting in
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refragmentation can be assigned their oWn fragmentation

infOrmation as any transmission unit which is transmitted

for the first time.

It is to be understood that the proposed method does not

require that each transmission unit that is to be

retransmitted is refragmented into new fragments. For

example, if the available transmission capacity is the

same for a first transmission and for a repeated

transmissions of a transmission unit, the transmission

unit may be transmitted again without the necessity for a

different fragmentation than before.

It is an advantage of the invention that it provides a

simple solution for retransmitting transmission units.

It is moreover an advantage of the invention that it

provides a transmission unit numbering scheme that allows

the reuse of the 802.16 fragmentation protocol. The

invention further allows implementations more easily to

address both, the 802.16 standard and the amendment

802 . 16a .

Preferred embodiments of the invention become apparent

from the subclaims.

Since traffic is usually to be transmitted bi—

directionally, and since in most of the remaining cases

at least a feedback is to be enabled after a

transmission, the transmitting unit is advantageously

part of a first transceiver device. Accordingly, the

transmitting unit advantageously transmits the
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transmission units to a receiving unit which is part of a

second transceiver device.

Preferably, a retransmission of a transmission unit is

carried out upon request by a receiving unit, e.g.

because the receiving unit notes that a transmission unit

is missing or that a transmission unit was received with

too many errors. The request for a retransmission can be

for example the selective ARQ mechanism proposed in the

above mentioned amendment 802.16a.

The transmission unit of the invention can be in

particular a MAC SDU transmitted in a MAC PDU without

packing, a MAC SDU fragment transmitted in a MAC PDU

without packing, a MAC SDU transmitted in a MAC PDU with

packing, or a MAC SDU fragment transmitted in a MAC PDU

with packing.

Preferably, fragmentation information is included in a

subheader of each fragment that is to be transmitted. For

wireless access systems that are based on the IEEE

standard 802.16, this subheader has preferably an ARQ

subheader format that consists of the fragmentation or

packing subheader defined in this standard and of an'

additional part. The additional part may comprise for

example a field extending the fragmentation sequence

number (FSN) field present in the 802.16 Fragmentation

Subheader and Packing Subheader, an FSN' field

replicating the FSN field of the respective first

transmission unit, an FC' field replicating the

fragmentation control (FC) field in the respective first

04301
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transmission unit, and a transmission unit sequence

number TSN field.

The fields employed for a fragmentation control FC, FC'

preferably comprise 2 bits. The values assigned to the

fragmentation control fields FC and FC' may correspond

for example to the values defined in the above mentioned

IEEE standard 802.16. In this standard, a value of 00 is

used for transmission units that are not fragmented, a

value of 01 for a respective last fragment, a value of 10

for a respective first fragment, and a value of 11 for

each middle fragment.

The fields employed for a fragmentation sequence number.

FSN, FSN' preferably comprise 5 bits. The fields for the

transmission sequence number TSN preferably comprise 7

bits.

It is to be noted that the lengths of the fields and the

codings in the fragmentation control fields can be

selected differently. However, these lengths and codings

ensure that the method and the system according to the

invention comply with the definitions of the IEEE

standard 802.16.

The invention can be employed in particular, though not

exclusively, in wireless local area networks (LAN) or

metropolitan area networks (MAN).

The invention is moreover applicable for example in

point-to—multipoint wireless broadband access networks

04302
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and in point-to-point wireless broadband access networks,

but equally in other system.

The invention can further be employed in particular,

though not exclusively, in systems in which the

transmission capacity may change due to an adaptive

modulation which is applied to signals that are to be

transmitted.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

In the following, the invention is explained in more

detail with reference to drawings, of which

Fig. 1 illustrates an embodiment of the method of the

invention in a first situation; and

Fig. 2 illustrates an embodiment of the method of the

invention in a second situation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Figure 1 and figure 2 illustrate transmissions and

retransmissions of transmitting units in a broadband

wireless access system according to the invention. The

wireless access system employs fragmentation and an

adaptive modulation for transmissions from a base station

of a network of the system to a subscriber station of the

system.

Figure 1 depicts in a first row two MAC SDUs #1 and #2

which are to be transmitted by a base station via the air

interface to a subscriber station. Both MAC SDUs are
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fragmented for a first transmission into MAC PDUs 11-15,

which are depicted in a second row of figure 1. The first

MAC SDU #1 is fragmented into two MAC PDUS 11, 12 as

indicated by arrows between the first and the second row.

The second MAC SDU #2 is fragmented into three MAC PDUs

13—15, which is equally indicated by arrows.

The number of fragments into which the MAC SDUs are

fragmented depends on the size of the respective MAC SDU

and on the size of the available MAC PDUs. In case of

good conditions, a modulation is selected that results in

larger MAC PDUs and that thus requires less fragments

than a modulation employed for bad conditions.

Each of the MAC PDUs 11—15 comprises a subheader with

five fields containing fragmentation information.

The first field in each subheader is a TSN field of 7

bits, which is employed for identifying the respective

MAC PDU. The second field is an FC field of 2 bits

indicating for the current transmission the position of

the respective PDU among the PDUs comprising the

fragments of a single MAC SDU. The third field is an FC'

field of 2 bits indicating the position of the PDU

containing the same data as the PDU in a first

transmission. The fourth field is an FSN field of 5 bits

containing a fragmentation sequence number for the

respective PDU for the current transmission. The fifth

field, finally, is an FSN' field of 5 bits containing a

fragmentation sequence number for the PDU containing the

same data as the PDU in a first transmission. The values
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for the fields for the current transmission are selected

as specified in the above mentioned standard 802.16.

The first MAC PDU 11 for the first MAC SDU #1 is assigned

a TSN of OxFl, and an PC of 10, since this MAC PDU 11 is

the first fragment of the first MAC SDU #1.

The second MAC PDU 12 for the first MAC SDU #1 is

assigned a TSN of 0xF2, and an PC of 01, since this MAC

PDU 12 is the last fragment of the first MAC SDU #1.

The first MAC PDU 13 for the second MAC SDU #2 is

assigned a TSN of 0xF3, and an PC of 10, since this MAC

PDU 13 is the first fragment of the second MAC SDU #2.

The second MAC PDU 14 for the second MAC SDU #2 is

assigned a TSN of 0xF4, and an PC of 11, since this MAC

PDU 14 is a middle fragment of the second MAC SDU #2.

The third MAC PDU 15 of the second MAC SDU #2 is assigned

a TSN of 0xF5, and an EC of 01, since this MAC PDU 15 is

the last fragment of the second MAC SDU #2.

The respective value in the FC' fields is identical to

the respective value in the FC fields for each of the MAC

PDUs 11-15, since the transmission of the MAC PDUs 11-15

in the second row of figure 1 constitutes at the same

time the first transmission. For the same reason, the

respective value in the FSN' fields is identical for each

of the MAC PDUs 11-15 to the respective value in the FSN

fields.
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The assembled MAC PDUs 11~15 are transmitted by the base

station via the air interface to the subscriber station.

During the transmission, the second MAC PDU 12 of the

first MAC SDU #1, i.e. fragment 0xF2, is lost. This is

reported by the subscriber station to the network in an

ARQ feedback message. The lost fragment 12 thus has to be

retransmitted. In figure 1, MAC PDU 12 of the second row

is crossed out in order to indicate the loss during the

first transmission.

when a transmission unit is retransmitted, a copy of the

original fragmentation control information and of the

original fragmentation number is transmitted along with

the transmission unit itself. The transmission unit that

is to be retransmitted is treated like a new MAC SDU

called retransmission SDU and is inserted at an

appropriate position into the queue of MAC SDUs that are

to be transmitted. The retransmission SDU undergoes the

standard fragmentation process if necessary and obeys the

same rules for setting the FC and FSN field values as an

SDU which is transmitted for the first time.

In the example of figure 1, the applied modulation is not

changed between the first transmission and the

retransmission and the transmission capacity on the air

interface stays the same. Therefore, the retransmission

can be carried out without refragmentation. This means

that the MAC PDU 12 with the TSN value of OxFZ is

transmitted again as a single fragment 21, which fragment

21 is depicted in a third row of figure 1. The relation

of this fragment 21 to the second MAC PDU 12 of the first

MAC SDU #1 is indicated in figure 1 by arrows. The values
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in some of the fields in the subheader of the fragment 21

are changed for retransmission, however, in order to

enable the subscriber station to make use of the

received, retransmitted fragment 21.

The TSN field in the subheader of the fragment 21 is

provided with the same value 0xF2 as before, since this

field identifies the lost MAC PDU 12. Also the fields FC'

and FSN‘ contain the same values as before, these field

containing the information about the lost transmission.

The three fields TSN, FC' and FSN' enable the subscriber

station to relate the retransmitted fragment 21 to the

lost MAC PDU 12.

The value of the FC field, in contrast, is changed to 00,

since the retransmitted PDU 12 is not fragmented further,

fragment 21 thus constituting the only fragment. in

addition, the value of the FSN field is incremented

according to the conventional rules to 0x09, the last

transmitted MAC PDU 15 of the first transmission having

been assigned the value 0x08.

Figure 2 illustrates the retransmission for a different

situation. The retransmission is based on the same

embodiment of the method according to the invention as in

figure 1.

Again, two MAC SDUs #1 and #2 are to be transmitted by a

base station via the air interface to a subscriber

station. The first fragmentation of the MAC SDUs into MAC

PDUs 11-15 corresponds exactly to the first fragmentation

in the example of figure 1. This is depicted in figure 2
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by MAC SDUs and MAC PDUs in a first and a second row

which are identical to the first and the second row of

figure 1. Again, the second MAC PDU 12 of the first MAC

SDU #1 is lost during transmission, which is reported to

the network by an ARQ feedback message of the subscriber

substation.

In contrast to the first example, the employed modulation

is changed after the first transmission to be more

robust. With the new modulation, the content of the

second MAC PDU 12 of the first MAC SDU #1 can no longer

be transmitted in a single PDU. Therefore, the second MAC

PDU 12 has to be rearranged for retransmission.

The MAC PDU 12 with the TSN value OxFZ is refragmented

for retransmission into three new fragments 22—24, which

are depicted in the third row of figure 2. Arrows relate

the new fragments 22—24 to the lost MAC PDU 12 of the

second row.

The respective TSN field of the three fragments 22—24

contains again the same value Osz, which identifies the

lost MAC PDU 12 that has to be retransmitted. Also the

fields FC' and FSN' contain the same values as before,

since these fields contain further information about the

lost MAC PDU 12.

The FC and FSN fields in the retransmitted fragments are

set according to the normal rules. Therefore, the first

fragment 22 is provided with a value of 10, the second

fragment 23 with a value of 11 and the third fragment 24

with a value of 01 for the respective FC field. Further,
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the first fragment 22 is provided with a value of 0x09,

the second fragment 23 with a value of OXOA and the third

fragment 24 with a value of 0x03 for the respective FSN

field.

The refragmentation mechanism of the invention thus makes

it possible to rebuild and reorder fragments in

retransmission.

It is to be noted that the described embodiment of the

invention constitutes only an example that may be varied

in any suitable way.
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c 1 a i m a

Method for retransmitting a transmission unit (12)

via an air interface in a wireless access system

employing fragmentation for transmissions, wherein

the available transmission capacity on said air

interface is variable, wherein said transmission unit

(12) was transmitted a first time together with

fragmentation information (TSN,FC',FSN'), and wherein

said transmission unit (12) is retransmitted after a

refragmentation with information (FC,FSN) on said

refragmentation and with at least some of said

fragmentation information (TSN,FC',FSN') that was

transmitted before with said transmission unit (12)

in said first transmission.

Method according to claim 1, wherein said

fragmentation information on a fragmentation for a

first transmission comprises at least one of a

fragmentation control (FC'), a fragmentation sequence

number (FSN') and a transmission unit sequence number

(TSN) .

Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said

refragmentation information comprises at least one of

a fragmentation control (FC) and a fragmentation

sequence number (FSN).
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Method according to one of the preceding claims,

wherein each fragment (21,22-24) of a refragmented

transmission unit (12) is provided with a subheader

comprising for the fragmentation and refragmentation

information:

- a field for a fragmentation sequence number (FSN’)

assigned to said transmission unit (12) in the

first transmission;

- a field for a fragmentation sequence number (FSN)

assigned to said fragment (21,22-24) of said

transmission unit (12) for the retransmission;

- a field for a fragmentation control (FC') assigned

to said transmission unit (12) in the first

transmission;

- a field for a fragmentation control (FC) assigned

to said fragment (21,22-24) of said transmission

unit (12) for the retransmission; and

— a field for a transmission unit sequence number

(TSN) assigned to said transmission unit (12) in

the first transmission.

Method according to claim 4, wherein said fields for

a fragmentation sequence number (FSN,FSN') are fields

of 5 bits, wherein said fields for a fragmentation

control (FC,FC') are fields of 2 bits, and wherein

said field for a transmission unit sequence number

(TSN) is a field of 7 bits.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,

wherein each transmission unit (12) transmitted a

first time and each fragment (21,22—24) of a

transmission unit (12) refragmented for

retransmission is provided with a subheader
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comprising the same dedicated fields

(TSN,FC,FC',FSN.FSN') for fragmentation information.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,

wherein said transmission unit (12) is one of:

- a MAC (medium access control) SDU (service data

unit) transmitted in a MAC PDU (protocol data

unit) without packing;

- a MAC SDU fragment transmitted in a MAC PDU

without packing;

- a MAC SDU transmitted in a MAC PDU with packing;

and

- a MAC SDU fragment transmitted in a MAC PDU with

packing.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,

wherein said transmission unit (12) is retransmitted

upon a request by a receiving unit of said wireless

access system to which said transmission unit (12)

was to be transmitted.

Transmitting unit for a wireless access system

comprising means for transmitting transmission units

(11-15) and for retransmitting transmission units

(12) according to one of the preceding claims.

Transmitting unit according to claim 9, wherein said

transmitting unit is part of a first transceiver

device, and wherein said transmitting unit is

transmitting transmission units (11-15) to a

receiving unit which is part of a second transceiver

device.
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11. Transmitting unit according to claim 9 or 10,

comprising:

means for fragmenting each data unit (MAC

SDU#1,MAC SDU#2) that is to be transmitted via an

air interface into at least one transmission unit

(11-15) and for providing each transmission unit

(11-15) with corresponding fragmentation

information (TSN;FC',FSN');

means for transmitting transmission units (11—15)

to a receiving unit via said air interface;

means for receiving a retransmission request by a

receiving unit requesting that a transmission unit

(12) is to be retransmitted; and

means for refragmenting a transmission unit (12)

for which a retransmission was requested by a

receiving unit, and for providing said

transmission unit (12) for retransmission with

information (FC,FSN) on said refragmentation and

with at least some of said fragmentation

information (TSN,FC',FSN') provided to said

transmission unit (12) for a first transmission.

12. Wireless access system comprising a transmitting unit

according to one of claims 9 to 11 and a receiving

unit comprising means for receiving transmission

units transmitted by said transmitting unit and means

for requesting a retransmission of transmission units

(12) if required.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DOWNLINK PACKET ACCESS SIGNALLING FOR TIME DIVISION DUPLE

X (TDD) MODE OF A WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The present invention related to a method, a device and a system for High—Speed Downlink

Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication

system, especially of a Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio

Access Network (UTRAN). More particular, the present invention relates to annethod, a device

and a system employing a Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) for signaling High—Speed Downlink

Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode.

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) currently discusses methods for downlink

signaling of Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) Terrestrial radio access

network (U'I‘RAN) High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex

(TDD) mode. '

For dedicated (transport) Channel (DCH) associated two—step signaling, the associated dedicated

channel (DCH) and High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) are needed for each mobile

terminal device employing high-speed downlink services to transmit downlink signaling

information. The Dedicated Channel (DCH) carries High—Speed Indicator (HI) bits used to

indicate or designate a mobile terminal device to receive downlink signaling infonnation on the

High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH). This High—Speed Shared Control Channel

(HS-SCCH) carries data comprising a mobile tenninal device identification (UE ID), Transport

Format Resource Indicator (TFRI), Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) mode and further

signaling information for the mobile terminal device. These signaling information carried on the

High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) may be employed for receiving and decoding

the packet data transmitted through the Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH).

This method for signaling High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division

Duplex (TDD) mode includes several disadvantages.
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Each mobile terminal device employing High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) should

have one associated Dedicated Channel (DCH) to transmit High-Speed Indicator (HI) bits. The

number of Dedicated Channel (DCH) supported by the system will be matching the number of

mobile terminal devices employing High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA). Since these

associated Dedicated Channels (DCH) are exclusively involved to carry High-Speed Indicator

(HI) information comprising a few single bits (for example one or two bits) resources are not

efficiently used and overall performance is wasted.

Further, the associated Dedicated Channel (DCH) is shared in the time domain upon the mobile

terminal devices employing High-Speed Downlink Paclcet Access (HSDPA).A packet scheduler

controlling the sequence in time of the associated Dedicated Channel (DCH) may have to be

rescheduled if a mobile terminal device employing High—Speed Downlink Packet Access

(HSDPA) exits and/or accesses the network for sharing the Dedicated Channel (DCH) in the time

domain in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode. The rescheduling is time consuming and lacks of

flexibility in case of fast changing conditions, particularly in case of a high number of exiting

mobile terminal devices employing High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA).

The present invention offers a new approach for sending High-Speed Indicator (HI) information

in the downlink signaling of High—Speed Downhnk Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division

Duplex (TDD) mode, particular for Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)

Terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN). The present invention aims to overcome the above

described disadvantages of the method of state of the art. The basic idea of the present invention

resides in that reserved and currently unused bits on the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) are

used to transmit High-Speed Indicator (HI) information to indicate a mobile terminal device to

receive and decode signaling information on the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-

SCCH).

The usage of the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) and the reserved bits thereon offers the

possibility to establish a High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) without involving

associated the Dedicated Channel (DCH) for each mobile terminal device employing the access

service and thus saving Dedicated Channel (DCH) resources. Further, the implementation of a
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scheduler controlling the High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and signaling thereof

may be easier. Different coding of the reserved bits of the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) used

for signaling may offer additional flexibility since the coding may allow different mapping with

respect to the configuration of the system. Moreover, the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) is

transmitted with high power. The high power transmission ensures that all mobile terminal

devices Within a cell may receive an adequate signal for decoding.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, a High-Speed Downlink Packet Access

(HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system,

preferably of a Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and more preferably of a

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access Network

(UTRAN) based on the usage of a Paging Indicator Channel is provided. The sender, i.e. a base

station (node B) first sends indication information to a mobile terminal device (UE). The mobile

terminal device (UE) identified by the said indication information further receives signaling

information. Said mobile terminal device then, based on said signaling information, decodes

packet data information. The invention is characterized by including a High-Speed Indicator (HI)

into the slot structure of the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH). Therefore, the High-Speed

Indicator (HI) comprises a plurality of identification bits. The identification bits are assigned to

certain values.

The High—Speed Indicator (HT) is used to determine a specific mobile terminal device out of a

plurality of mobile terminal devices. The mobile terminal device may be a participant of the

corresponding mobile communication network and the High—Speed Downlink Packet Access

(HSDPA) service provided by a sender. The sender may be a Base Station (BS) of a Universal

Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), preferably a Node B Base Station (BS). The

determined mobile terminal device is accessible in a downlink channel.

Conveniently, the High—Speed Indicator (HI) comprising identification bits may define an

identification address. The address may be coded in different ways.

Preferably, the plurality of identification bits are four identification bits. The identification bits

may be arranged adjacent to a midamble of the Paging Indicator Channel according to the slot
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structure thereof. The identification bits may be groups in two pairs each comprising two bits.

The pairs are arranged on either side of the midarnble.

Additionally, a plurality of mobile terminal devices may be divided upon a plurality groups and

assigned thereto. Each group may comprise several mobile terminal devices. The dividing of the

mobile terminal devices upon several groups may be dynamical which means that mobile

terminal devices may exit and/or access a group. The dividing upon groups may be rearranged

according to certain operational conditions.

Preferably, each group may have assigned periods of time. Within the assigned periods of time
certain services may be offered to the mobile terminal devices of the group and these mobile
terminal devices may have to listen on certain channels in order to be able to receive information

and/or data which are destined to one or more mobile terminal devices of the group. Mobile

terminal devices of the remaining groups do not have to listen to the corresponding channels

since the services are provided to the first mobile terminal devices.

The assigning of the groups to certain periods of time may instruct the mobile terminal devices of

the groups only to listen, receive and decode information transmitted on the Paging Indicator

Channel (PICH) within the assigned periods. Further, the assigning of the groups to certain

periods of time may instruct the mobile terminal devices of the groups only to listen, receive and

decode information transmitted on the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH) within
the assigned periods of time and/or the assigning of the groups to certain periods of time may

instruct the mobile terminal devices of the groups only to listen, receive and decode information

transmitted on the Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) within the assigned periods of time

An address coded in the High-Speed Indicator using the identification bits may be used to code

an address of the mobile terminal device which is preferably unique within a group. Addresses of

mobile terminal devices assigned to different groups may be equal.

The periods of time assigned to a group may be periodical. Correspondingly, a repetition time

may be assigned to each group and may define the respective periods of time for the groups. The

repetition time of the groups may vary analog to the periods of time described above. The
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repetition time may be a static repetition time or a dynamic repetition time. The dynamic

repetition time may be adapted to traffic load. A static repetition time may be assigned to each

group while dividing the plurality of mobile terminal devices upon the plurality of groups.

Further, accessing and exiting mobile terminal devices of the groups may make an adaptation of

the repetition time necessary.

A mobile terminal device may receive information on the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH)

including said identification bits. The receiving of identification bits included in the Paging

Indicator Channel (PICH) may indicate a following transmission of high~speed downlink

packets. The identification bits representing an address of a mobile terminal device may have to

match to an address assigned to a mobile terminal device, wherein the address of the mobile

terminal device may be coded according to the coding of the address with respect to the

identification bits.

A mobile terminal device may receive signaling information on a High-Speed Shared Control

Channel (HS—SCCH). Preferably, the mobile terminal device may also receive a High—Speed

Indicator (HI) on the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) and the High-Speed Indicator (HI)

comprises an address coded by the identification bits, determining the receiving mobile terminal

device.

More preferably, the High-Speed Indicator (HI) comprises an address determining a mobile

terminal device and instructing this mobile terminal device to receive and decode signaling

information transmitted on‘a High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH).

Additionally, the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH) may comprise mobile

terminal device identification (user identification or UE ID), Transport Format and Resource

related Information (TFRI), Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) information, Uplink

Synchronization information and Transport Power Control (TPC) information.

.. aredChannel

(DSCH) The signaling information received on the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—

 

SCCH) before may be employed for receiving and decoding of the data packets. Especially the
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transmission related information comprised in the signaling information transmitted on a High-

Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) may be employed for decoding.

The mobile terminal device may transmit a transmission related information. Preferably, the

mobile terminal device may transmit transmission related information on a High—Speed

Information Channel (HIGH). The transmission related information may comprise an

acknowledgement / non acknowledgement (ACK/NAK) indicating if the transmission on the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) may have been received and decoded correctly or

erroneously. Further, the transmission related information may also comprise a quality indicator

and a Transport Power Control (TPC).

The identification bits may be used to code an address of a mobile terminal device, preferably of

a mobile terminal device Within a group.

Preferably, the address coding may be based on a binary coding. Since four identification bits

may be reserved for coding the address the binary coding may enable to code 24 = 16 different

addresses. Certain addresses, such as 00002 and 11112 may be dedicated to special functions,

wherein the index 2 may denote the binary coding. For example, the address 0000;; may indicate

that no mobile terminal device is addressed and the addressl 1112 may indicate that all mobile

terminal devices are addressed. Each mobile terminal device of a group may have assigned a

unique address.

Moreover, the address coding may be based on a logic coding. Each bit may be assigned to a

corresponding mobile terminal device. Since a bit may represent two different states the logic

one state, e.g. the state “1” may indicate that the corresponding mobile terminal device is

addressed whereas the state"‘0” may indicate that the corresponding mobile terminal device is

not addressed. Address coding may enable to address a selection of mobile terminal devices at

the same time. The four identification bits may allow to address four mobile terminal devices

according to the logic address coding.

The grouping of the mobile terminal devices into different groups may be based on the data

~ traffic generated by the mobile terminal devices. Further, the grouping of the mobile terminal
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devices into different groups may be based on N channel Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request

(HARQ) scheme.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, a computer program for carrying out the

method for High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD)

mode of a wireless communication system is provided, which comprises program code means for

performing all of the steps of the preceding method description when the program is run on a

computer, a network device, a mobile terminal device or an application specific integrated

circuit.

According to a third aspect of the present invention, a computer program product is provided

comprising program code means stored on a computer readable medium for carrying out the

method for High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD)

mode of a wireless communication system of the preceding description, When the computer

program product is run on a computer, a network device, a mobile terminal device or an

application specific integrated circuit.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, a mobile terminal device for the High—

Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless

communication system is provided, which is adapted to perform a method for the High-Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless

communication system as described in the aforementioned description. The mobile terminal

device can be a computer, a network device or a mobile terminal device such as a mobile phone.

Preferably, the mobile terminal device may comprise means for decoding information transmitted

on the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) which enables to extract the included identification bits

determining a specific mobile terminal device. An address corresponding to the coding of the

identification bits may be assigned to the mobile terminal device. The address coding is

described above in detail. In case of matching received signaling information transmitted on a

High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-~SCCH) may be employed to receive and decode data

packet on a Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH). -
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The mobile terminal device may be assigned to a certain group according to the above described

dividing of a plurality ofmobile terminal devices upon a plurality of groups.

According to a fifth aspect of the present invention, a wireless communication system for the

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode is

provided, which is adapted to perform a method for the High—Speed Downlink Packet Access

(HSDPA) for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system as

described in the aforementioned description.

The wireless communication system may comprise a plurality of mobile terminal devices for the

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for. Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode

described above in detail. Further a sender comprised by the wireless communication system may

generate a signal according to the signal structure of the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH)

comprising identification bits using an adequate generating means. The identification bits may be

a High-Speed Indicator (HI) determining a specific one of the plurality of mobile terminal

devices. The Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) may be transmitted to a plurality of mobile

terminal devices. The plurality of mobile terminal devices may be grouped according to the

aforementioned grouping procedure.

Moreover, the wireless communication system may also provide and transmit signaling

information on a High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) and/or data packets on a
Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH). Corresponding means for generating and transmitting of

corresponding radio signals may preferably provided by a sender of the mobile communication

system.

Additionally, the sender may also provide means to divide or group a plurality ofmobile terminal

devices, respectively, to assign addresses according to the coding of the identification bits of the

High-Speed Indicator and to assign periods of time for accessing for the grouped mobile terminal

devices to the mobile communication network. The means for dividing or grouping, respectively

and for assigning addresses and periods of time may be operated according to the above

described operational procedures for dividing or grouping, respectively and for assigning

addresses and periods oftime.
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In the following, the invention will be described in detail by referring to the enclosed drawing in

which:

Fig. 1 shows a slot structure of a Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) according to an embodiment
of the invention.

Fig. 2 shows a grouping of a plurality of mobile communication terminals according to an

embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 shows flame diagram of a high data transmitting situation according to an embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 1 shows a slot structure of a Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) according to an embodiment

of the invention. The shown slot structure depicts a Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) burst with

respect to the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) and the number of bits and their

arrangement Within the burst structure.

The communication of data via a time duplex division (TDD) radio fiequency communication

system between a plurality of communication members such as base stations and mobile

communication terminal is based on time slotted transmission structure within the time domain

whereupon the certain periods of time are dedicated and assigned for the communication of a

certain member of the time duplex division (TDD) radio fiequency communication system.

According to a standard defined by the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) a time duplex

division (TDD) radio communication system, especially time duplex division (TDD) based

universal mobile telecommunication services terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN), the time

structure of a time duplex division radio communication network may be described by radio

frames and time slots, wherein each radio frame comprises a plurality of time slots. According to

the 3GPP standard definition each time division multiple access (TDMA) flame has duration of

10 ms and is subdivided into fifteen time slots (TS), whereas each time slot may be further

subdivided into 2560.

The time slots may be allocated to either an uplink or a downlink transmission between a mobile

terminal device and a base station. The time slot may be allocated completely to one of the
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transmission direction so that a frame may comprise an arbitrary sequence of uplink and

downlink transmissions. The 2560 chips of a time slot may be primarily used for coding or

spreading the communicated data within a time slot, respectively. The spreading of

communicated data within a time slot is out of the scope of this invention and lmown to those

skilled in the art and described in available standard documents of the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3 GPP).

A burst of data may be designated as a physical channel of a time division duplex radio

communication system. A burst may be transmitted in a time slot Within an allocated frame and

its duration is one time slot. Each burst may include a first data part, a midamble, a second data

part and a guard part. Different type of burst may be available for data communication,

particularly a type 1, type 2 and type 3, wherein the both burst types 1 and 2 may be employed for

uplink and downlink data communication whereas burst type 3 may be employed exclusively for

uplink data transmission. Type 2 burst may be distinguished by a larger data amount in

comparison with type 1 burst. At maximum, a type 1 burst may comprise 1952 symbols of data

(or bits, respectively) at spread factor 1 (SF 1) whereas a type 2 burst may comprise 2208

symbols of data (or bits, respectively) at spread factor 1. Correspondingly, at a spread factor 16

(SF 16) the burst may comprise 122 or 138 symbols of data, respectively.

The midamble may comprise training sequences. Since the total length of a burst may be defined

by a time slot the training sequence or midamble of a type 1 burst comprises a training sequence

of more data symbols than a type 2 burst. The guard period of both' the type 1 and type 2 burst

may comprise the same number of data symbols.

The Paging Indicator Channel (PICI-l) indicates or designates a mobile terminal device for which

it is provided that a Paging Message might be accepted thereby on the Paging Channel (PCH).

The mobile terminal devices may be assigned to a paging group when it is registered with the

network. These paging groups may be indicated by the use of Paging Indicators (PI) carried on

the Paging Indicator Channel (RICH).

Two different burst types, type 1 and type 2, are employed for defining different numbers of bits

Npib or number of data symbols within the structure, respectively. The burst type 1 may carry a
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Paging Indicator (PI) with a number of bits Npib=240, Whereas the burst type2 may carry

another Paging Indicator (P1) with a number of bits Npib =272. The bits szlBH, ..., szIB+4

adjacent to the midamble are reserved up to now for future usage. The usage of the remaining

bits s1, ..., SNPIB are defined by the 3GPP standard.

These four reserved bits SNPIBH, ..., szIB+4 may be used for addressng an individual mobile

terminal device out of a group of mobile terminal devices and indicating to the mobile terminal

device to receive a high-speed downlink packet. Therefore, the four reserved bits may be

designated in the following description as an address or a High-Speed Indicator (HI). Two

different coding may be employed for enabling an addressing of a mobile terminal device.

A first address coding may be based on a binary coding of an individual address of each mobile

terminal device out of the group of mobile terminal devices. The first address coding may be

based on a binary coding of the addresses. This coding method may be employed in case of one

device which may be allowed to transmit high-speed downlink packets in each frame. The

employed four bits for coding an individual address of a mobile terminal device may allow to

assign 24 = 16 different addresses for addressing. In the following binary coded numbers and

hence also the binary coded addresses may be indicated by a subscript “2”, whereas the

respective decimal spelling is indicated by a subscript “10”. In the following description of this

invention the states of the four bits may be denoted enclosed Within quotation marks, such as

“0010”.

The addresses 00002 = 010, 11112 = 1510 may be reserved for special addressing operations and

not assigned to any certain mobile terminal device. The address 00002 = 010 may indicate that no

one of the mobile terminal devices of the group thereof may is addressed, whereas the address

11112 = 1510 may indicate that all mobile terminal devices of the group thereof may be

addressed.

Thus, fourteen remaining addresses may be used for addressing individual mobile terminal

devices when the both addresses 00002 =010, 11112= 1510 may be employed for the above

described special operations. The remaining addresses 00012 = 110, 00102 = 210, 00112 = 310, ...,
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11102 = 1410 may allow to address maximum fourteen different mobile terminal devices and may

be assigned correspondingly thereto.

A second address coding may be based on a non binary coding of addresses. Each bit of the

reserved four identification bits may be assigned to a certain mobile terminal device for

addressing. This coding method may be employed advantageously in case of several devices

which may be allowed to transmit high—speed packet data in each frame. Therefore, it may be

possible to address four different mobile terminal devices and hence, the group of mobile

terminal devices may comprise maximal four different mobile terminal devices. Each bit may

offer two different bits states, a bit state “1” and a bit state “0”, respectively.

The address “1000” may indicate that, for example, the first mobile terminal device out of the

group of the four mobile terminal devices may be addressed, whereas the remaining three mobile

terminal devices (second, third and fourth) may be not addressed. Correspondingly further, the

address “0100” may indicate that, for example, the second mobile terminal device out of the

group of the four mobile terminal devices may be addressed, whereas the remaining three mobile

terminal devices (first, third and fourth) may be not addressed. Correspondingly further, the

address “ 0010” may indicate that, for example, the third mobile terminal device out of the group

of the four mobile terminal devices may be addressed, whereas, the remaining three mobile

terminal devices (first, second and fourth) may be not addressed. Correspondingly further, the

address “ 0001” may indicate that, for example, the fourth mobile terminal device out of the

group of the four mobile terminal devices may be addressed, whereas the remaining three mobile

terminal devices (first, second and third) may be not addressed.

This second address coding allows to address a selected subgroup out of the group of four mobile

terminal devices. For example, the address coding “1001” may indicate that, for example, the

first and fourth mobile terminal devices are addressed whereas the second and the third mobile

terminal devices are not addressed. For example, the address coding “1011” may indicate that,

for example, the first, third and fourth mobile terminal devices are addressed whereas the second

mobile terminal device is not addressed.
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The usage and functionality connected to the addresses “0000” and “1111” is the same like

described in combination with the first address coding procedure. A coded address “0000” may

indicate that no one of the mobile terminal devices is addressed to initiate a data transmission.

Correspondingly, an address “1111” may indicate an initialization of a data transmission to all

four mobile terminal devices of the group.

In the following description, the address coding of the mobile terminal devices may be based on

the first address coding mentioned and described above. The below presented description may be

employed in a similar manner in combination with the above mentioned second address coding.

Fig. 2 shows a grouping of a plurality of mobile communication terminal according to an

embodiment of the invention. A plurality of mobile terminal devices is shown in Fig. 2. The

mobile terminal devices are grouped in five separate groups each comprising a subset of plurality

of mobile terminal devices. The grouping and the number of mobile terminal devices within the

different groups is exemplary and the grouping may performed in another arrangement. Since the

address coding is based on the first address coding procedure the different groups may comprise

maximal fourteen mobile terminal devices. Further, the number of groups may also be exemplary

and not limited to the depicted five different groups.

A first group designated as group 1 may comprise exemplary four mobile terminal devices and

the mobile terminal devices may be designated as UE l, UE 2, UE 3 and UE 4, respectively.

According to the address coding procedure, the addresses “0001”, “0010”, “0011” and “0100”

may be assigned to the corresponding mobile terminal devices UE 1, UE 2, UE 3 and UE 4.

A second group designated as group 2 may comprise exemplary six mobile terminal devices and

the mobile terminal devices may be designated as U13 5, UE 6, UE 7, UE 8, UE 9 and UE 10,

respectively. According to the address coding procedure, the addresses “0001”, “0010”, “0011”

“0100” “0101” and “0111” may be assigned to the corresponding mobile terminal devices UE 5,

UE6,UE7,UE8,UE9andUElO.

A third group designated as group 3 may comprise exemplary three mobile terminal devices and

the mobile terminal devices may be designated as UE 11, UE 12 and UE 13, respectively.
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According to the address coding procedure, the addresses “0001”, “0010” and “0011” may be

assigned to the corresponding mobile terminal devices UE ll, UE 12 and UE 13.

A fourth group designated as group 4 may comprise exemplary six mobile terminal devices and

the mobile terminal devices may be designated as UE l4, UE 15, UE.16, UE 17, UE 18 and

UE 19, respectively. According to the address coding procedure, the addresses “0001”, “0010”,

“0011” “0100” “0101” and “0111” may be assigned to the corresponding mobile terminal

devices UE 14, UE15, UE 16, UE17, UE 18 andUE 19.

A fifth group designated as group 5 may comprise exemplary four mobile terminal devices and

the mobile terminal devices may be designated as UE 20, UE 21, UE 22, UE 23 and UE 24,

respectively. According to the address coding procedure, the addresses “0001”, “0010”, “0011”,

“0100” and “0101” may be assigned to the corresponding mobile terminal devices UE 20, UE 21,

UE 22, UE 23 and U13 24.

The plurality of mobile terminal devices are divided into a plurality groups. The number of

groups may and the division thereupon may be performed dynamically or statically. For example,

the grouping (arrangement and/or number of groups) may be based on traffic load or N channel

Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme.

The following Fig. 3 may represent a time flow diagram according to an embodiment of the

method of the present invention. The time flow diagram is based on the grouping presented

above according to Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows frame diagram of a high data transmitting situation according to an embodiment of

the invention. The five groups each comprising mobile terminal devices, shown in Fig. 2 may

listen to the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH). According to this embodiment of the invention,

the mobile terminal devices of one group may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH)

every fifizh flame. Correspondingly, group 1 may listen to flame 1, group 2 to frame 2, group 3 to

flame 3, group 4 to flame 4 and group 5 to flame 5. Beginning with flame 6 group 1 may listen

again thereto and further group 2 may follow in listening to flame 7. This sequencing of the

groups may be continued. Analog to the grouping of the mobile terminal devices, the period of
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repetition may be defined both dynamically or statically. For example, the period of repetition

may be based on traffic load or N channel Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme.

Further, the groups may have the same periods ofrepetition.

The following channels may be involved in and used by the embodiment of the present

invention. A short describing introduction of the channels will be given since the complete

definition of the respective channels may be known to those skilled in the art.

The Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) may indicate to a mobile terminal device that a Paging

Message might be expected thereby on the Paging Channel (PCB). The mobile terminal devices

may be assigned to a paging group when it is registered with the network. These paging groups

may be indicated by the use of Paging Indicators (PI) carried on the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH). Here in the invention, the reserved bits as in Fig. lare used as High Speed IndicatOr (HI)

which comprise the coded address of a mobile terminal device of the respective group for

initialing a high-speed downlink transmission.

The High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) may be used to carry indicator and

signaling information to be employed for receiving and decoding information transmitted

through a Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH).

The Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) is used to carry dedicated user data or control signal to

one or more mobile terminal devices in a communication cell. The decoding of the dedicated

user data or control signal may be enabled and controlled by information transmitted via the

above mentioned High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS~SCCH)

The Uplink High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL-HIGH)

may be used to carry indicator and signaling information to a base station or Node B,

respectively. Three different fields may be comprised, an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) field, a Quality Indicator field and a Transmit Power Control (TPC) field.

Each mobile terminal device of a corresponding group according to a specific frame assigned to

the corresponding group may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) of this frame While
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the mobile terminal device of the other groups do not listen. Further, the mobile terminal device

of this group may share the Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH).

In the following, the time sequence provided in Fig. 3 will be described with respect to each

single frame.

In a frame 1, all mobile terminal devices comprised by the group 1 may listen to the Paging

Indicator Channel (PICH). An address of a mobile terminal device out of group 1 may be

comprised in the high speed indicator (HI) carried by the Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) and

received by the mobile terminal devices of group 1. The address “0001” may be coded in the

High speed indicator (HI) according to the above described first coding procedure (shown'in Fig.

1). The mobile terminal device U13 1 which may have been assigned the address “0001” decodes

its address and hence may be indicated to receive and decode the downlink signaling information

which may be transmitted through and obtained on the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-

SCCH). The downlink signaling information may enable the mobile terminal device to receive

and decode the high-speed packet data in the Downlink Shared Channel _(DSCH) by using this

received and decoded downlink signaling information. A confinnation may be transmitted to the

high-speed downlink packet sender, such as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an

acknowledge / negative acknowledge (ACK/NAK) and measurement report. Preferably the

confirmation may be transmitted via'the Uplink High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (I-ISDPA)

Information ChanneIJCUL-HICH) carrying the above described information.

The operations of the following fi-ames are carried out analog to the operations described with

respect to frame 1.

In a frame 2, the mobile terminal devices of group 2 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile terminal device “0101” corresponding to

mobile terminal device UE 9 of group 2. The mobile terminal device DE 9 which may have been

assigned the address “0101” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downlink signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

' the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH). The downlink signaling information may

enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high—speed packet data in the
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Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confirmation may be transmitted to the high-speed downlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted via the Uplink High-Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL—HIGH). .

In a flame 3, the mobile terminal devices of group 3 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile temiinal device “0010” corresponding to

mobile terminal device UE 12 of group 3. The mobile terminal device UE 12 which may have

been assigned the address “0010” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downlink signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (IIS—SCCH). The downlink signaling information may

enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high-speed packet data in the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confirmation may be transmitted to the high—speed downlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted Via the Uplink High—Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL—HIGH).

In a frame 4, the mobile terminal devices of group 4 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile terminal device “0010” corresponding to

mobile terminal device UE 15 of group 4. The mobile terminal device UE 15 which may have

been assigned the address “0010” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downhnk signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH). The downlink signaling information may

enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high—speed packet data in the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confirmation may be transmitted to the high—speed downlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted via the Uplink High—Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL-HIGH).
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In a frame 5, the mobile terminal devices of group 5 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile terminal device “0100” corresponding to

mobile terminal device UE 23 of group 5. The mobile terminal device UE 23 which may have

been assigned the address “0100” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downlink signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH). The downlink signaling information may

enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high—speed packet data in the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confirmation may be transmitted to the high—speed downlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an‘ acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted via the Uplink High—Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL—HICH).

In a frame 6, the mobile terminal devices of group 1 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile terminal device “001 1” corresponding to

mobile terminal device U13 3 of group 1. The mobile terminal device UE 3 which may have been

assigned the address “ 0011” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downlink signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

the High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH). The downlink signaling information may

enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high-speed packet data in the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confimiation may be transmitted to the high-speeddownlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted via the Uplink High-Speed

Downlink PacketAccess (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL-HICH).

In a frame 7, the mobile terminal devices of group 2 may listen to the Paging Indicator Channel

(PICH) which may transmit an address of a mobile terminal device “0010” corresponding to

mobile terminal device UE 6 of group 2. The mobile terminal device UE 6 which may have been

assigned the address “ 0010” decodes its address and hence may be indicated to receive and

decode the downlink signaling information which may be transmitted through and obtained on

the High—Speed Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH). The downlink signaling information may
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enable the mobile terminal device to receive and decode the high—speed packet data in the

Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by using this received and decoded downlink signaling

information. A confirmation may be transmitted to the high—speed downlink packet sender, such

as a Node B. The confirmation may comprise an acknowledge / negative acknowledge

(ACK/NAK) and measurement report and preferably transmitted via the Uplink High—Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) Information Channel (UL-HIGH).

This specification contains the description of implementations and embodiments of the present

invention with the help of examples. It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art, that the

present invention is not restricted to details of the embodiments presented above, and that the

invention can be also implemented in another form without deviating from the characteristics of

the invention. The embodiment presented above should be considered as illustrative, but not

restricting. Thus, the possibilities of implementing and using the invention are only restricted to

the enclosed claims. Consequently, various options of implementing the invention as determined

by the claims, including equivalent implementations, also belong to the scope of the invention.
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Claims

1. Method for High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) signaling for Time Division

Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system, comprising the following steps:

5 a base station (node B) sending indication information to a mobile terminal device (UE);

the mobile terminal device (UE) identified by the said indication information receiving

signaling information;

said mobile terminal device, based on the said signaling information, decoding packet data

information;

10 characterized by the steps of : _

— including a High-Speed Indicator (HI) into the slot structure of a Paging Indicator

Channel (PICH), said High-Speed Indicator (HI) comprising a plurality of identification

bits, each identification bit being assigned,

- said High—Speed Indicator (HI) designating a specific mobile terminal device accessible

15 in a downlink channel.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of identification bits are four

identification bits arranged in two pairs each of two bits on either side of and adjacent to a

midamble area of said Paging Indicator Channel (PICH).

20

3. Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, comprising following further steps:

- dividing a plurality of mobile terminal devices upon a plurality of groups. -

4. Method according to claim 3, comprising following further steps:

25 - assigning certain periods oftime to each group,

wherein each mobile terminal device of a group receives data transmitted within said periods

of time assigned to said respective group via said Paging Indicator Channel (PICH).

5. Method according to claim 3 or claim 4, comprising following further steps:

30 — assigning a High-Speed Indicator (HI) to each mobile terminal device of a group.
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Method according to anyone of the claims 3 to 5, wherein said periods of time of a group are

assigned according to the data traffic ofthe group..

Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, comprising following fiirther steps:

- receiving information on said Paging Indicator Channel (PICH) by a mobile terminal

device.

Method according to anyone of the preceding claims, comprising the following thither steps:

- receiving signaling information on a High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH) by

a mobile terminal device.

Method according to claim 7, comprising the following further steps:

— receiving and decoding data packets on a Downlink Shared Channel (DSCH) by a mobile

terminal device,

wherein the receiving and decoding step employs said signaling information received on said

High-Speed Shared Control Channel (HS—SCCH).

Method according anyone of the preceding claims, comprising following further steps:

- transmitting transmission related information.

Method according anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said identification bits codes a

binary address of a mobile terminal device.

Method according claim 1 to 11, wherein said identification bits codes a logical address of a

mobile terminal device.

Method according anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said dividing a plurality of

mobile terminal devices upon a plurality ofgroups is based on the data traffic.

Method according anyone of the preceding claims, wherein said dividing a plurality of

mobile terminal devices upon a plurality of groups is based on an N channel Hybrid

Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme.
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Computer program for executing method for High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)

for Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system, comprising

program code means for carrying out the steps of anyone of claims 1 to 14 when said

program is run on a computer, anetwork device, a mobile device, Oran application specific

integrated circuit.

Computer program product comprising program code means stored on a computer readable

medium for carrying out the method for High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for

Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system of anyone of claims

1 to 14 when said program product is run on a computer, a network device, a mobile device,

or an application specific integrated circuit.

Mobile terminal device for High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time

Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a wireless communication system, comprising means

adapted to perform a method for High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time

- Division Duplex (TDD) mode of a Wireless communication system according to anyone on

18.

the claims 1 to 14.

Wireless communication system for High—Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for

Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode, comprising means adapted to perform a method for

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) for Time DivisiOn Duplex (TDD) mode of a

wireless communication system according to anyone on the claims 1 to 14.
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[DESCRIPTION]

[INVENTION TITLE]

A METHOD'FOR REQUESTING AND REPORTING CHANNEL QUALITY j

INFORMATION'IN WIRELESS PORTABLE INTERNET SYSTEM

[TECHNICAL FIELD]

The present invention relates to a mobile communication system. More

specifically, the present invention relates to a method and apparatus for

requesting and reporting channel quality informatiOn (CQl) in a wireless portable

Internet system.

[BACKGROUND ART]

The wireless portable Internet is a next generation communication

system for further supporting mobility. in addition to a short range data

communication system which uses stationary access points (APs) such as the

conventional wireless local area network (LAN). Various standards have been

proposed for the wireless portable Internet. and the international standardization

on the portable Internet is in progress by the IEEE-802.16.

The wireless LAN system such as the conventional [EEE 802.11

provides a data communication system which allows short-range radio

communication with reference to stationary access points, which provides no

mobility of the subscriber station (SS) but which supports wireless LAN data

communication in a local area other than wired LAN data communication.

. 941344  
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Meanwhile, a new wireless portable Internet system currentlyj:

progressed by the IEEE 802.16 working group is designed to support the-

mobility- to the subscriber station and thus provide a seamless data--

communication service thereto when the subscriber station moves from one cell

5 to another cell.

The mobile communication systems including the above—described

wireless portable tntemet system have been developed for communication

systems which support speech services and high-speed packet data services.

Reported information on the radio channel quality of a link to a

10 subscriber station on the move is very important since the information is used to

determine an appropriate adaptive modulation and channel coding (AMC) level

for the corresponding link to the subscriber station in the system for supporting

high-speed mobility. Since the reported information on the radio channel quality

is found to be erroneous, a resource allocated to the link to the subscriber station

15 may be wasted, it is accordingly very important to provide reliable channel

quality information (CQI) to a scheduler of the base station.

In order to collect information on the channel quality. the base station

selects a predetermined subscriber station for each slot from among a plurality

of subscriber stations. transmits packet data thereto. and receives channel

20 quality information on a forward channel from the selected subscriber station to

determine transmission parameters such as data rates, channel coding rates,

and moduiation orders.

. 9.4.345-  
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in order that the subscriber station reports channel quality information to '
the base station, when the base statiOn transmits a CQI report'message to a

plurality of subscriber stations. each subscriber station requests-bandwidth for. .

reporting channel quality information." When the bandwidth is allocated, each

subscriber station reports a channel quatity measurement result to the base

station in an additional message format.

Fle. 1 to 3 show general flowcharts for measuring and reporting

channel quality information in a mobile communication system. in FiGs. 1 to 3.

the transverse axis stands for the time passage, BS symbolizes the base station,

and SS symbolizes the subscriber station.

Referring to FIG. 1, in order to measure the radio channel quality

between a base station and a subscriber station, the subscriber station receives

a 001 request (REP-REG) message from the base station and requests a

bandwidth for a channel measurement report therefrom (310 to S13). the base

station allocates an uplink resource (UL~MAP) to the subscriber station (814 and

815), and the subscriber station uses the uplink resource and transmits the

channel measurement report (REP-RSP) message to the base station (S16 and

517). The REP-REQIRSP message is a channel measurement report

requestfresponse message from among media access control (MAC) managed

messages defined in IEEE 802.16.

However, a delay of a predetermined time occurs because of the

request and allocation of the uplink bandwidth until the subscriber station reports

04346..  
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the channel measurement information to the base station, since the base station

allocates no uplink resource to be used for the channel measurement report in

advance when requesting channel quality infermation from the subscriber station;

thereby very probably failing to quickly process the varied channel-condition and '

satisfy the quality of service (008) criteria.

FIG. 2 shows a process for the subscriber stations to competitively

request a bandwidth from the base station. The respective subscriber stations

competitively request a bandwidth for a channel measurement report from the

base stations in steps $20 to 823, and when the request. has failed, the

subscriber stations attempt a competitive bandwidth request again through a

backofi process in steps $24 to 327. When the attempt is found to be successful,

the base station allocates an upiink resource to the corresponding subscriber

station. and the subscriber station transmits a channel measurement report to

the base station through the allocated upiink resource in steps $28 to $30. In

this case, a delay is generated by the backoff. and the request and allocation of

the uplink bandwidth.

- FIG. 3 shows a process for a subscriber station to transmit a random

code for a bandwidth request to the base station in the general case of '

requesting and reporting the channel quality information.

When the subscriber station transmits a competitive random code for a

bandwidth request to the base station according to the channel quality

information provided by the base station in steps 840 to S43, the base station

943.47.. _  
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cannot determine from the bandwidth request code whether the subscriber.

station will transmit bandwidth request information (i.e'., an amount of data

stored in a transmission buffer of uplink data) or'transmit the message for the I

channel measurement report. Accordingly. the subscriber station may be.

5 delayed in transmitting the message for the channel measurement report to the

base station even though the subscriber station has successfully transmitted the

random code to the base station, and hence, the time delay is inevitable.

 
As shown in FIG. 3, when the base station allocates a resource for a

. bandwidth request and the subscriber station transmits a bandwidth request

10 message before the subscriber station transmits the channel measurement

report to the base station, the base station must allocate the uplink resource in

steps $44 to 849. and hence, a time delay is generated and it is difficult to

guarantee the 003 because of the undesired delay.

Also, the base station must transmit a CQI request message to eachwncwHa.”“mt-WWWa.a”‘1'.“u.t
15 subscriber station that will generate a channel measurement report. Hence,

when transmitting the CQI request message to a plurality of subscriber stations

I in a frame, the base station respectively transmits the same unicast message

i ' - (e.g.. a basic connection identifier (CID) according to the IEEE 802.16 standard)

to the subscriber stations, thereby increasing overheads.

20 However, the method for the base station to request the channel quality

information from a plurality of subscriber stations in the case of one frame maymamNM.9.4”,”A(q...~.«-M.m.:w
exhaust downlink resources since the base station transmits similar messages

54.«mm-mm,”...atv
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to the subscriber stations individually. Further, when the base'station transmits

the message to the subscriber station by using an inadequate'AMC level, in

' detail. when the base station transmits the CQI request messagethereto by

using the AMC level'determined based on the existing channel status even.

I though the channel has already been degraded, same subscriber stations may _v

fail to receive the COI request message.

Also, overheads of messages are increased when the respective

subscriber stations individually transmit a response message for the channel

quality measurement result to the base station.

in addition, the mobile system does not guarantee allocation of uplink

resources for transmitting the response message of the channel quality

measurement result, and hence, heavy delay may be generated when the

subscriber station transmits the response message to the base station. As a

result, the subscriber stations may fail to transmit the on-time response message

thereto, and the base station may not adaptively process the message following

the mobile environment.

[DISCLOSURE]

[TECHNICAL PROBLEM]

It' is an advantage of the present invention to provide a method for

quickly adapting to the most recent channel state and, applying the most efficient

modulation and channel coding level when transmittinglreceiving data tolfrom a

corresponding subscriber station.

 .s-Qfi‘l; .t'. -. . i.
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It is another advantage of the present invention to provide an efficient

method for minimizing an overhead of an uplink resource and increasing

reliabitity of a CQl report for an REP-RSP. I I

It is another advantage of the presentinvention to provide a method for'

efficiently receiving the CQI by quiCkIy adapting to the channel environment

when transmitting/receiving of data tolfrom a corresponding subscriber station.

It is another advantage of the present invention to provide a method for

using CQI values to determine period and frequency of channel quality report,

efficiently perform downlink adaptive modulation. and allocate an encoding level

and a radio resource.

[TECHNICAL SOLUTION]

In one aspect of the present invention, a method for requesting channel

quality information (CQI) in a wireless portable lnternet system comprises: a) a

base station determining timing of a channel quality information request; 13)

requesting an automatic repeat request acknowledgement (ARQ-ACK) message

of downlink data upon requesting the CQI from a subscriber station; c) allocating

a radio resource for the ARQ-ACK message and the channel quality report to the

subscriber station; cl) receiving information on the ARQ-ACK message and the

channel quality report; and e) determining a modulation and coding level of

downlink data by extracting the channel quality report information from the

ARQ-ACK .

The method further comprises: aa't) determining whether upiink data to

043%, .  
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be received by the base station exists, after a); b-1) transmitting a piggyback '-

identifier of uplink data to be used to request the CO! to the subscriber station
when the uplink data exists; c—1 ) allocating a radio resource for reporting the CQI'

to the subscriber station; d-1) receiving the channel quality report ”information

piggybacked on the uplink data; and e-t) extracting the CQl from the uplink data,.

and determining a modulation and coding level of downlink data based on the

reported CQl.

The method further comprises: a-2) determining whether the ARQ—ACK

message exists in 2-1-1 ), when no uplink data to be received by the base station

exists; b-2) transmitting an REP_REQ medium access control (MAC) message

to the subscriber station when no ARQ-ACK message exists; c-2) allocating the

radio resource for reporting the CQI to a dedicated channel; d-2) receiving the

REP_REQ MAC message through the dedicated channel; and e-2) determining

a modulation and coding level of downlink data based on the reported CQI.

in another aspect of the present invention, a method for reporting

channel quality information in a wireless portable Internet system, comprises: a)

determining whether transmission of an ARQ~ACK message and a REP-REC) is

provided from a base station; b) updating the two values into latest values by

measuring the 00! when the transmission-is provided; 6) acknowledging a radio

resource allocated for the ARQ-ACK message and the CQI; and d) transmitting

the CO] to a base station while being included in the ARQ-ACK message.

The method further comprises: a-1) determining whether a piggyback

Q4351  
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identifier for transmitting the CQI is transmitted from the base-station; b-1)

measuring the CQI and updatingthe same int'Ogthe latest values when the

piggyback identifier is transmitted; 0-1) acknoWiedging a radio resource

allocated for the CQI among the radio. resources piggybacked on the uplink data;

and d—1)transmitting the CQI piggybacked on the uplink data to the base station.

The method further comprises: a-2) determining whether the REP_REQ

MAC message is transmitted from the base station; b-2) measuring the CQI and

updating the same into the latest value when the REP_REQ MAC message is

transmitted: c-2) acknowledging a radio resource of a dedicated channel

allocated for the CC)! report; and d—2) transmitting the CO! through the dedicated

channel to the base station.

{ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS]

00! information is quickly received without an additional bandwidth

request from a subscriber station to determine an AMC level and efficiently

transmit downlink data. by allocating a CQI channel to the subscriber station by a

base station.

In addition, 00! period and frequency are determined based on CQI of

the REP-RSP.

[DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS]

FIGs. 1 to 3 show general flowcharts for requesting and reporting

channel quality information;

r 04,352..  
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FIG. 4 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to one exemplary embodiment of the present invention; I

- FIG. 5 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channet quaiity

information according to another ' exemplary embodiment of the present
invention;

FIG. 6 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to another exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

FIG. 7 shows a schematic diagram for a wireless portable Internet

system;

FIG. 8 shows a hierarchical diagram of a wireless portable Internet

system;

FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of a connection structure between a

base station and a subscriber station in a wireless portable Internet system;

FIG. 10 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality"

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an ”exemplary embodiment of the present invention

when the subscriber station has uplink data to be transmitted;

FIG. 12 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention

when the subscriber station has no upiink data to be transmitted; and

10
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FIG. 13 shows uplink and downlink resource allocation structures shown

in FIG. 5.

[BEST MODE]

In the following detailed deScription, only the preferred embodiment of

the invention has been shown and described, simply by way of illustration of the

best mode contemplated by the inventor(s) of carrying out the invention. As will

be known, the invention is capable of modification in various obvious respects.

all without departing from the invention. Accordingly, the drawings and

description are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not restrictive. To

clarify the present invention, parts which are not described in the specification

are omitted, and parts for which same descriptions are provided have the same

reference numerals.

A subsequent method will now be described in order to resolve the

above-described problems generated while requesting and reporting the

channel quality information in the mobile communication system.

FIG. 4 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

As shown in FIG. 4. the base station (BS) allocates a dedicated channel

(a CQI channel) for reporting channel quality information ($101). The CQI

channel allocation information is included in uplink radio resource allocation

information (referred to as a UL-MAP hereinafter), and is transmitted to the

subscriber station (53).

1]
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The base station transmits the REP_REQ message through a basic

connection identifier to the subscriber station (8102). The subscriber station I

measures mean value and standard deviationlof the downlink_carrier to.

interference noise ratio (CINR), and updates the given mean value and standard

deviation ($103).

The updated CINR mean value and standard deviation is compressed

and encoded as a REP_RSP message or a CO! codeword to be transmitted to

the base station (8104).

Then, the subscriber station (SS) transmits the REP-RSP through the

allocated CQI channel (S105). As noted above, the REP-RSP message includes

the latest mean value and standard deviation of the downlink CINR.

The base station (BS) receives the REP-RSP messages, performs

scheduling based on the CQI. and applies the scheduling to thedowniink MAP

information (DL—MAP) (8106).

That is. when the channel quaiity is degraded in the adaptive modulation

and channel coding (AMC). the stronger AMC is used so that the DL-MAP is

transmitted to the corresponding subscriber station (8107).

Accordingly, the base station allocates the additional CQi channel to the

subscriber station so that the AMC level is determined based on the received

00! before the subscriber station requests the additional bandwidth, thereby

quickly and efficiently transmitting the DL-MAP.

Also, the period and frequency can be determined based on the CO!

12
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included. in the REP-RSP.

FIG. 5 shows a' flowchart for requesting and reporting Ichannel quaiity _

information according] to another exemplary embodiment Iof the present

invention; ‘

In this embodiment, when the downlink data to be transmitted to the

subscriber station exists. the base station requests the CQI report. Also, when

the downiink data is transmitted to the subscriber station, the base station

acknowledges whether the subscriber station successfully receives the CQI. and I

applies an automatic repeat request (ARQ) when a repetition is needed.

The base station acknowledges the success of the subscriber station

receipt thereof and applies an automatic repeat request (ARQ) algorithm as

necessary for retransmitting. According to the ARQ aigorithm, the subscriber

station transmits the ARQ_ACK message of transmitted downtink data so that

the base station is provided with acknowledgement of receiving and

retransmitting.

The base station transmits the downiink data to the subscriber station,

and simultaneousiy transmits the ARQ_ACK message and subheader for

requesting the CO! report (8110).

The subscriber station receives the subheader, measures the mean

value and standard deviation, and updates the existing values (8111).

Meanwhile, the base station ailocates the uplink resource for transmitting

the ARo-ACK message and co: message through the UL-MAP ($112). In order

13
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to report the channel quality more exactly, the base station can update the CINR" I

mean value and the standard deviation and generates information for reporting ;

the ARQEACK message and channel quality information (8113, 3114) when"
allocating the uplink resource. I

The subscriber station transmits the ARQ_ACK message and the

channel quality information report message through the allocated uplink

resource to the base station (3115).

The base station performs scheduling based on the received channel

quality information and applies it to the downlink MAP information (DL-MAP)

(8116).

When the channel quality is degraded, the downiink data is transmitted

to the corresponding subscriber station by a stronger channel modulating and

coding method (3117).

According to this embodiment of the invention, when the base station

transmits the downiink data and receives the ARQ_ACK message, the base

. station simultaneously requests the ARQ_ACK message and channet quality

infOrmation and receives the channel quality information through the radio

resource for the ARQ_ACK message. thereby efficiently re porting the (30!.

FIG. 6 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to another exemplary embodiment of the present

invention;

In this embodiment, when the subscriber station has uplink data to be

14
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transmitted to the base station, the subscriber station transmits the uplink data

while adding the channel ”quality report information to the protocol data unit-

(PDU) of-the available uplink data. Such a transmission method is referred to as

piggybacking.

The subscriber station transmits a piggyback identifier for reporting the

channel quality information using the UL—MAP ($120).

The subscriber station receives the piggyback identifier, measures the

ClNR mean values and standard deviation, and updates the same as the latest

values (8121). The updated mean value and standard deviation are

piggybacked on the uplink data PDU to report the CO! (8122).

The CQI is transmitted when- the uplink data is transmitted, and off-set

information of the C0! is marked in the UL-MAP ($123).

The base station receives the channel quality information. performs

scheduiing based on the CQI. and applies the scheduling to the downlink link

MAP information (Db-MAP) (8124).

When the channel quality is degraded, the downlink data is transmitted

to the corresponding subscriber station by using a stronger channel modulating

and coding method (8125).

Accordingly. the subscriber station can report the CO} efficiently using

the uplink data PDU without additional channel aliocation.

A wireless portable Internet system according to the exemplary

embodiment of the present invention will be described in more detail.

15
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FIG. 7 shows a schematic diagram for a wireless portable Internet

system according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

The wireless portable Internet system includes a subscriber station 100.

base stations 200 and 210 for performing radio communication with the

subscriber stations routers 300 and 310 connected to the base station through a

gateway. and the Internet.

The wireless portable Internet system guarantees mobility and provides

seamless data communication services when the subscriber station 100 shown

in FIG. 5 moves from a cell covered by a first base station 200 to another cell

covered by a second base station 210, supports a handover function, and

allocates dynamic IP addresses as the subscriber station moves.

The wireless portabEe Internet subscriber station 100 and each of the

base stations 200 and 210 communicate with each other through the orthogonal

frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) method which is resistant against

fading generated by multi-paths and has high data rates, and the exemplary

embodiment is not restricted to the OFDMA method.

The IEEE 802.16e standard applies the'AMC scheme to select an

adaptive modulation and coding scheme by means of request/acceptance

between the subscriber station 100 and the base stations 200 and 210.

FIG. 8 shows a hierarchical diagram of a wireless portable Internet

system.

The tEEE 820.16e wireless portable internet system is classified into a

16
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physical layer L10, and media access control (MAC) layers L21, L22, and L23.-

The physical layer L10 performs radio communication functions such as ’

modulationfdemodulation, coding/decoding, etc. as performed by a normal"

physical layer.

5 Meanwhile. the wireless portable Internet system does not have

function-specific MAC layers as a wired Internet system, but rather has a single

MAC iayer in charge of different functions. The MAC layer includes a privacy

sublayer L21, a MAC common part sublayer L22, and a service specific

convergence sublayer L23.

:0 . The service specific convergence sublayer L23 performs payload header

suppression and QoS mapping functions in consecutive data communication.

The MAC common part sublayer L22 is the core of the MAC layer which

is in charge of system access. bandwidth allocation, connection establishment

and maintenance. and 008 control.

15 The privacy sublayer L21 performs functions of equipment

authentication, security key exchange, and encryption. The device

authentication is carried on by the privacy sublayer L21. and the user

authentication by an upper iayer of the MAC (not illustrated).

FIG. 9 shows a schematic diagram of a connection structure between a

20 base station and a subscriber station in the wireless portable lntemet system.

A connection is provided between the MAC layers of the subscriber

station and the base station. The term "connection C1” as used herein does not

17
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refer to a physical connection. but to a togical connection that is defined as a

mapping relationship between the MAC peers of the subscriber station and the

base station for traffic transmission of one service flow. I

Hence, the parameterlmessage defined on the connection C1 refers to a

function executed between the MAC peers. Actually, the parameterfmessage is

processed into a frame, which is transferred through the physical layer and

analyzed so as to control the MAC layer to execute-the function corresponding to

the parameterlmessage. The MAC message includes various messages for

performing request (REQ). response (RSP), and acknowledgment (ACK) for

various operations. I

FIG. 10 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

The methods for requestinglreporting the channel quality information as

shown in FIGs. 4 through 6 will be selectively determined according to the

various conditions between the base station and the subscriber station. For

example, when there are no uplink/downlink transmission data‘and available

resources. the CQI may be reported using the REP-REG and REP-RSP as

shown in FIG. 4. Also, when there are uplink transmission data and upiink

resource allocation. the CG! may be reported by piggybacking the message on

the upiink data PDU. Also, when the subscriber station has no uplink

transmission data and has the ACK message including retransmission

information of the transmitted downlink data without the uplink transmission data,

18
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the channel quality information may be transmitted using the corresponding

I' ARQ_ACK message as shown in FIG. 5.

The base station determines timing to request the channel quality report

from the predetermined subscriber station (8200), which is controlled according

the mean value and standard deviation of the transmitted CINR.

The base station determines the existence of uplink data to be

transmitted from a predetermined subscriber station upon necessity of the

channel quality report (8210). When there is no uplink data to be transmitted

during the predetermined period, the step 220 (5220) is progressed.

Alternatively, when there is uplink data, the step 300 ($300) is progressed.

The method for reporting/requesting the channel quality of the (8300) will

be described tater in detail.

The base station determines the ARQ_ACK message reception for the

transmitted downlink data (8220). When the ARQ_ACK message must be

received, the step 230 (S230) is progressed. and when there is no ARQ__ACK

message to be transmitted during the predetermined period, the step S400 is

progressed.

The method for reportinglrequesting the channel quality of the step S400

wiil be described later in detail.

The base station transmits the channel allocation information for

reporting the channel quality information for the ARQ_ACK message to the

subscriber station. The base station can include sub headers of the ARQ_ACK

19
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and CQI request messages in the downlink data;. and the resource allocation

information for ARQ_ACK and CQI request messages in the UL-MAP. and

transmit the same.

The subscriber station provided with the channel quaiity information

 
5 report request measures the channel quality information, updates the same, and

prepares the CQI report (3240). The CQI may be the mean values and standard

deviation of the CINR of the measured downlink channel.

& The subscriber station acknowledges the radio resource of the

ARQ_ACK message used to the CQI report (8250). The radio resource for

10 reporting the CQI are arranged at the predetermined part of the uplink sub-frame

according to the UL—MAP information transmitted from the base station.

The subscriber station includes the CQE in the ARCLACK message and

transmits the same to the base station (8260). The base station extracts the CQI

from the transmitted ARQ_ACK message to thus receive the CQI ($270).

15 The base station receives the CQI including the mean values or standard

t deviation of the CINR, determines the AMC level, and performs scheduling

based on the received CQI ($280). For example, when the channel quality is

degraded, the stronger channel modulating and coding may be applied. Also,

when the subscriber station is determined for the radio channel environment to

i 20 be too variable by a large standard deviation of the CINR, the subscriber station

may have resources for the CQI report allocated at the front time slot of the

upiink resource.

20
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Also,- the channel quality report period and frequency of the step 200

may be controlled according to the cm. For example. when the radio channel

environment is determined to have a small variance by a small standard

deviation of the CINR. the base station determines the channel environment to

5 be relatively stable so that the base station may control the channel quality.

report period and frequency to be low. The base station transmits the modulated

and coding downlink burst according to the modulating and ceding level

determined in step 280 to the subscriber station (8290).

Accordingly, when the base station receiVes the ARQ-ACK message

10 from the subscriber station, the base station may have the CQl report efficiently

without allocation of the additional channel or bandwidth.

FIG. 11 shows a flowchart for requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention

when the subscriber station has uplink data to be transmitted.

15 When the subscriber station has uplink data to be transmitted at the step

$210 of FIG. 10. the step 3300 is progressed.

The following method for reporting/requesting the channel quality of. the

step $300 will be described in detail.

As above-noted, when the subscriber station has uplink data to be

20 transmitted, the base station allocates the piggyback message identifier for the

00! report to the subscriber station (8310). The piggyback message identifier

requests the channel quality report and supplies the PDU identifier piggybacked

21
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through the UL__MAP to the subscriber station.

When the subscriber station receives the piggyback message identifier,

the subscriber station measures the channel quality and updates the same into

the latest values (S320). The 0Q! may be the mean values and/or standard

deviation of the ClNR of the downlink channel.

When the CQI is updated. the subscriber station uses the piggyback

message identifier to acknowledge the piggyback message for the channel

quality report and insert the CQI into the uplink data PDU to perform the

piggybacking ($330).-

The subscriber station includes the CQI in the PDU of the uplink data,

and transmits the same to the base station (8340). The base station extracts the

CQI from the PDU of the transmitted uplink data to thus receive the CO! (8350).

The base station determines the AMC level and performs scheduling

based on the received CQI including the mean values or standard deviation of

the CINR (8360). For example, when the channel quality is degraded. the

stronger AMC may be applied. Also. when the radio channel environment is

determined to be too variable by the large standard deviation of the CINR. the

subscriber station may have resources for the 00! report altocated at the front

time slot of the uplink resource.

Also, the channel quality report period and frequency of the step 200

may be controlled according to the CG! (3370). For example, when the standard

deviation of the CINR of the downlink reported from the subscriber station is less.

22
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the base station determines the channel environment to be relative stable

because-of less variation of the radio condition so that the base station may

control the channel quality report period and frequency to be low. The base.

station transmits bursts generated by modulating and encoding the downlink

data according to the'moduiating and coding level determined in step 8360 to

the subscriber station (8380).

Accordingly. according to the exemplary embodiment shown in FIG.11,

when the subscriber station has the uplink data to be transmitted to the base

station, the base station requests CQI through a piggyback identifier, and the

subscriber station transmits the CQI along with the PDU of the uplink data

corresponding to the piggyback identifier. thereby reporting the cm efficiently.

FIG. 12 shows a fiowchart fer requesting and reporting channel quality

information according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention

when the subscriber station has no uplink data to be transmitted or need not

transmit an ARQHACK message.

At the step 8220, when the subscriber station has no data to transmit to

the base station and it is not necessity to have an ARQ_ACK message for the

received data, the step S400 is progressed.

The next method for reporting/requesting the channel quality of the step

$400 will be described in detail.

Since the base station and the subscriber station has no data or

message to transmit/receive therebetween, the base station allocates the

23
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channel and requests the CQI report (8410). The CQI request uses the -

REP—REQ message, which is the MAC managing message, marks the

dedicated channel for CQI (a 00! channel), and transmits the same. to the

UL-MAP. When the subscriber station receives the REP-REG, the subscriber

station measures the CQI and updates the CQI into the latest values (8420).

The CQI includes CINR means values or CINR standard deviation of the

downlink channel.

When the CQI is prepared to transmit by updating. the subscriber station

conforms the-CQI channel for reporting the channel quality (S430); and

transmits the CQI through the 001 channel to the base station (8440). The

. subscriber station, of which the basic CID of the REP-REC! message is known,

recognizes the detail resource location to use at the CQI channel designated in

the ULvMAP according to the sequence of the identifier.

The base station receives the CQI transmitted through the dedicated CQI

channel (8450).

The base station receives such CQI as mean values or standard

deviation of the CINR, determines AMC level based on the CQI, and performs

scheduling (8460). For example, when the channel quality is degraded. the I

stronger channel modulating level or coding level may be applied. Also, when

the subscriber station is determined for the radio channel environment to be too

variable by the large standard deviation of the CINR. the subscriber station may.

have resources for the CQI report allocated at the front time slot of the uplink

24
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Also, the channel quality report period and frequency of the step (8200)

can be. controlled based on the CQI (8470). In more detail, when the radio '

channel environment is determined to have a small variance by the small

standard deviation of the CINR, the base station determines the channel

environment to be relative stable so that the base station may control the

channel quality report period and frequency to be low.

'l'he base station transmits the bursts generated by modulating and

coding the downlink data according to the modulating and coding Ievei

determined in step (5460) to the corresponding subscriber station (8480).

With the embodiment as shown in FIG.12. reliabte channel quatity

information can be quickly and efficiently reported without delay and the

overheads of message transmission can be reduced by the dedicated channel.

when the subscriber stations transmit a CQI request message to the base

station.

The methods for requesting and reporting the channel quality can be

selectively applied according to transmittinglreceiving the uplinkldownlink data

shown in Fle. 10 to 12. Therefore, the reliable channel quality information can

be quickly and efficiently reported by appropriately selecting the one from the

above-described three embodiments.

FIG. 13 shows uplink and down link resource allocation structures ShOWn

in FIG.5.

25
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in the OFDMA system, a radio resource "frame can be realized as a

two—dimensional structure including the sub channel in the frequency domain _

and the symbol in the time domain.

The downlink frame includes UL—MAP information. The UL—MAP includes

the channel allocation information for the cm and the ARQ_ACK message. The

burst of the downlink frame may include a REP-REQ.

A REP-RSP is transmitted in response to the REP-REC) message by

using the burst of the uplink frame corresponding to the channel allocation

information .

The measured channel quality information may be reported to the COI

dedicated channel in a Compressed-REP—RSP message or a CQl Codeword

format.

As stated, when the corresponding subscriber station quickly receives

and transmits the data corresponding to the variance of the channel environment

in a mobile communication system, the most adaptive modulation and channel

coding level is applied to increase the transmission amount of the downlink,

thereby enhancing the performance.

Although embodiments of the present invention have been described in

detail hereinabove in connection with certain exemplary embodiments. it should

be understood that the invention is not limitedto the disclosed exemplary

embodiment, but, on the contrary is intended to cover various modifications

andlor equivalent arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the

26
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present invention, as defined in the appended claims.

With the structure of the present invention, the subscriber station

allocates the resources in advance, which can transmit the channel quality-

information result upOn transmitting the CQI request message so that the delay

5 time (that it takes for the subscriber station to report the channel measurement
mummam.»munsuswmmemWWW

result) is reduced as much as possible thereby quickty processing the fast
were.“

changes of the channel environment.

Also, with the structure of the present invention, when the uptink data or-

‘ . the downlink data is provided. the channel quality information can be reported

10 efficiently by using an ARQ_ACK message or uplink data PDU, and the

overhead of the uplink resource is minimized.

nmvfimmw‘vrkh Also. the frequency and period of the channel quality report may be

- determined by using the channel quality information values so that the downlink

adaptive modulation.- coding level. and radio resource allocation may be

15 performed efficiently.
nwon4-..‘mM/ummhmen‘mmmtrvwant-1MPmm

v-.wan4m.»\-4..wrrvinmwut'm'mw‘rnmrwe.or»i«v.
27
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[CLAIMS]

1. A method for requesting channel quality information (CQI) in a: '

wireless portable Internet system. comprising:

a) a base station determining timing of a channel quality information

request;

b) requesting an automatic repeat request acknowledgement

(ARQ-ACK) message of downlink data upon requesting the CQI from a

su bscriber station;

c) allocating a radio resource for the ARQ-ACK message and the

channel quality report to the subscriber'station;

d) receiving information on the ARQ-ACK message and the channel

quality report; and

e) determining a modulation and coding tevel of downlink data by

extracting the channel quality report information from the ARQ-ACK .

2. The method for reporting-the channel quality information of ciaim

1, further comprising:

a-1) determining whether uplink data to be-received by the base station

exists. after a);

b-1) transmitting a piggyback identifier of uplink data to be used to

request the CQI to the subscriber station when the Uplink data exists;

c-1) allocating a radio resource for reporting the CO! to the subscriber

station;

28
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d-1) receiving the channel quality report information piggybacked on the

uplink data; and

e-1) extracting the CQI from the uplink data, and determining a

modulation and coding level of downlink data based on the reported CQI.

5 3. The method for reporting the channel quality information of claim

2, further comprising:

a-2) determining whether the ARQ-ACK message exists in a-1), when

no uplink data to be received by the base station exists:

b-2) transmitting an REP_REQ medium access control (MAC) message

10 to the subscriber station when no ARQ-ACK message exists;

c-2) allocating the radio resource for reporting the CQI to a dedicated

channeh

d-2) receiving the REP_REQ MAC message through the dedicated

channel; and

15 e-2) determining a modulation and coding level of downlink data based

on the reported CQI.

4. The method for reporting the channel quality information of one of

claims 1 to 3, wherein the CO! is a mean value or standard deviation of a carrier

to interference noise ratio (CINR) of the downlink.

20 5. The method for reporting the channel quality information of one of

claims 1 to 3. wherein information on the radio resource allocated for reporting

the CQI is transmitted while being included in the UL-MAP of a downlink frame.

29
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6; The method for reporting the channel quality information of one of

claims 1 to 3, further comprising:

- controlling the period and frequency of the CG! based on the received

CQI.

5 7. The method for reporting the channel quality information of claim

4. further comprising:

allocating a radio resource for reporting the CQI at the fronttime slot of

the uplink resource for the subscriber station having the larger standard

deviation Of the CINR.

10 8. A method for reporting channel quality information in a wireless

portable lnternet system, comprising:

a) determining whether transmission of an ARQ-ACK message and a

REP-REQ is provided from a base station:

b) updating the two values into latest values by measuring the CQI when

15 the transmission is provided;

0) acknowledging a radio resource allocated for the ARQ-ACK message

and the 00!; and

d) transmitting the cm to a base station while being included in the

ARQ-ACK message.

20 9. The method for reporting the channel quality information of claim

8, further comprising:

a-1) determining whether a piggyback identifier for transmitting the CO!

30
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is transmitted from the base station;

b—1) measuring the CO] and updating the same into the latest values _

when the piggyback identifier is transmitted;

c-1) acknowledging a radio resource allocated for the CQI among the

5 radio resources piggybacked on the uplink data; and I

(M) transmitting the cm piggybacked on the uplink data to the base

station.

10. The method for reporting the channel quality information of claim

8, further comprising:

10 a-2) determining whether the REP_REQ MAC message is transmitted

from the base station;

b-2) measuring the CO! and updating the same into the latest value

when the REP_REQ MAC message is transmitted;

0-2) acknowledging a radio resource of a dedicated channel allocated for

15 the CQI report; and

d-2) transmitting the CG! through the dedicated channel to the base

station.

11. Themethod for reporting the channel quality information of one of

claims 8 to 10, wherein the COI is a mean value or standard deviation of a

20 carrier to interference noise ratio (CINR) of the downlink.

12. The method for reporting the channel quality information of one of

claims 8 to 10, wherein the radio resource allocation information for reporting the

31
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CQl transmitted to the base station is included in the UP-MAF’Vo'f an uplink

frame.

13. A method for requesting and reporting channel quality-

information in a wireless portabie Internet system; Comprising:

5 a) a base station determining whether uplink data to be received exists

within a predetermined period, and whether an ARQ-ACK message for a

transmitted downiink exists;

b)" requesting to piggyback the CQI on the uplink data and to transmit the

CQI therewith when the uplink data exists;

'10 c) requesting to include the CQI in the ARQ-ACK message and to

transmit the CQI therewith when the ARQ_ACK message exists;

(1) transmitting the REP-REG through a channel allocated for CQI when

neither the uplink data nor the ARQ-ACK message exists; and

e) reporting the CQI to the base station according to the request of b) to

15 d).

32
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METHOD FOR OPERATION OF HARQ IN A BROADBANDWIRELESS
ACCESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates _ generally to a method for operating a

Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme in a broadband wireless

access communication system and, more particularly, to a method for operating

an uplink/downlink transmit response for effective utilization of a HARQ scheme.

2. Description of the Related Art

In a 4‘11 generation (46) communication system, which is the next

generation communication system, research has been actively pursued to provide

users with services having various qualities of service (QoS) at a high

transmission speed of 100 Mbps; The current third generation (3G)

communication system supports a transmit speed of about 384 kbps in an outdoor

environment having relatively bad channel conditions and a transmit speed of a

maximal 2 Mbps in an indoor environment having relatively good channel

conditions

A wireless Local Area Network (LAN) communication. system and a

wireless Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) communication system generally

support transmission speeds of 20 to 50 Mbps. Because the wireless MAN

communication system has a wide service coverage and supports a high

transmission speed, it is suitable for supporting a high speed communication

service. However, the wireless MAN system does not accommodate the mobility

of a user, i.e., a subscriber station (SS), nor does it perform a handover according

to the high speed movement of the SS. The wireless MAN system is a broadband

wireless access communication system having a wider service area and

supporting a higher transmission speed than the wireless LAN system.

Accordingly, in a current 46 communication system, a new type of

communication system ensuring mobility and QoS for the wireless LAN system

and the wireless MAN system supporting relatively high transmission speeds is

- 94-321-  
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currently being developed to support a high speed service to be provided by the

I 4G communication system. In this context, many studies are being conducted on

using an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multipiexing (OFDM) scheme for high-

speed data transmission ‘ over wired/wireless channels in the 4G mobile

communication system.-The OFDM scheme, which transmits data using multiple

carriers, is a special type of a Multiple Carrier Modulation (MCM) scheme in

which a serial symbol sequence is converted into parallel symbol sequences and

the parallel symbol sequences are modulated with a plurality of mutually

orthogonal subcarriers (or subcarrier channels) before being transmitted.

The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) scheme

is a Multiple Access scheme based on the OFDM scheme. In the OFDMA scheme,

subcarriers in one OFDM symbol are distributed to a plurality of users (or SSS).

Communication systems using the OFDMA scheme include an Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16a communication system and

an IEEE 802.16e communication system. The IEEE 802.16 communication

systems utilize the OFDM/OFDMA scheme in order to support a broadband

transmit network for a physical channel of the wireless MAN system. Further, the

IEEE 802.16 communication systems are broadband wireless access

communication systems using a Time Division Duplex (TDD)-OFDMA scheme.

Therefore, in the IEEE 802.16 . communication systems, because the

OFDM/OFDMA scheme is applied to the wireless MAN system, a physical

channel signal can be transmitted using a plurality of sub-carriers, thereby

achieving data transmission of high speed and high quality.

The OFDMA scheme can be defined by a two-dimensional access

scheme, which is a combination of the Time Division Access (TDA‘) technology

and Frequency Division Access (FDA) technology. Therefore, in data

transmission using the OFDMA scheme, each OFDMA symbol is distributed to

sub-carriers and transmitted through predetermined sub-channels. Herein, the

sub-channel is a channel including a plurality of sub-carriers. In a communication

system using the OFDMA scheme (OFDMA communication system),

predetermined number of sub-carriers according to system conditions are
included in one sub—channel.

93392., ._.
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FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a frame structure of a conventional TDD-

OFDMA communication system. Referring to FIG. 1, the frame used in the TDD-

OFDMA communication system is divided between downlink (DL) 149 and

uplink (UL) 153, 'according'to the time unit. In the frame, a protection-time
interval named ‘Transmit/receive Transition Gap (TTG) 151’ is arranged at a time

I interval for transition fro'm the downlink 149 to the uplink 153 and. a protection

time interval named ¢Receive/transmit Transition Gap (RTG) 155’ is arranged at a

time interval for transition from the uplink 153 to the next downlink. In FIG. 1,

the horizontal axis represents the OFDM symbol number 145 of the OFDMA

symbols and the vertical axis represents the sub-channel logical number 147 of

the multiple sub—channels.

As illustrated in FIG. 1, one OFDMA frame includes a plurality of

OFDMA symbols (for example, 12 OFDMA symbols). Also, one OFDMA

symbol includes a plurality of sub-channels (for example, L sub-channels).

In the IEEE 802.16 communication system described above, all sub-

carriers (especially, data sub-carriers) are distributed to all frequency bands, in

order to obtain the frequency diversity gain. Further, in the IEEE 802.16

communication system, during the transmit/receive time interval, ranging is

performed in order to adjust time offset and frequency offset, and adjust the

transmit power.

Referring to the downlink 149, a preamble 111 for synch acquisition is

located at the k—th OFDMA symbol, and broadcast data information such as 3.

Frame Control Header (FCH) 113, a downlink MAP (DL—MAP) 115, and an

uplink MAP (UL-MAP) 117, which must be broadcast to the subscriber stations,

is located at the (k+1)-th or (k+2)-th OFDMA symbol. The FCH 113 includes two

sub-channels to transfer basic information about the sub-channel, the ranging and

the modulation scheme, etc. Downlink bursts (DL bursts) 121, 123, 125, 127, and

129 are located at the OFDMA symbols from the (k+2)—th OFDMA symbol to the

(k+8)-th OFDMA symbol, except for the UL-MAP located at the (k+2)~th

OFDMA symbol.

Referring to the uplink 153, preambles 131, 133, and 135 are located at

. 04393 )  
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the (k+9)-th OFDMA symbol and uplink bursts (UL bursts) 137, 139, and 141 are

located at the OFDMIA' symbols from the (k+10)-lh OFDMA symbol to the

(k+12)-th'OFDMA symbol. Further, a ranging sub-channel 143 is located at the

OFDMA symbols from the (k+9)-th OFDMA symbol to the (k+12)-th OFDMA

symbol.

In the IEEE 802.16 communication system, the transition from the

downlink to the uplink is performed during the TTG 151. Further, the transition

from the uplink to the downlink is performed during the RTG 155. Further, after

the TTG 151 and the RTG 155, separate preamble fields 111, 131, 133, and 135

may be allocated to acquire synch between the tranSmitter and the receiver.

According to the .frame structure of the IEEE 802.16 communication

system, the downlink frame 149 inciudes a preamble field 111, an FCH field 113,

a DL—MAP field 115, LIL-MAP fields 117 and 119, and a plurality of DL burst

fields (including a BL burst #1 field 123, a DL- burst #2 field 125, a DL burst #3

field 121, a DL burst #4 field 127, and a DL burst #5 field 129).

The preamble field 111 is a field for transmitting a preamble sequence,

which is a‘ synch signal for synch acquisition for the transmit/receive time interval.

Further, the FCH field 113 includes two sub-channels to transfer basic

information about the sub-channel, the ranging, the modulation scheme, etc. The

DL-MAP field 115 is a field for transmitting the DL—MAP message. The UL-

MAP fields 117 and 119 are fields for transmitting the UL-MAP messages. Here,

the DL-MAP message includes Information Elements (IE5) as shown in Table 1

below.

Table 1

04394“ 4  
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  Extended DiLIc dependent
IE '

variable See 802.1Baltse OFDMA PHY Specifications

 

 
 

l .} else { - — _
The DL-MAP starts wun euc_cno=o. women) 15

‘ II(INC_CID===1) { toggled between 0 and 1 by the ClDuSWITCHJE

é 0 (See 802.1681'163 OFOMA PHY Specifications)
W-Number of CID: assigned tor this IE

g f. n=o;n<N_cuo:n++H——
—‘—

i _—_
crow symbol orraet W—

t subctmnel Offset m—  

  
 

000: normal {not boosted)
001; +6 dB

010: -6 dB
011: +9 63

1.00: +3 (58

101: -3 dB

110: -9 dB
111: -12 GB

.008“119

was-FaunHaw-,menl-MWWNMWN.wncw
 

 
No. OFDMA Symbols
No. Subchamela

9 bits
5 him

As shown in Table 1, a DIUC (Downlink Interval Usage Code) represents

the object of a currently transmitted message and the modulation scheme in which

5 the currently transmitted message is modulated before being transmitted. A CID

(connection Identifier) represents the CID of each subscriber station

corresponding to the DIUC.t'sz'lIvmanhwnd-J‘WWatmwrMI-uknhwiwl~m‘..'v
OFDMA Symbol Offset represents the offset of a symbol resource

10 allocated to each DL burst. Subchannel Offset represents the offset of a sub-

channel resource allocated to each DL burst. Boosting represents a power value

increased in the transmit power. ‘No. OFDMA Symbols’ represents the number of

allocated OFDMA symbols. ‘No. Subchannels represents the number of allocated

sub-channels.

am...-

15
mature-w,“mafivmmxamfihwwvwvw‘“WWW.wow

q...»“Is-m...»4......»anAiIrA‘LcM-awn
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As noted from Table l, the downlink information of the IEEE 802.16-

communication system is expressed in combination with information about each

subscriber station according to the DIUC. Therefore,'- each subscriber station can

analyze the data targeting the subscriber station itself, only after demodulatin'g the

entire DL—MAP message.

The UL-MAP message includes Inflammation-Elements (IE3) as shown in
Table 2 below.

Table 2

943-95..  
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IIIIIIIIIIEMHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIHHEHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
III!lIEEEEHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIEEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIislflflsllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Luna 4 bus IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl
; iflUflJc==12){ 'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIlliiflflflllsflifliiiflfliillllfllflflillIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIsliifliflflilliflifllllllllllliisilllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIfllllflfliflflissiiiflsllllllEifliilllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIflllsfliiflaflflaflllllllllllEIEEEIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

000: Initial Ranging over two symbols
001: Initial Ranging war {our symbols

O10: BW RequestrPefledlc Ranging over one sysbel

Ranging [“6de 3 bits 011: SW Requestheriodle Ranging over three
symbols
100-411: reserved

m__
CDMA_Altocattca_IE o -

E } also more ==1s) { _
Extended DIUC dependent
IE

} else (

OFDMA Symbol Offset
subcnannel Offset

Ne. OFDMA Symbols
No. Wannels

variable See 802.1fial189 OFDMA PHY Specifications

“to EE 0-—DH
0130: no mini-subchannelu used

001: starting with mini-submarine! 1

010: starting with mini-subehannel 2

Mini-subchsnnel Index 011: starting with miniwsubchannel 3

100: starting with min1~subehannel 4

101: sterling with mini-submarine! 5

110. 111: reserved

  
As shown in Table 2, a CID (connection Identifier) represents the CID of

each corresponding subscriber station and an UIUC (Uplink Interval Usage Code)

represents the object of the message to be transmitted by the corresponding

subscriber station and the modulation scheme in which the message is modulated

before being transmitted. The other information elements are similar to those in

Table 1, so description of them will be emitted here.

According to the frame structure of the IEEE 802.16 communication

9fl§97;fi_  
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system as described above, the uplink frame 153 includes a ranging sub-channel

field 143, a plurality of preamble fields 131, 133, and 135, and a plurality of UL

_ burst fields (a UL burst #1 field 137, a UL burst #2 field 139, and a UL burst #3

field 141).

The ranging sub-channel field 143 is a field for transmitting ranging sub-

channels for the ranging, and the preamble fields 131, 133, and 135 are fields for .

transmitting preamble sequences, i.e. synch signals for synch acquisition for the

transmit/receive time interval.

According to the prior art as described above, each subscriber station

(SS) cannot be identified by the bursts. transmitted from the base station (BS) to

the SS but can be identified by the bursts transmitted from the SS to the BS.

Accordingly, the prior art described above is not proper for use of a Hybrid

Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme in order to increase the transmission

throughput when high speed transmission is required in a digital communication

system. Therefore, in the prior art, transmission efficiency may be degraded due
to errors in the wireless data transmission.

Further, the 113s, as described above, must be transmitted to all 835

through the MAP message by the most robust modulation scheme, such that they

can be delivered to an entire cell area covered by the BS. However, as noted from

the above discussion, the IEs are inefficiently included in the MAP message, that
is, control data of an over burdensome size in the high speed data transmission

system must be maintained. Such inefficient control data decreases the proportion

of the actual data traffic in the entire traffic.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

I

Accordingly, the present invention has been designed to solve the above

and other problems occurring in the prior art. An object of the present invention is

to provide a method for operating an uplink/downlink transmission response for

efficient utilization of the HARQ scheme in a broadband wireless access

communication system.

. 94.32%.  
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It is another object of the present invention to provide an operation

method of an ACK channel for supporting HARQ, transmitting a 'downlink

HARQ enabled burst result repert field through an uplink map, and transmitting

an uplink HARQ enabled burst result in the form of bitmap.

In order to accomplish the above and other objects, there is provided a

method supporting a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (H-ARQ) between a
subscriber station and a base station in a broadband wireless access

communication system including. The method comprises the steps of transmitting

at least one H—ARQ enabled uplink burst from the subscriber station to the base

station; generating ACK or NACK information according to the received H-ARQ

enabled uplink burst at the base station; mapping the generated ACK or NACK

information to a bitmap at the base station; transmitting the bitmap through a

downlink information from the base station to the subscriber station.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, there is

provided a method supporting a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (H-ARQ)

between a subscriber station and a base station in a broadband wireless access

communication system including. The method comprises the steps of: generating

a downlink information indicating a H-ARQ ACK region and at least one H—ARQ

enabled downlink burst at the base station; transmitting the downlink information

from the base station to the subscriber station; generating ACK or NACK

information according to the received H—ARQ enabled downlink burst at the

subscriber station; transmitting the generated ACK or NACK information through

the'H—ARQ ACK region from the subscriber station to the base station.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, there is

provided a method for operating a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)

scheme for a downlink by a subscriber station in a broadband wireless access

communication system including the subscriber station and a base station. The

method comprises the steps of: determining the type of HARQ enabled downlink

burst being transmitted by analyzing an information element corresponding to a

connection identifier of the subscriber station, after receiving a downlink MAP

message belonging to a corresponding frame; when the HARQ enabled downlink

burst being transmitted is a new burst, confirming transmission of the new burst
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and information of the HARQ enabled downlink burst, and receiving the HARQ

enabled downlink burst in a downlink data region; when the HARQ enabled

downlink burst being transmitted is a retransmitted burst, confirming

retransmission of an already transmitted burst and information of the HARQ

enabled downlink burst, and receiving the HARQ enabled downlink burst in a

downlink data3region; determining if the received HARQ enabled downlink burst

has an error; and transmitting one of an acknowledgement (ACK) message and a

negative acknowledgement (NACK) message through a sub-channel in

accordance with the determining for the error.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, there is

provided a method for operating a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)

scheme for an uplink by a base station in a broadband wireless access

communication system. The method comprises the steps of: determining at least

one subscriber station to which a base station will transmit a HARQ enabled burst

through a corresponding uplink frame; determining information of the HARQ
enabled burst of the at least one subscriber station; determining a type of the

HARQ enabled burst by analyzing an information element corresponding to the

determined subscriber statioa; when the HARQ enabled burst being transmitted is

a new burst, preparing an uplink MAP message to be transmitted to the subscriber

station, preparing an information element corresponding to the uplink MAP

message, and receiving the HARQ enabled burst targeting the base station in an

uplink data region; when the HARQ enabled burst being transmitted is a

retransmitted burst, preparing an Incremental Redundancy (IR) scheme, preparing

the uplink MAP message to be transmitted to the subscriber station, preparing an

information element corresponding to the uplink MAP message, and receiving the

HARQ enabled burst targeting the base station in the uplink data region;

determining if the received HARQ enabled burst has an error; preparing one of an

ACK message and a NACK message in a form of bitmap, in accordance with a

result of the determining; and transmitting the one of the ACK message and the

NACK message.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects, features, and advantages of the present

24.4.00 .  
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invention will be more apparent from the following detailed description taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings; in which: _

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a frame structure of a conventional TDD;

- OFDMA communication system;

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a frame structure including a dedicated

uplink controi channel of a TDD-OFDMA communication system according to

the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a view for illustrating a method for operation of HARQ

'ACKINACK of a TDD-OFDMA communication system according to an

embodiment of the present inventiOn;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a process for Operation of downlink HARQ in a

HARQ ACK/NACK operation method according to the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a process for operation of uplink HARQ in a

HARQ ACK/NACK operation method according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described in

detail herein below with reference to the accompanying drawings.‘ In the

following description, a detailed description of known functions and

configurations incorporated herein will be omitted when it may obscure the

subject matter of the present invention.

The present invention proposes a new TDD—OFDMA frame structure for

a TDD-OFDMA communication system (an OFDMA communication system

using a TDD scheme). More specifically, the present invention proposes an

uplink/downlink transmission control method, in which an ACK channel for -

supporting the HARQ scheme is newly constituted and an uplink HARQ enabled

burst result is transmitted as a bitmap through an uplink map, so the method can

efficiently use the HARQ scheme.

The method of the present invention reduces the size of the entire MAP

because the ACK/NACK information is transmitted in the form of bitmap. Further,

such reduction in the size of the entire MAP reduces the control data in a system

intended to perform high speed data transmission (for example, the TDD-

0440i:  
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OFDMA communication system). Moreover, such a reduction ean increase the

proportion of the actual data traffic in the entire traffic, thereby improving

transmission efficiency.

The present inVention discloses a method for transmitting/receiving

uplink/downlink data for high speed data transmission in a broadband wireless

access system including an SS and a BS providing service to the SS. In the

system according to the present invention, in high speed data transmission

between the BS and the SS, control information for HARQ is carried through

HARCLControl IE in the burst information of each SS in the DL—MAP message

and the UL-MAP message broadcast to each SS from the BS, and ACK/NACK

information for the data which the BS has received from the SS is carried through

HARQACKgBITMAP IE in the UL-MAP of the BS.

Further, in the system according to the present invention, the channel

through which the SS can transmit the ACK/NACK information for the data that

the SS has received from the BS is determined according to an ACK/NACK

infonnation transfer scheme. Therefore, the present invention enables efficient

use of the HARQ scheme, rapid and exact transmission of ACKJNACK for the

uplink/downlink data, and an efficiency increase thereof.

FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a frame structure including a dedicated

uplink control channel of a TDD-OFDMA communication system according to

the present invention. The present invention proposes a new common control

information channel, that is, a System Information Channel (SICH), in order to

overcome the problems due to the transmission of the SS information in the form

of messages Such as the DL-MAP message and the UL-MAP message in the

downlink frame in the conventional IEEE 802.16 communication system.

In FIG. 2, the horizontal axis represents the OFDMA symbol number and

the vertical axis represents the sub-channel number. Further, one OFDMA frame

includes a plurality of OFDMA symbols and one OFDMA symbol includes a

plurality of sub~channels. Also, one sub-channel includes a plurality of sub-

carriers distributed over all frequency bands.

04,492..  
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Referring to FIG. 2, reference numeral 211 designates a downlink

preamble (DL preamble), and the OFDMA frame structure does not include an

uplink preamble. Reference numeral 213 designates the SICH to which the

OFDMA symbol is exclusively allocated. The SICH contains system information

such as the frame number, BS identifier (ID), etc.

Reference numeral 215 designates three OFDMA symbols exclusively

allocated to an Uplink Control Channel (UCC), which includes a ranging channel,

a Channel Quality Indicator Channel (CQI-CH) for reporting the wireless state,

and an ACK channel for HARQ.

Further, the SICH includes an Uplink Control Channel Indicator (UCCI)

representing if the MAP includes a UCC_Region IE containing region

information of the UCC. As described above, the UCC region 215 of FIG. 2

includes three divided regions.

Table 3 shows the structure of the UCC_Region IE.

Table 3

'I’hln 1E exists my 31 UCC! bit in 1men , g‘ on IEO I

HMO ACK Channel Region 
m
—

Ranging Channe| Re Ian M

[IEEEIII

IIIIIIII

Referring Table 3, the UCC_Region IE includes a Ranging Channel

Region representing the size of the ranging channel and a HARQ ACK Channel

Region representing the size of the ACK channel for HARQ. The CQI-CH can be
calculated from the size of'the ranging channel and the size of the ACK channel.

When the SS receives the information about the UCC region as described above,

the SS can utilize the UCC region according to its object.

The HARQ fimction control is performed by a HARQ_Control IE among

information elements of bursts allocated to each SS. Table 4 below shows the

structure of the HARQ_Control IE.

04403
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Table 4

 
 

    

 

 
Syntax Sim

  
 

 

 

 

  

_——In OWL-MAP '
mas—_
__
_rm-—
l——_ 

Referring Table 4, it is noted that the HARQ_Control IE includes five bits

in total. In Table 4, ‘SPID’ represents a sub-packet identifier, which is used to

identify each sub-packet generated during application of the HARQ according to

an Incremental Redundancy (IR) scheme. However, the characteristic and the

operation of the IR scheme have been widely known to the public, so detailed

description thereof will be omitted here.

In the TDD—OFDMA communication system, because the TDD-OFDMA

communication system includes three sub-packets, the SPID can be expressed by

two bits.

ACID represents a connection identifier used in order to effectively

indicate transmission delay generated during the application of the HARQ.

Usually, it is difficult to process without delay the ACK/NACK for the HARQ-

applied data even in a system capable of transmitting data at high speed for both

the uplink and the downlink. Therefore, it is difficult to regard an ACKJNACK

carried by a specific frame as rotating to the data having been transmitted by the

specific frame, so such an identifier is necessary. In the TDD-OFDMA

communication system, the ACID can be expressed by two bits, because the

maximum delay of the ACK/NACK is considered as being about three frames.

‘Continuation’ is a field representing if a new HARQ enabled burst is

being transmitted or an already transmitted HARQ enabled burst is being

retransmitted. ‘Continuation’ is used to detect errors in the transmission of the

ACK/NACK of the HARQ type, thereby improving the reliability.

FIG. 3 illustrates a method for operation of HARQ ACKfNACK of a

0.4}404, .  
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TDD-OFDMA communication system according to an embodiment of the present

invention. Referring to FIG. 3, the DL-MAP 311 in the K—th frame expresses the

location and the size of a HARQ enabled downlink burst 315 (a downlink burst _
transmitted at the K-th frame from the BS to the SS); Further, in transmitting the

DL-MAP 311, control information of the HARQ lenabled downlink burst is

carried by the HARQ_Control IE as defined in Table 4.

The UL-MAP 313 in the K-th frame expresses the location and the size of

an HARQ enabled uplink burst 319 (an uplink burst transmitted'at the K-th frame

from the SS to the BS). In transmitting the UL-MAP 313 also, control

information of the transmitted HARQ enabled uplink burst is carried by the

HARQ_Control IE as defined in Table 4.

In the UL-MAP 313, a channel for carrying the ACK/NACK information

for the HARQ enabled downlink burst 315 transmitted at or before the K-th frame

from the ES to the SS may be arranged in the UCC region 317.

In arranging the channel for carrying the ACK/NACK information, the

number of HARQ enabled downlink bursts is counted, the ordinal number of the

HARQ enabled downlink burst 315 is checked, a HARQ ACK channel is

arranged and occupied in the UCC region 317, and the ACK/NACK information

is then transmitted. For example, if the HARQ enabled downlink burst 315 is

transmitted at the m-th time in the downlink data region, the ACK/NACK

information for the HARQ enabled downlink burst 315 is transmitted through the

m—th HARQ ACK channel.

The ACK/NACK information of the HARQ enabled uplink burst 319

transmitted from the SS to the BS is expressed as a bitmap (ACK MAP) 325 in

the UL-MAP message 323 broadcast at the (K+l)~th frame or after the (K+1)-th

frame to the SSs by the BS.

Further, information of the bit to which the ACK/NACK information for

the SS corresponds in the bitmap 325 is controlled in the same way as the method

of transmitting the downlink ACKKNACK information described above. That is,

the number ofHARQ enabled uplink bursts is counted, the ordinal number of the

‘ 04%975,  
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HARQ enabled uplink burst 319 is checked, one bit in the bitmap 325 of the UL-

MAP message 323 is occupied, and the ACK/NACK information is then

transmitted; For example, if the HARQ enabled uplink burst 319 is transmitted at
the n-th time in the uplink data region, the ACKfNACK information for the
HARQ enabled uplink burst 319 is transmitted through the'n-th bit. '

The IE5 included in the bitmap 325 are shown in Table 5 below.

Table 5

—m
m-In UL~MAP

l———

  

 
  

  

 

In Table 5, ‘Length of ACK bitmap’ represents the length of the HARQ

ACK bitmap. ‘ACK bitmap’ expresses a variable length.

As described above, the HARQWACK_BITMAP IE is transmitted

according to the most robust modulation scheme by the UL-MAP message

broadcast from the BS to all 833. Therefore, in order to achieve efficient

transmission in a system including variable SSS, it. is more efficient to use a

bitmap having a variable length than to use a bitmap having a fixed length.

Further, by using the bitmap in transmitting the ACK/NACK information,

the size of the entire MAP can be largely reduced as described above. Therefore,

use of the bitmap can reduce the size of the control data in a high speed data

transmission system such as the TDD-OFDMA communication system. That is,

use of the bitmap can increase the proportion of theactual data traffic in the entire

traffic, thereby improving the transmission efficiency.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a process for operation of a downlink

HARQ in a HARQ ACK/NACK operation method according to the present

invention. More specifically, FIG. 4 iIIUStrates an operation of an SS for the

downlink in a process of operating the HARQ ACK/NACK.

04.496...  
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Referring to FIG. 4, the SS confirms the DL-MAP in the corresponding

frame currently assigned to the SS and then analyzes the HARQ_Control IE

corresponding to the CID of the SS in step 411. Based on the analysis of the

HARQ_Control IE, the SS confirms the continuation field in the HARQ_Control

IE in step 413. When the continuation field has a value of ‘0’, the SS confirms

that current transmission is transmission of a new HARQ enabled downlink burst

and then checks information including the location, size, and sequence of the

HARQ enabled downlink burst in step 415.

After checking the HARQ enabled downlink burst information, the SS

receives the HARQ enabled downlink burst forwarded to the SS in a downlink

data region in step 417. The SS checks whether the received HARQ enabled

downlink burst has an error in steps 419 and 421.

When the HARQ enabled downlink burst has no error the SS codes the

ACK informatiOn in step 423. However, when the HARQ enabled downlink burst

has an error the SS codes the NACK information in step 451.

After coding the ACK or NACK information, the SS transmits the coded

signal through the sub-channel (ACK—CH) allocated to the SS in the uplink UCC

region of the frame in step 425.

As a result of the confirmation of the continuation field in the

HARQ_Control IE in step 413, when the continuation field has a value of ‘1’, the

SS confirms that current transmission is a retransmission of an already

transmitted HARQ enabled downlink burst and then prepares the Incremental

Redundancy (IR) scheme in step 431. After preparing the IR scheme, the SS

confirms information including the location, size, and sequence of the HARQ

enabled downlink burst in step 433. Thereafter, the SS receives the HARQ

enabled downlink burst targeting the SS itself and applies the IR scheme by

combining the already received sub—packet and the burst in step 43 S.

Hereinafter, an operation of the SS for the downlink in the HARQ

ACKINACK operation process of the TDD-OFDMA communication system

having the above-described construction will be described.

04407
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In step 41 l, the SS confirms the DL-MAP in the corresponding 'frame and

then analyzes the HARQ_Control IE Corresponding to the CID of the SS. In step -

413, the SS refers to the value of the "continuation field in the HARQ_Control IE

and determines if the current transmiSSion is transmission of a new HARQ

enabled downlink burst or retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ

enabled downlink burst. The continuation field is (shown in Table 4) used for

determining if the current transmission is transmissiOn of a new HARQ enabled

downlink burst or retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled

downlink burst, and is used in order to detect an error in the ACK/NACK

transmission of the HARQ scheme, thereby improving the reliability.

When the continuation field has a value of ‘0’, that is, when the current

transmission is transmission of a new HARQ enabled downlink burst, the SS

proceeds to step 415. In step 415, the SS confirms that the transmitted burst is a

new HARQ enabled downlink burst and then checks information including the

location, size, and sequence of the HARQ enabled downlink burst by analyzing

the DL-MAP IE.

In step 417, the SS receives the HARQ enabled downlink burst forwarded

to the SS itself in a downlink data region. In steps 419' and 421, the SS determines

if the received HARQ enabled downlink burst has an error. Here, in determining

if the received HARQ enabled downlink burst has an error, 6. Cyclic Redundancy

Check (CRC) scheme is utilized. The CRC scheme uses cyclic binary codes in

order to detect errors during usual data transmission. According to the CRC

scheme, the determination of a transmission error is based on whether, when a

transmitter-side has divided data into blocks and then transmitted the blocks

together with a cyclic code attached after each block, which is obtained through a

special calculation using a binary polynomial, a receiver-side obtains the same

cyclic code by the same calculation method.

When the continuation field has a value of ‘1’, that is, when the current

transmission is retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled downlink

burst, the SS proceeds to step 431. In step 431, the SS confirms that current

transmission is retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled downlink

burst and then prepares the IR scheme. In step 433, the SS confirms the location,
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size, and sequence of the HARQ enabled downlink burst by analyzing the DL-

MAP IE'and then proceeds to step 435.

In step 435, the SS receives the HARQ enabled downlink burst targeting

the SS and applies the IR scheme by combining the'already received sub—packet

and the HARQ enabled downlink burs-t.

In steps 419 and 421, the SS determines if the received HARQ enabled

downlink burst has an error. When the received HARQ enabled downlink burst

has no error, the SS proceeds to step 423. In step 423, the SS prepares an ACK

message by coding ACK information in accordance with the received HARQ

enabled downlink burst.

When the received HARQ enabled downlink burst has an error, the SS

proceeds to step 451.1n step 451, the SS prepares a NACK message by coding

NACK information in accordance with the HARQ enabled downlink burst error.

Finally, in step 425, the SS transmits the message (prepared through the

ACKINACK coding in step 423 or 451) through a sub-channel (ACK-CH)

allocated to the SS in an uplink UCC region of the corresponding frame or a

frame one or two frame-delayed after the corresponding frame.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a processfor operation of an uplink

HARQ in a HARQ ACK/NACK operation method according to the present

invention. More specifically, FIG. 5 illustrates an operation of a BS for the uplink

in a process ofoperating the HARQ ACKfNACK.

Referring to FIG. 5, the BS determines the location, size, and sequence of

the bursts of the SSS in step 511 and then checks the value of the continuation

field in step 513.

When the continuation field-has a value of ‘0’, the BS confirms that

current transmission is transmission of a new HARQ enabled uplink burst and

then prepares a UL-MAP to be transmitted to the SS and a corresponding

HARQContrcl IE in step 515. Thereafter, the BS receives the HARQ enabled
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uplink burst of the SS in step 517 and checks whether the received HARQ

enabled uplink burst has an error in steps 5'19 and 521.

When the received HARQ enabled uplink‘burst has no error the BS

prepares the ACK information in step 523. However, when the received HARQ

enabled uplink burst has an error the BS prepares the NACK information in step

551. Thereafter, the BS prepares a bitmap to carry the prepared ACK/NACK

message through the UL-MAP in step 525 and transmits the bitmap through the

UL—MAP in step 527.

When the continuation field has a value of ‘1’, the BS confirms that

current transmission is retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled

uplink burst and then prepares an IR scheme in step 531. Thereafter, the BS

prepares the UL-MAP to be transmitted to the SS and prepares a corresponding

HARQ__Control IE in step 533. The BS receives the burst targeting the BS and

applies the IR scheme by combining the already received sub-packet and the burst

in step 535.

Hereinafter, an operation of the BS for the downlink in the HARQ

ACKINACK operation process of the TDD-OFDMA communication system

having the above-described construction will be given.

In step 511, the BS determines SSS to which the BS will transmit the

HARQ enabled uplink bursts through a corresponding uplink frame and then

determines the location, size, and sequence of the bursts of the SSs. In step 513,

the BS checks the value of the continuation field, thereby determining if the

HARQ enabled uplink burst to be received is a retransmitted HARQ enabled

uplink burst. The continuation field (shown in Table 4) is used for determining if

the current transmission is transmission of a new HARQ enabled uplink burst or

retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled uplink burst, and is used

to detect an error in the ACK/NACK transmission of the HARQ scheme, thereby

improving the reliability.

When the continuation field has a value of ‘0’, that is, when the current

transmission is transmission of a new HARQ enabled uplink burst, the BS

0.44%?  
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proceeds to step 515. In step 515, the BS prepares a UL—MAP to be transmitted to

the SS and a corresponding HARCLControl IE. In step 517, the BS receives the

HARQ enabled uplink burst targeting the BS in the uplink data region. In steps

519 and 521 the BS determines if the received HARQ enabled uplink burst has an

error. Here, in determining if the received HARQ enabled uplink burst has an

error, the BS uses the CRC scheme as described above with reference to FIG. 4.

When the continuation field has a value of ‘1’, that is, when the current

transmission is retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled uplink

burst, the BS proceeds to step 531. In step 531, the BS confirms that current

transmission is a retransmission of an already transmitted HARQ enabled uplink

burst and then prepares an IR scheme. In step 533, the BS prepares the UL-MAP

to be transmitted to the SS and prepares a corresponding HARQ_Control IE.

In step 535, the BS receives the burst targeting the BS in the uplink data

region and applies the IR scheme by combining the already received sub—packet

and the burst. .

In steps 519 and 521, the BS determines if the received HARQ enabled

uplink burst has an error. When the received HARQ enabled uplink burst has no

error, the BS proceeds to step 523. In step 523, the BS prepares an ACK message

corresponding to the received HARQ enabled uplink burst.

When the received HARQ has an error, the BS proceeds to step 551. In

step 551, the BS prepares a NACK message corresponding to the HARQ enabled

uplink burst error.

Thereafter, in step 525, the BS prepares a bitmap, which includes the

ACK/NACK information prepared in step 523 or step 551 and will be transmitted

through a UL-MAP of the next frame or a after frame one or two frame-delayed.

Finally, In step 527, the BS transmits the bitmap through the UL-MAP of the

' corresponding frame.

According to a method for operating an HARQ scheme in a broadband

wireless access communication system of the present invention, the ACK/NACK

_ .04411
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information is transferred by a bitmap. As a result, the size of the control data can

be reduced in a high speed data transmission system such as the TDD-OFDMA -

communication system. I

Further, the reduction above can increase the. proportion of the actual data

traffic in the entire traffic, thereby improving the transmission efficiency.

Moreover, the present invention proposes an method for efficient use of

the HARQ scheme in order to increase the transmission efficiency in

uplink/downlink high speed data transmission. The proposed method achieves

rapid and exact control of the ACK/NACK information, thereby achieving exact

transmission and reception of only the necessary information together with

reduction of the MAP message.

While the present invention has been shown and described with reference

to certain preferred embodiments” thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in

the art that various changes in' form and details may be made therein without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the

appended claims.

044.12. ,
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

.1; A method supporting a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (H-ARQ)

between a subscriber station and a base station in a broadband wireless access

communication system including, the method comprising the steps of:

transmitting at least one I-I-ARQ enabled uplink burst from the subscriber

station to the base station; '

generating ACK or NACK information according to the received H-ARQ

enabled uplink burst at the base station;

mapping the generated ACK or NACK information to a bitmap at the

base station;

transmitting the bitmap through a downlink information from the base

station to the subscriber station.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein a bit position in the bitmap
is determined by the order of the H-ARQ enabled uplink bursts.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the broadband wireless

access communication system is TDD(T'ime Division Duplex)—

OFDMA(Orthogonal Frequency Division .Multiple Access) system.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein a size of the bit map is

variable according to the number of H-ARQ enabled uplink bursts.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the downlink information is

a downlink broadcasting message.

6. A method supporting a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (H-ARQ)

between a subscriber station and a base. station in a broadband wireless access

communication system including, the method comprising the steps of:

generating a downlink information indicating a H—ARQ ACK region and

at least one H-ARQ enabled downlink burst at the base station;

transmitting the downlink information from the base station to the

subscriber station;

generating ACK or NACK information according to the received H-ARQ
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enabled downlink burst at the subscriber station;

transmitting the generated ACK or NACK infonnation through the H-

ARQ ACK region from the subscriber station to the base station.

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the downlink information is

a downlink broadcasting-message.

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the H-ARQ ACK region is

a H-ARQ ACK channel.

9. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the broadband wireless

access communication system is TDD(Time Division Duplex)-

OFDMA(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) system.

10. A method for operating a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request

(HARQ) scheme for a downlink by a subscriber station in a broadband wireless

access communication system including the subscriber station and a base station,

the method comprising the steps of:

determining the type of HARQ enabled downlink burst being transmitted

by analyzing an information element corresponding to a connection identifier of

the subscriber station, after receiving a downlink MAP message belonging to a

corresponding frame;

when the HARQ enabled downlink burst being transmitted is a new burst,

confirming transmission of the new burst and information of the HARQ enabled

downlink burst, and receiving the HARQ enabled downlink burst in a downlink

data region;

when the HARQ enabled downlink burst being transmitted is a

retransmitted burst, confirming retransmission of an already transmitted burst and

information of the HARQ enabled downlink burst, and receiving the HARQ

enabled downlink burst in a downlink data region;

determining if the received HARQ enabled downlink burst has an error;

and

transmitting one of an acknowledgement (ACK) message and a negative

acknowledgement (NACK) message through a sub-channel in accordance with

the determining for the error.

0141.4 ,  
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1.1. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein, when the HARQ

enabled downlink burst being transmitted is the retransmitted burst, the method

further comprises the steps of:

preparing an Incremental Redundancy (IR) scheme;

confirming the information of the HARQ enabled downlink burst by

analyzing the downlink MAP information element;

receiving the HARQ enabled downlink burst in the downlink data region;

and

applying the IR scheme by combining an already received sub-packet and

the HARQ enabled downlink burst.

12. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the downlink MAP

message includes information about a location and a size of the HARQ enabled

downlink burst in a predetennined frame, the HARQ enabled downlink burst

being a downlink burst transmitted from the base station to the subscriber station;

13. The method as claimed in claim 16, wherein, the step of

determining the type of HARQ enabled downlink burst being transmitted is

performed by confirming a value of a continuation field included in the

information element.

14. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the step of

transmitting one of the ACK message and the NACK message comprises the

steps of:

-when the received HARQ' enabled downlink burst has no error,

transmitting the ACK message through a sub-channel allocated to the subscriber

station, the ACK message being obtained by coding ACK information; and

when the received HARQ enabled downlink burst has an error,

transmitting the NACK message through the sub-channel allocated to the

subscriber station, the NACK message being obtained by coding NACK

information.

_ 15. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the one of the ACK

message and the NACK message is transmitted through a sub-channel allocated

to the subscriber station in an uplink control channel region of a corresponding

”.9-4fl'15; t,  
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frame.

16.. The method as claimed in claim 10, 'wherein the' one of the ACK _.

' messageand the NACK message is transmitted through a sub‘channel allocated
to the subscriber station in an uplink control channel region of a frame after a
corresponding frame. '

17. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein, in transmitting the

one of the ACK message and the NACK message, a number of HARQ enabled

downlink bursts are counted, a_ location of the HARQ enabled downlink burst is

determined, a HARQ ACK channel is appointed in an uplink control channel

region, and one of ACK information and NACK information is then transmitted

through the HARQ ACK channel.

18. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the HARQ enabled

downlink burst and one of ACK information and NACK information for the

HARQ enabled downlink burst are transmitted through a HARQ ACK channel at

a same position in the downlink data region.

19. The method as claimed in claim 10, wherein the sub—channel is

an ACK channel.

20. A method for operating a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request

(HARQ) scheme for an uplink by a base station in a broadband wireless access

communication system, the method comprising the steps of: _

determining at least one subscriber station to which a base station will

transmit a HARQ enabled burst through a corresponding uplink frame;

determining information of the HARQ enabled burst of the at least one

subscriber station;

determining a type of the HARQ enabled burst by analyzing an

information element corresponding to the determined subscriber station;

when the HARQ enabled burst being transmitted is a new burst,

preparing an uplink MAP message to be transmitted to the subscriber station,

preparing an information element corresponding to the uplink MAP message, and

receiving the HARQ enabled burst targeting the base station in an uplink data

0441.6,   
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region;

when the HARQ enabled burst being transmitted is a retransmitted burst,

preparing an Incremental Redundancy (IR) scheme, preparing the uplink MAP

message to be transmitted to the subscriber station, preparing an information

element corresponding to the uplink MAP message, and receiving the HARQ

enabled burst targeting the base station in the uplink data region;

determining if the received HARQ enabled burst has an error;

preparing one of an ACK message and a NACK message in a form of

bitmap, in accordance with a result of the determining; and

transmitting the one of the ACK message and the NACK message.

21. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein, when the HARQ

enabled burst being transmitted is the retransmitted burst,‘ the method further

comprises the steps of:

confirming retransmission of an already transmitted burst and preparing

an Incremental Redundancy (IR) scheme;

preparing an uplink MAP message to be transmitted to the subscriber

station and preparingan information element corresponding to the uplink MAP

message;

receiving the HARQ enabled burst targeting the base station itself in the

uplink data region; and

applying the IR scheme by combining an already received sub-packet and

the HARQ enabled burst.

22. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein the uplink MAP

message in a corresponding frame includes information about a location and a

size of the HARQ enabled burst in the corresponding frame, the HARQ enabled

burst being an uplink burst transmitted from the subscriber station to the base

station.

23. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein the uplink MAP

message appoints a channel in the uplink control channel region, such that one of

ACK information and NACK information for the HARQ enabled burst from the

base station to the subscriber station can be transmitted through the channel by at

least the corresponding frame.
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24. The method as claimed in claim 23, wherein, in appointing the

channel through which the one of the ACK information and the NACK

information can be transmitted, a number of uplink HARQ enabled bursts are

counted, a location of the HARQ enabled burst is determined, one bit is appointed

in the bitmap of the uplink MAP message, and the one of the ACK information

and the NACK infomiation is then transmitted by said one bit.

25. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein, the step of

determining the type of the HARQ enabled burst being transmitted is performed

by confirming a value of a continuation field included in the information element.

26. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein the step of

transmitting the one of the ACK message and the NACK message comprises the

steps of:

when the received HARQ enabled burst has no error, preparing ACK

information, performing HARQ bitmap coding for the prepared ACK information,

and transmitting the coded ACK information in a form of a bitmap through the

uplink MAP message in the corresponding frame; and

when the received HARQ enabled burst has an error, preparing NACK

information, performing HARQ bitmap coding for the prepared NACK

information, and transmitting the coded NACK information in a form of a bitmap

through the uplink MAP message in the corresponding frame.

27. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein the one of the ACK

message and the NACK message is transmitted in a form of a bitmap through an

uplink MAP message of a frame after the corresponding frame.

28. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein the HARQ enabled

burst and one of ACK information and NACK information for the HARQ enabled

burst are transmitted through a HARQ ACK channel at a same position in the

uplink data region.

29. The method as claimed in claim 20, wherein one of ACK

information and NACK information for the HARQ enabled burst transmitted

from the subscriber station to the base station is expressed in a form of a bitmap
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in an uplink MAP message broadeasted from the base station to the subscriber

station at a frame after the corresponding frame. I

30. The method as claimed in claim 20, Wherein the bitmap includes

a field representing afixed length and a field representing a variable length of a

transmitted bitmap.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates generally to an asynchronous wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA)
communication system. More particularly, the present invention relates to a scheduling method and apparatus for
supporting an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH).

Description of the Related Art:

[0002] A universal mobile telecommunication service (UMTS) system serving as the third generation mobile com-
munication system uses wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) based on a global system for mobile com—
munications (GSM) serving as a European mobile communication system and general packet radio services (GPRS).
The UMTS system performs packet—based transmission of text, digitized voice, video, and multimedia at data rates up
to 2 megabits per second (Mbps) that offers a consistent set of services to mobile computer and phone users no matter
where they are located in the world. ln UMTS, a packet—switched connection using a packet protocol such as an Internet
Protocol (IP) uses a virtual connection that is always available to any other end point in the network.
[0003] In uplink (UL) communications from a user equipment (UE) to a Node 8, the UMTS system uses an enhanced
uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH) to improve the performance of packet transmission. The E-DCH supports technol-
ogies such as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), hybrid automatic retransmission request (HARQ), Node B control
scheduling, and others in order to support stable high-speed data transmission.
[0004] The AMC determines modulation and coding schemes of a data channel according to channel states between
a Node-B and a UE, and improves resource use efficiency. A combination of the modulation and coding schemes is
referred to as a modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Various MCS levels can be defined by supportable modulation
and coding schemes. The AMC adaptively changes an MCS level according to channel states between a Node-B and
a UE, and improves resource use efficiency.
[0005] The HARQ is a scheme for re-transmitting a packet to compensate for an erroneous packet when an error
occurs in an initially transmitted data packet. The HARQ scheme is divided into a chase combining (CC) scheme for
re-transmitting a packet with the same format as that of the initially transmitted data packet when an error occurs, and

an incremental redundancy (IR) scheme for re-transmitting a packet with a format different from that of the initially
transmitted data packet when an error occurs.

[0006] According to the Node B control scheduling, a Node B determines uplink data transmission and an upper limit
ofa data rate when multiple UEs transmit data using the E-DCH, and sends information to the UEs through a scheduling
command. The UEs refer to the scheduling command, and determine a data rate of an uplink E-DCH.
[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates uplink packet transmission through the E-DCH in the conventional wireless communication
system. In FIG. 1, reference numeral 100 denotes a Node 8 for supporting the E—DCH, and reference numerals 101,
102. 103, and 104 denote UEs using the E-DCH. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the UEs 101 to 104 transmit data to the Node
8 100 through E-DCHs 111, 112, 113, and 114, respectively.
[0008] Using a data buffer status, requested data rate, or channel status information of the UEs 101 to 104, the Node

8 100 provides each UE with information indicating if E-DCH data transmission is possible, or performs a scheduling
operation for controlling an E-DCH data rate. To improve the overall performance of the system, the scheduling oper-
ation assigns relatively low data rates to the UEs 103 and 104 that are far away from the Node 8 100 such that a noise
rise value measured by the Node B 100 does not exceed a target value. However, the scheduling operation assigns
relatively high data rates to the UEs 101 and 102 close to the Node B 100.

[0009] FIG. 2 is a call flow diagram illustrating a transmission and reception procedure through the conventional
E-DCH.

[0010] Referring to FIG. 2, the Node B and the UE establish the E-DCH in step 202. Step 202 includes a process
for sending messages through a dedicated channel. When the E»DCH has been established, the UE notifies the Node
B of scheduling information in step 204. The scheduling information includes UE transmission power information for
an uplink channel, remaining UE transmission power information, information about an amount of transmission data
accumulated in a buffer of the UE, and others.

[0011] When receiving the scheduling information from a plurality oflJEs currently performing communication, the
Node B monitors scheduling information of the UEs to schedule data transmission of the UEs in step 206. In step 208,
the Node B determines whether to allow the UE to transmit an uplink packet, and sends a scheduling assignment
command to the UE. The scheduling assignment command includes information aboutan allowed data rate and allowed

transmission timing, and others. In step 210, the UE determines the amount of radio resources to be assigned to the
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E-DCH using the scheduling assignment command. In steps 212 and 214, the UE transmits uplink (UL) packet data
through the E-DCH and simultaneously sends, to the Node B, radio resource assignment information including a trans-
port format resource indicator (TFRI) necessary to demodulate the E-DCH. In step 214, the UE selects an M03 level

by considering radio resources assigned by the Node B and a channel state, and transmits the UL packet data usingthe MOS level.

[0012] In step 216, the Node B determines if an error is present in the TFRI and/or the packet data. In step 218, the
Node B sends non—acknowledge (NACK) information to the UE through an NACK channel when an error is present,
and sends acknowledge (ACK) information to the UE through an ACK channel when no error is present. When the

ACK information is sent, the packet data transmission is completed, and the UE transmits new user data through the
E-DCH. However, when the NACK information is sent, the UE re-transmits the same packet data through the E-DCH.
[0013] Representative services capable of being provided through the E-DCH are a streaming service, interactive
service, and background service. The streaming service is a quasi-realtime service sensitive to delay, and corresponds
to, for example, video streaming. in this streaming service, data is generated regularly, but the utility value of the data
is lost when the data is delayed for a predetermined time. The interactive service is not sensitive to delay, but a user
is inconvenienced when data transmission or reception is delayed for a relatively long time. For example, a web brows—
ing service corresponds to the interactive service. In this interactive service. data is irregularly generated, and the utility
value of the data is not lost due to delay. The background service is not sensitive to delay as in a file transfer protocol
(FTP), and does not have a serious problem even though data transmission or reception is delayed for a relatively long
time. in this background service, data is irregularly generated, but the utility value of the data is not lost due to delay.
[0014] Because data generation is irregular and not predicted in the case of the interactive or background service,
a method for reporting a buffer status to the Node B is useful whenever data is generated. However, because data is
regularly generated in the streaming service, the method for reporting a buffer status to the Node B whenever data is
generated is inefficient.

[0015] For example, in the case of a service in which video is coded according to the H.263 standard which is incor—
porated herein by reference, 128 "IS-byte packets are generated per second. Alternatively, in the case of a service in
which voice is coded at a 12.2 kbps adaptive multi—rate, 50 32—byte packets are generated per second. In the case
where data is generated regularly, an operation for reporting a buffer state whenever data is generated is an important
factor causing radio resources to be wasted.

SUMMARY OF THE lNVENTION 

[0016] it is, therefore, an aspect ofthe present invention to prevent the inefficient use of radio resources due to buffer

status reporting by suitably selecting buffer state reporting according to a type of service in a user equipment (UE).
[0017] it is another aspect of the present invention to exactly estimate uplink data generation without buffer status
reporting of a user equipment (UE) by providing advance information about regularly generated data from a radio
network controller (RNC) to a Node B scheduler.

[0018] it is yet another aspect of the present invention to efficiently provide a service sensitive to delay by sending
a scheduling assignment command before the utility value of data is lost.

[0019] The above and other aspects of the present invention can be achieved by a method for performing scheduling
in a Node 8 for data transmission of a user equipment (UE) in a mobile communication system supporting an enhanced
uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH). The method comprises the steps of receiving, from a radio network controller (RNC),
scheduling assistance information for an uplink service to be provided from the UE; estimating a data amount for the
uplink service on a basis of the scheduling assistance information in each scheduling period; and scheduling data
transmission for the uplink service according to the estimated data amount.

[0020] The above and other aspects of the present invention can also be achieved by an apparatus for performing
scheduling in a Node 8 for data transmission of a user equipment (UE) in a mobile communication system supporting
an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH). The apparatus comprises a Node B scheduler for receiving, from a
radio network controller (RNC), scheduling assistance information for an uplink service to be provided from the UE,
estimating a data amountfor the uplink service on a basis of the scheduling assistance information in each scheduling
period, and scheduling data transmission for the uplink service using the estimated data amount; and an E-DCH proc—essor.

[0021] The above and other aspects of the present invention can also be achieved by a scheduling method for
transmitting data according to a scheduling operation of a Node B in a mobile communication system supporting an
enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH). The scheduling method comprises the steps of receiving a radio bearer
setup message from a radio network controller (RNC) and establishing radio bearers for the E-DCH according to
configuration information included in the radio bearer setup message; examining indication information associated with

a buffer status report for at least one uplink service included in the configuration infon’nation; and limiting buffer status
reporting for an uplink service not requiring the buffer status report, and performing buffer status reporting for an uplink
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service requiring the buffer status report according to a result of the examination.
[0022] The above and other aspects of the present invention can also be achieved by an apparatus for performing
scheduling in a user equipment (UE) for transmitting data according to a scheduling operation of a Node B in a mobile
communication system supporting an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH). The apparatus comprises a service
discriminator for detecting and outputting data according to uplink services to be used by a user: a buffer for storing
service data output from the service discriminator; a buffer manager for determining if a buffer status report must be
sent according to a buffer status and types of the uplink services, sending the buffer status report according to a result
of the determination, and receiving a scheduling assignment command; and an E-DCH processor for transmitting data
stored in the buffer to the Node B through the E—DCH in response to the scheduling assignment command.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] The above and other aspects and advantages of the present invention will be more clearly understood from
the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FlG. 1 illustrates uplink packet transmission in a conventional mobile communication system;
FIG. 2 is a call flow diagram illustrating a transmission and reception procedure through a conventional enhanced
uplink dedicated channel (E—DCH);
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the operation between a Node B and a user equipment (UE) in accordance
with an embodiment of the present invention;
FlG. 4 is a call flow diagram illustrating control signal flows between a Node B and a UE in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. Sis a flow chart illustrating the operation of the UE in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;
and

FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the Node B in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention

[0024] Throughout the drawings, the same or similar elements are denoted by the same reference numerals.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY PBEEERREp EMBQDlMENTS
  

[0025] Embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail herein below with reference to the ac—
companying drawings In the following description, a detailed description of known functions and configurations incor-
porated herein will be omitted for conciseness. it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology used herein
are for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.
[0026] First, interfaces between a user equipment (UE) and a Node B in a wideband code division multiple access
(WCDMA) system to which the present invention is applied will be described.
[0027] An interface between the UE and a wireless communication network is referred to as a Uu interface. The Uu
interface is divided into a control plane used to exchange a control signal and a user plane used to transmit data.
[0028] The control plane comprises a radio resource control (RRC) layer, a radio link control (RLC) layer, a media
access control (MAC) layer, and a physical (PHY) layer. The user plane comprises a packet data convergence protocol
(PDCP) layer, a broadcast/multicast control (BMC) layer, an RLC layer. a MAC layer, and a PHY layer. The PHY layer
is located in each Node B or cell, and the MAC layer, the RRC layer, and others are located in a radio network controller
(RNC).
[0029] The PHY layer provides an information transmission service using the radio transfer technology, and corre—
sponds to the first layer of an open system interconnection (OSl) model. Transport channels are connected between
the PHY and MAC layers. The transport channels are defined by a scheme for processing specific data in the PHY
layer. The transport format of the transport channels is referred to as TF. The transport format of a PHY layer mapped
to a plurality of transport channels is indicated by a TFC indicator (TFCl) indicating one of transport format combinations
(TFCs).
[0030] The MAC and RLC layer are connected through logical channels. The MAC layer receives data through a
logical channel from the RLC layer, and delivers the received data to the PHY layer through a suitable transport channel.
Moreover, the MAC layer receives data through a transport channel from the PHY layer, and delivers the received data
to the RLC layer through a suitable logical channel. Moreover, the MAC layer inserts additional information into data
delivered through a logical or transport channel, or interprets inserted information to take a suitable operation and
controls a random access operation. In the MAC layer, an entity relating to a dedicated service is referred to as a MAC-
d entity, and an entity relating to a common service is referred to as a MAC-c entity. in relation to an embodiment of

the present invention, an entity reSponsible for controlling the E—DCH and transmitting data through the E-DCHis
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referred to as a MAC—e entity.
[0031] The RLC layer is responsible for establishing and releasing a logical channel. The RLC layer can operate in
one of three operating modes an acknowledged mode (AM), unacknowledged mode (UM), and transparent mode (TM).
These three operating modes provide different functions. Conventionally, the RLC layer is responsible for dividing or
assembling a service data unit (SDU) received from a higher layer to a suitable size, and an error correction function.
[0032] The PDCP layer is located in a higher level of the RLC layer on the user plane. The PDCP layer is responsible
for compressing or decompressing a header of Internet protocol (IP) packet data, and a lossless transfer function in a
state in which a RNC providing a service to a specific UE is changed.
[0033] Characteristics of a transport channel connected between PHY and higher layers are defined by the TF pre-
scribing processing schemes such as convolutional channel encoding, interleaving, and service«specific rate matching.
[0034] As described above, the E-DCH used for a WCDMA communication system supports adaptive modulation
and coding (AMC), hybrid automatic retransmission request (HARQ), Node B control scheduling, and others. UEs
send, to the Node B, scheduling information such as a UE buffer status, a UE power status, and the like such that all
available resources of the Node B are assigned to selected optimal terminals at each time interval, and Node B control
scheduling is efficiently performed.
[0035] The UEs for providing a plurality of services through the E-DCHs configure a plurality of priority queues (PQs)
therefor, and temporarily store service data in the PQs. Then, the UEs report. to the Node B, an amount of data stored
in each P0. The Node B performs scheduling on the basis of reporting of the UEs.
[0036] FIG. 3 illustrates the operation between the Node B and the UE in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention.

[0037] UE~1 305 transmits streaming service data 310 and background service data 315 detected and output by a
service discriminator 307 using an E—DCH processor 335, The streaming service data 310 is stored in PQ—1 320 within
a buffer 327 before being transmitted through the E—DCH, and the background service data 315 is stored in PQ-2 325
within the buffer 327. A buffer manager 330 monitors the statuses of PQ-1 320 and PQ-2 325. Because the streaming
service data 310 is regularly input to PQ-1 320, the buffer manager 330 does not report the buffer status for PQ-t 320.
[0038] The buffer manager 330 determines that service data not requiring buffer status reporting is stored in PQ~1
320. Even when the buffer status for PQ—t 320 is varied, the buffer manager 330 does not send a buffer status report
350. Alternatively. the buffer manager 330 determines that service data requiring buffer status reporting is stored in
PQ-2 325. When the buffer status for PQ—2 325 is varied, the buffer manager 330 sends a buffer status report 355.
[0039] For example, the buffer manager 330 sends the buffer status report 355 when new data is stored in PQ-2
325 or a data amount of PQ—2 325 exceeds a threshold value.

[0040] Similarly, a Node B scheduler 345 receives buffer status reporting 365 from other UEs.
[0041] The Node B scheduler 345 assigns radio resources to the UEs on the basis of the buffer status reports 355
and 365 received from the UEs including the UE 305, and scheduling assistance information 375 for a streaming
service. Information about the assigned radio resources is sent to corresponding UEs through scheduling assignment
commands 360 and 370.

[0042] Specifically, the Node B scheduler 345 receives, from a radio network controller (RNC) (not illustrated), the
scheduling assistance information 375 comprising information about regular data generation in PQ-1 320 of LTE—1 305
and information about how to schedule data of PQ—1 320. For example, when data of an amount value E is generated
from PQ-t 320 of UE—1 305 in a period D, the scheduling assistance information may include information indicating
that transmission resources capable of transmitting the data of the amount value E in the period D must be assigned
for PQ-i 320. Accordingly, the scheduler 345 estimates a data amount of PQ—1 320 through the scheduling assistance
information 375.

[0043] The scheduler 345 determines basic radio resources to be assigned to transmit data of PQ—1 320 using the
estimated data amount of PQ-t 320, and determines radio resources to be assigned to transmit data stored in PQ-2
325 on the basis of the buffer state report 350 sent from UE-1 305. The scheduling assignment command 360 to be
sent to UE—1 305 comprises information about a sum of radio resources determined for PQ-1 320 and PQ-2 325.
[0044] The UE 305 to which the radio resources are assigned through the scheduling assignment command 360
sends data stored in the PQs 320 and 325 to the E-DCH processor 335. The E-DCH processor 335 transmits data
through the E-DCH. An E-DCH processor 340 of the Node B delivers the data received through the E-DCH to the RNC.
The E-DCH processors 335 and 340 are associated with PHY layer implementation, and are not directly associated
with the present invention. Accordingly, a detailed description of these E-DCH processors 335 and 340 is omitted.
[0045] For the above—described streaming service, the Node B estimates an amount of streaming service data from
scheduling assistance information. The RNC determines the scheduling assistance information on the basis of quality
of service (008) parameters of radio bearers (RBs) for providing the streaming service. The scheduling assistance
information is assistance information necessary to perform scheduling such that the utility value of generated data is
not lost as a data generation status is reported to the scheduler in the streaming service. For example, the scheduling

assistance information includes information about a data amount (hereinafter, referred to as Data__Amount) and a
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repetition period (hereinafter, referred to as Repetition_Period).
[0046] DataflAmount indicates an amount of streaming data generated for Repetition_Period. Repetition_Period is
a period for maintaining the utility value of the streaming data.
[0047] If the Node B has received, from the UE, the scheduling assistance information for an E-DCH service, it
assigns, to the UE. transmission resources capable of transmitting data of Data_Amount in Repetition_Period.
[0048] Data_Amount depends upon a guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and Repetition_Period as in the following.

Data_Amount = [GBR + retransmission margin] * Repetition_Period

[0049] Here, the GBR indicates a bandwidth to be provided at any time for the streaming service or interactive service.
[0050] The retransmission margin indicates an amount of data according to retransmission of the RLC. For example,
because one RLC packet data unit (PDU) out of 100 RLC packet data units (PDUs) is retransmitted when a block error
rate (BER) of the PHY layer is 0.01, the retransmission margin becomes 0.01. The GBR indicates a bandwidth to be
always guaranteed for a corresponding service, and is defined in the form of bits per second (bps).
[0051] Repetition_Period is determined by a transfer delay. The transfer delay is a parameter determined by delay
sensitivity of a corresponding service. Repetition_Period is a maximum delay value for a service data unit (SDU) input
to a corresponding RB endurabie within a Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (UTRAN). and is given in milliseconds. In other words. when data does not reach a destination within
an allowed transfer delay time, the utility value of the data is lost. In this case, a transmitting side releases the data
transmission. The transfer delay and the GBR are defined only for the streaming service.
[0052] RepetitionfiPeriod indicates a time interval until the utility value of data is lost after one packet reaches a PO.
That is, because the packet must be transmitted within Repetition_Period, the Node B scheduler schedules the packet
within Repetition_Period. However, the Node B scheduler cannot track all individual packet generation statuses. in
other words, the UE reports packet arrival whenever a packet arrives at a P0, but it is almost impossible for the Node
8 scheduler to schedule all packets within Repetition_Period on the basis of the packet arrival report. When it is taken
into account that data is regularly generated in the streaming service, the Node B scheduler can approximate an amount
ofdata generated in each Repetition_Period. The GBR indicates an amount ofdata per second in the streaming service,
and the amount of data generated in each Repetition_Period is a value obtained by multiplying the GBR with
Repeition‘Period. When the obtained value is added to an amount of retransmission data, DatafiAmount to be trans—
mitted in the streaming service is computed. That is, data of DataAAmounf is generated in Repetition_Period for the
streaming service. and the Node B scheduler determines that Data_Amount must be scheduled in each
Repetition_Period.
[0053] RepetitiongPeriod is affected by operating mode of the RLC layer. it the streaming service does not support
retransmission in the RLC layer, Repetition‘Period has a value close to a transfer delay. Alternatively, if the streaming
service supports two retransmissions, Repetition_Period is a half of the transfer delay.
[0054] FIG. 4 is a ladder diagram illustrating control signal flow between a Node 8 and a UE in accordance with an
embodiment of the present invention.
[0055] In step 405, the RNC determines whether to establish two RBs of RB x and RB y with the UE using the E-DCH.
The RBs are established to provide a specific service. The RBs comprise a packet data convergence protocol (PDCP)
entity and a radio link control (RLC) entity configured suitably to provide the service. The streaming service is provided
through RB x. and the background or interactive service is provided through RB y. The RNC sets PCs for RB x and
RB y. For example, PO 2 is set for RB x, and PO w is set for RB y. Conventionally, because the streaming service and
the background service are assigned different priorities, different PCs are assigned for RB x and RB y. Upon determining
scheduling assignment information to be applied to PO 2 mapped to the streaming service on the basis of a GBR and
transfer delay of the streaming service, the RNC sends an E-DCH setup message to the Node B in step 410. The
message includes E-DCH configuration information for RB x and RB y, and PO 2 and PO w configuration information,
and further includes scheduling assignment information.
[0056] In step 415, the RNC sends, to the UE. a message comprising the configuration information of the E-DCH
for RB x and RB y. The message may be, for example, a RB setup message. The RB setup message comprises
indication information (RB x: BRR = off) for limiting buffer status reporting for RB x of the streaming service, and
indication information (RB y : BRR = on) for enabling buffer status reporting for RB y of the background or interactive
service.

[0057] That is. buffer status reporting required (BRR) for RB x is set to 'off‘, and a BRR for RB y is set to 'on'. The
RB setup message comprises mapping information (RB x : PO 2 and RB y : PQ w) between RBs and P05. The RB
setup message may comprise GBR information in place of BRR information. For example, the RB setup message may
comprise GBR information as indication information (RB x) for limiting buffer status reporting for RB x of the streaming
service, and may not comprise GBR information as indication information (RB y : GBR = y kbps) for enabling buffer
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status reporting for RB y of the background or interactive service.
[0058] When the GBR is used in indication information for enabling buffer status reporting. the UE can determine
buffer status reporting according to a predetermined condition. For example, if an amount ofgenerated RB data included
in the GBR information is less than the GBR, the buffer status is not reported. Otherwise, a difference between the
GBR and generated buffer data may be reported.
[0059] The present invention supports both a BRR signaling method and a GBR signaling method to control the
above-described buffer status reporting, but only the BRR signaling method will be described for convenience.
[0060] Scheduling assistance information for the streaming service is sent to the Node B, and the UE is notified of
the presence of the buffer status reporting. When an E-DCH is established between the Node B and the UE, they
initiate E—DCH communication. Even when the UE generates data for a RB not requiring buffer status reporting as in
the streaming service, it does not notify the Node B of the data generation. The Node B estimates the buffer status for
PO 2 by taking into account data generation corresponding to Data_Amount in each Repetition_Period in the UE
according to the scheduling assistance information received from the RNC. When buffer state reporting is not received
from the UE, the Node B assigns. to the UE, radio resources associated with the estimated Data_Amount in step 420.
[0061] In step 425, when the UE generates data of an amount 'a' for RB y requiring a buffer status report as in the
interactive or background service, the data is stored in PQ w, and reports the buffer status for P0 w.
[0062] In step 430, the Node B assigns, to the UE. transmission resources capable of transmitting all data based on
the estimated Data_Amount for PO 2 and the data amount 'a' reported for P0 w.
[0063] Similarly, in step 435, when the UE sends a buffer status report of PC) w = b', the Node B assigns, to the UE.
transmission resources capable of transmitting all data based on the estimated Data_Amount and the data amount 'b'
reported for P0 w in step 440.
[0064] FIG. Sis a flow chart illustrating the operation of the UE in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.

[0065] In step 505, the UE receives an RB setup message. The message comprises RB configuration information
(RLC configuration information, BRR information, and others) and EsDCH configuration information.
[0066] In step 510. the UE establishes RBs according to the configuration information. In this case. two layer entities
such as PDCP and RLC are established. and a suitable transport channel is connected. In an embodiment of the
present invention, the transport channel is an E—DCH. The UE establishes the E-DCH according to the setup message.
In this case. an E-DCH processor is established, and various physical channels are established.
[0067] In step 515. the UE examines a BRR of the established RB. or examines the presence of a GBR of the
established RB. If the BRR is off or the GBR is included. the UE proceeds to step 520. However. if the BRR is on or
the GBR is not included, the UE proceeds to step 525.
[0068] lfthe BRR is off, the UE applies Buffer Status Reporting Method 1 for an RB. Buffer Status Reporting Method
1 is applied for RBs to which scheduling assignment information is set.

Buffer Status Reporting Method 1
 

[0069]

Alternative 1: No buffer status reporting is performed for a corresponding RB.
Alternative 2: If untransmitted data is still present until the utility value of the data associated with a corresponding
RB is lost and discarded. buffer status reporting is performed. Otherwise, no buffer status reporting is performed.
Alternative 3: Buffer status reporting is performed if an amount of data associated with a corresponding RB exceeds
a GBR. OthenNise, no buffer status reporting is performed.

[0070] If the BRR is on, the UE applies Buffer Status Reporting Method 2 for the corresponding RB in step 525.
Buffer Status Reporting Method 2 is applied for R83 to which scheduling assistance information is not set.

Buffer Status Reporting Method 2

[0071] When data is generated from a corresponding RB and a predetermined condition is satisfied, the UE performs
buffer status reporting. The predetermined condition is aimed to prevent excessively frequent butter status reporting.
For example, the predetermined condition can use a threshold value associated with an amount of data stored in a
buffer for an RB, and others.

[0072] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the Node B in accordance with an embodiment of the present
Invention.

[0073] In step 605. the Node B receives an E—DCH setup message associated with the UE. The E-DCH setup mes-
sage oomprises configuration information of various physical channels associated with an E—DCH, and others. In step
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610, the Node B establishes the E-DCH with the UE according to the setup message. in step 615, the Node B determines
if the message comprises scheduling assistance information. lfthe message includes the scheduling assistance infor-
mation, the Node B proceeds to step 620. Otherwise. the Node B proceeds to step 625.
[0074] In step 620, when the scheduling assistance information is set, the Node B assigns radio transmission re—
sources capable of transmitting data of an amount estimated from the scheduling assistance information and a buffer
status report received from the UE. Streaming data of DatafiAmount is generated in each Repetition__Period, regardless
of data reported through the buffer status report from the UE. because the streaming data is sensitive to delay. That
is, when a buffer status report is not received from the UE, the Node B basically assigns radio resources of Data_Amount
in each RepetitionflPeriod in step 620. When the buffer status report is present, the Node B assigns additional trans-
mission resources on the basis of the buffer status report. In step 625, when the scheduling assistance information is
not set, the Node B assigns transmission resources on the basis of the butter status report from the UE.
[0075] As is apparent from the above description, the present invention has a number of advantages.
[0076] For example, the present invention can reduce transmission resources according to a buffer status report
between a user equipment (UE) and a Node B. Moreover, the present invention can smoothly provide a service by
scheduling data of a streaming service sensitive to delay before the utility value of data is lost.
[0077] Although embodiments of the present invention have been disclosed for illustrative purposes, those skilled
in the art will appreciate that various modifications, additions, and substitutions are possible, without departing from
the scope of the present invention, Therefore, the present invention is not limited to the above-described embodiments,
but is defined by the following ciaims, along with their full scope of equivalents.

Claims

1‘ A method for scheduling, in a Node 8, data transmission of a user equipment (UE) in a mobile communication
system supporting an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E—DCH), comprising the steps of:

receiving, from a radio network controller (RNC). scheduling information for an uplink service to be provided
from the UE;

estimating a data amount forthe uplink service based on the scheduling information in each scheduling period;
and

scheduling the data transmission for the uplink service according to the estimated data amount.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the uplink service is a streaming service whose data is generated regularly.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the scheduling information comprises information about a predetermined repetition
period and an amount of data to be generated for the predetermined repetition period.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the scheduling step comprises the step of;

assigning radio resources capable of transmitting all data based on a data amount included in information of
a buffer status report and the estimated data amount. when the buffer status report is received from the UE.

5. An apparatus for scheduling, in a Node B, data transmission of a user equipment (UE) in a mobile communication
system supporting an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E—DCH), comprising:

a Node B scheduler for receiving, from a radio network controller (RNC). scheduling information for an uplink

service to be provided from the UE, estimating a data amount for the uplink service based on the scheduling
information in each scheduling period, and scheduling the data transmission for the uplink service using the
estimated data amount; and

an E-DCH processor for performing the data transmission for the uplink service according to the scheduling
result.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the uplink service is a streaming service whose data is generated regularly

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the scheduling information comprises information about a predetermined rep-
etition period and an amount of data to be generated for the predetermined repetition period.

8. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the Node B scheduler‘assigns radio restrces capable of transmitting all data
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based on a data amount included in information of a buffer status report and the estimated data amount, when the
buffer status report is received from the UE.

A method for reporting a buffer status in a user equipment(UE) in a mobile communication system supporting an
enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E—DCH), comprising the steps of:

receiving a control message from a radio network controller (RNC) and establishing radio bearers according
to configuration information included in the control message;
examining information associated with a buffer status report for at least one service included in the configu—
ration information; and

limiting the buffer status reporting for the service not requiring the buffer status report. and performing buffer
status reporting for the service requiring the buffer status report according to a result of the examination.

The scheduling method of claim 9, further comprising the steps of:

determining a streaming service whose data is regularly generated as the service that does not require the
buffer status report; and
determining a background service whose data is not regularly generated as the service that requires the buffer
status report.

The scheduling method of claim 9. wherein the examining step comprises the step of:

determining if the buffer status report is required according to 'on' setup information of buffer status reporting
required (BRR) included in the indication information or guaranteed bit rate (GBR) information.

The scheduling method of claim 9, wherein the step of performing the buffer status reporting comprises the step of:

sending the buffer status report to the Node B, wherein the buffer status report comprises information about
an amount of data for at least one different service rather than a streaming service whose data is generated
regularly.

The scheduling method of claim 12, wherein the step of performing the buffer status reporting comprises the step of:

sending, to the Node B, the buffer status report comprising information about the amount of data for the at
least one different service, when new data for the at least one different service is generated or the amount of
data for the at least one different service exceeds a threshold value.

The scheduling method of claim 9, further comprising the step of:

sending, to the Node 8, the buffer status report comprising information about an amount of data to be trans-
mitted for the at least one uplink service, when untransmitted data is still present until a utility value of the data
for the at least one uplink service not requiring the buffer status report is lost and discarded.

An apparatus for scheduling. in a user equipment (UE). data transmission in a mobile communication system
supporting an enhanced uplink dedicated channel (E-DCH). comprising:

a buffer for storing service data output;
a buffer manager for determining if a buffer status report must be sent according to a buffer status and types
of services, sending the buffer status report according to a result of the determination. and receiving a sched-
uling assignment command; and
an E—DCH processor for transmitting data stored in the buffer to the Node 8 in response to the scheduling
assignment command.

The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the service discriminator detects streaming service data regularly generated
and service data irregularty generated.

-The apparatus of claim 1 5, wherein the buffer manager receives. from a radio network controller (RNC). information
indicating if the buffer status report for an uplink service is required.
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The apparatus of claim 17. wherein the buffer manager examines indication information indicating if the buffer
status report for an uplink service is required, limits buffer status reporting for an uplink service if the buffer status
report is not required, and performs buffer status reporting for an uplink service if the buffer status report is required.

The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the buffer manager determines if the buffer status report is required according
to 'on' setup information of buffer status reporting required (BRR) included in the indication information or guaran-
teed bit rate (GBR) information.

The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the buffer manager sends the buffer status report to the Node B, wherein the
buffer status report comprises information about an amount of data for at least one different service rather than a
streaming service whose data is generated regularly.

The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the buffer manager sends, to the Node B, the buffer status report comprising
information about the amount of data for the at least one different service. when new data for the at least one

different service is generated or the amount of data for the at least one different service exceeds a threshold value

The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the buffer manager sends, to the Node B, the buffer status report comprising
information about an amount ofdata to be transmitted for an uplink service, when untransmitted data is still present

until a utility value of the data for the uplink service not requiring the buffer status report is lost and discarded,
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ENHANCED UPLINK PACKET TRANSFER

Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of US. Provisional Application No.

60/416,256 Filed October 7, 2003 entitled “Enhanced Uplink Packet Transfer Method,” the

disclosure of which is entirely incorporated herein by reference.

Technical Field

[0002] The present subject matter relates to techniques and equipment for wireless

spread-Spectrum communications, and more particularly for implementation in code-division-

multiple—access (CDMA) cellular, packet-switched corrununication systems. In a spread—

spectrum system, comprising a plurality of base stations and a plurality of remote stations, the

subject matter particularly relates to techniques and/or equipment for enhancing the

performance of one or more ofthe dedicated uplink packet channels.

Background

[0003] Recent developments in wireless communications technologies have allowed

expansion of service offerings from the original voice telephone service model to include a

number of services supporting packet data communications, including for broadband

applications. As customers become increasingly familiar. with data services offered through

landline networks, they are increasingly demanding comparable data communications in the

wireless domain, for example to maintain service while mobile subscribers roam freely or to

provide remote service in locations where wireless loops are preferable to landline subscriber

loops. A number of technologies support packet data communications in the wireless domain.

[0004] Under the currently proposed W—CDMA technical specification, there is a

dedicated transport channel, the Dedicated Channel (DCH), which can be either a downlink or

an uplink transport channel. The DCH is the channel of choice in services where long delays

cannot be tolerated, c.g. for low delay constrained-packet Services and services which require

longer than 640 ms packet transmission times. The DCH is also_the preferred channel for
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certain network protocol methods, like TCP/IP, which operate much more efficiently under

small packet delays rather than long ones.

[0005] However, the current uplink DCH, as with any circuit-switched packet channel,

requires a lot of overhead resources. As shown in Fig. 17, under the current uplink DCH

method, once a link is set up between a userj and the base station, the communication will

require an associated uplink physical dedicated channel (Associated UL-PDCH) and an

associated downlink physical dedicated channel (Associated DL—PDCH) for closed—loop power

control. When communications for the user j start on these two associated channels, there is a

period oftime when the base station is still attempting to lock in on the Associated UL-PDCH

from user j, during which no data can be transferred to the base station yet. This period of time

is called the set-up time. The length ofthis delay is indeterminate and varies depending on how

long it takes for the base station to lock onto the Associated UP-PDCH. After the data is sent

from userj to the base station, there is again a period of time called the inactivity time before

the two associated channels are released. Also, under the current uplink DCH method, while

the data is power-controlled, it does not adapt its modulation, coding and channelization code

according to the quality ofthe link, resulting in additional wastage.

[0006] Hence a need exists for a technique to deal with these deficiencies in the current

uplink DCH.

Summm

[0007] The concepts disclosed herein alleviate the above noted problems with the

current uplink DCH. The concepts and improvements described herein can also be generalized

and applied to similar channels in other packet—switched communication systems.

[0008] The techniques and network equipment discussed here introduce an uplink

transmission method for a more efficient packet transfer. Hence a general objective is to

remove the inefficiencies associated with the current UL DCH method.

[0009] Another objective is to provide a fast mechanism to control the modulation,

coding and/or the channelization code of data transmission based on the quality of the link

[0010] A further objective is to provide a fast mechanism to facilitate the base station in

detecting the Associated UL-PDCH‘and therefore shortening the set-up time.
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[0011] A further objective is to reduce the power of the Associated UL-PDCH and

Associated DL-PDCH when no data is being transferred to the base station.

[0012] A further objective of the invention is to have the network node, typically the

base station, make all the decisions of assigning and de-assigning uplink packet communication

resources via the MAC controller residing in the network.

[0013] The uplink methodology provides an improvement to a code—division-multiple-

access (CDMA) system employing spread-spectrum modulation. The CDMA system typically

has a radio network controller (RNC) and a plurality of base stations, which serve a plurality of

mobile or remote stations. Each base station (BS), has a BS-spread-spectrum transmitter and a

BS-spread—spectrum receiver. Each mobile station (MS) has an MS-spread-spectrum

transmitter and an MS-spread-spectrum receiver.

[0014] The concepts disclosed herein relate to methods of operations as well as base

and mobile stations, for implementing the enhanced uplink. For example, from an overall

perspective, the communications involve signaling and data communications exchanged

between a base station and a mobile station. The MS—spread-spectrum transmitter of the one

mobile station transmits a spread-spectrum signal, signifying a request to utilize an uplink

channel. This request signal is received at the BS-spread-speetrum receiver, and processed to

determine whether or not to grant the requested access. If access is to be granted, the BS-

spread-spectrum transmitter sends a spread spectrum signal comprising a channel-request-

granted message for the one mobile station. This channel-request-granted message contains a

transmission start time parameter and specifies a transmission length. At the start time, the

base station begins downlink signaling transmissions to the mobile station. A time afier

receiving the downlink signaling transmissions, at the mobile station, the MS spread-spectrum

u'ansmitter will start sending a spread spectrum signal containing packet data over the uplink

channel. The mobile station will transmit packet data of no more than the specified length.

[0015] _ In several examples, the request-granted message and/or the subsequent control

signaling transmissions may include one or more of Hybrid-ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest)

information, data identifying an uplink modulation scheme, and an uplink channelization code

related to an uplink physical dedicated channel assigned for use by the one mobile station.

[0016] Additional objects, advantages and novel features of the examples will be set

forth in part in the description which follows, and in part will become apparent to those skilled
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in the art upon examination of the following and the accompanying drawings or may be learned

by production or operation of the examples. The objects and advantages of the present subject

matter may be realized and attained by means of the methodologies, instmmentalities and

combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017] The drawing figures depict one or more implementations in accord with the

present concepts, by way of example only, not by way of limitations. In the drawing figures,

like reference numerals refer to the same or similar elements.

[0018] Fig. l is a functional block diagram of a simplified CDMA Terrestrial Radio

Access network architecture, capable of implementing the enhanced uplink communications.

[0019] Fig. 2 is a basic enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram.

[0020] Fig. 3 is a basic enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram

where a PDCH is used to carry all signaling and control information.

[0021] Fig. 4 is an enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram

showing transmission from the base station for multiple users.

[0022] Fig. 5 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with a channel

acquire message.

[0023] Fig. 6 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with immediate
release.

[0024] Fig. 7 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with an uplink

preamble.

[0025] Fig. 8 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with a channel

release message.

[0026] Fig. 9 is an enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with

multiple data packet transfer.

[0027] Fig. 9a is an enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with

multiple data packet transfer via different radio links.

I [0028] Fig. 10 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with a channel

power reduction message.
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[0029] ' Fig. 11 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with channel

power resumption requested by mobile station.

[0030] Fig. 12 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with channel

power resumption requested by base station

[0031] Fig. 13 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with a channel

power reduction and power resumption with gating as the reduction mode.

[0032] Fig. 14 is an uplink dedicated packet channel signal flow diagram with modified

CPCH access procedure.

[0033] Fig. 15 is a functional block diagram of a spread spectrum remote. or mobile

station transceiver.

[0034] Fig. 16 is a functional block diagram of a spread spectrum base station

transceiver.

[0035] Fig. 17 is a signal flow diagram illustrating an existing uplink dedicated packet

channel.

Detailed Description

[0036] The various concepts disclosed herein relate to networks, components and

methods of operation thereof for providing an enhanced uplink channel capability, for wireless

packet data communications. Reference now is made in detail to the examples illustrated in the

accompanying drawings and discussed below. In understanding of these concepts, it may be

helpful first to briefly consider the architecture of an exemplary network.

[0037] Fig. 1 illustrates one simplified example of a mobile wireless communication

system, that may implement the enhanced dedicated uplink communications, for example, in

the form of a simplified CDMA Terrestrial Radio Access network architecture. As such, Fig. 1

provides a relatively higher level illustration, with a core network 9 providing two-way

communications to and from a plurality of radio network subsystems (RNSs) 10. The

illustrated network includes a number of the Radio Network Subsystems (RNSs) 10, two of

which are shown. The RNSs 10 typically provide mobile communication services in different

geographic regions, although there may be some overlap, particularly, if the systems 10 are i
operated by competing service providers. The core network 9 provides communications

between the RNS subsystems 10, for eicarnple, for transport of packetswitched data and/or
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time-division multiplexed (TDM) voice information. Each RNS subsystem 10 comprises a

radio network controller (RNC) 1 l, a plurality of base stations 13 serving a plurality of mobile

stations 15. The RNCs 11 in the radio network subsystems 10 may be interconnected, for

example by the line 12, for signaling and/or traffic communications in addition to those

transported through the core network 9.

[0038] Each base station (BS) 13 has a BS-spread—spectrum transmitter and a BS—

spread-spectrum receiver, shown together as a single transceiver (XSCV‘R) system 17 for

simplicity in this drawing. Each of the mobile stations (MS) 15 has an MS-spread-spectrum

transmitter and an MS—spread-spectrum receiver forming a transceiver (not separately shown)

that is complimentary to the transceivers l7. Exemplary transmitters and receivers for use in

the MS and BS network elements are discussed in more detail below with regard to Figs. 15

and 16.

[0039] In a typical embodiment offering packet switched data communications services,

the radio network controllers (RNCs) 11 provide two—way packet switched data

communications through the core 9 to a wide area network (not shown), for example a packet—

switched network such as an Intranet and/or the public Internet. The RNCs 11, the core

network 9 and the wide area packet network provide the MS units 15 with two-way packet data

communications to and from an array of data communication devices, for example IP

telephones, personal computers (PCs), host computers and servers. Although shown as

handsets, the mobile stations 15 may be embodied as any user device that may conveniently

incorporate or connect to an appropriate mobile/portable transceiver. Examples of other types

of mobiles stations include but are not limited to personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptop PCs

and handheld PCs.

[0040] The exemplary CDMA system provides a number of logically different channels

for upstream and downstream communications over the airlink interface. Each channel is

defined by one or more of the codes, for example the spreading code and/or the scrambling

code. Several of the channels are common channels, but most of the channels are used for

uplink or downlink packet communications between the base stations 13 and the mobile

stations 15. As will be discussed, certain channels are signaling or control channels, whereas

other channels. carry the actual packet data traffic for users’ communications services.
Although some traffic channels of the CDMA network may be shared or common access
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channels, discussion here will focus of transport of traffic packets over dedicated channels, that

is to say traffic channels that are allocated to a particular user or mobile station. and as such, are

dedicated to that user or station for at least some time or length of transmission.

[0041] In operation, the RNC 11 measures traffic through the base stations 13 going to

and from the mobile stations 15. In this way, the radio network controller (RNC) 11 monitors

traffic demand in the illustrated network subsystem 10. The RNC ll assigns physical channel

resources to the mobile stations 15 within each cell of each base station 13. In general, each

user‘s mobile station 15 continuously monitors the EP—DL-FACH channel. The EP—DL-FACH

is a time—multiplexed channel, however, the slot location for the ilh user is not predefined. A

time-out timer will ensure a mobile station gives up on an over-due response from base station

13. This could be caused by errors on the Uplink. A mobile station 15 could monitor the

activity on the EP-DL-FACH. Its access capabilities (probability of transmitting access

packets) could be reduced in order to lower the aggregate uplink (UL) ldad. The node

controlling the base station 13 could also periodically transmit the loading on the EP-UL-

PDCH, in order to regulate the UL accesses. Multiple EP-DL—FACH channels could operate

simultaneously. Similarly, multiple associated EP-DL-PSCCHS could operate simultaneously.

[0042] Fig. 2 illustrates the signal flow between a mobile station 15 and a base station

. 13, implementing an enhanced packet (EP) uplink, using a packet transfer protocol (PTP). To

appreciate the operations represented by the example, it may help first to briefly review the

relevant channel nomenclature. Although the network (Fig. 1) may provide other types of

channels, for purposes of this discussion, the transmission channel types in the example

include: a PSCCH or "Packet Sharing Control CHannel," a PDCH or "Physical Dedicated

CHannel," a PCCH or "Packet Control Channel," and a FACH or "Forward Access CHannel."

To distinguish the direction of transmission, channels transmitted &0m 3 mobile station 15 to a

base station 13 are designated as UL for UpLink channels, whereas channels transmitted from a

base station 13 to a mobile station 15 are designated DL for DownLink channels. In both

directions, channels providing enhanced packet-related services also are designated as EP

channels, for purposes of this discussion

[0043] . Hence, the top line of the diagram (Fig. 2) shows the signals sent from a base

station 13 on the associated downlink physical dedicated channel (associated DL—PDCH). The

next line shows the signals sent from a base station 13 on the enhanced packet downlink Packet
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sharing control channel (EP-DL-PSCCH). The third line of the diagram shows the signals sent

from a base station 13 on the enhanced packet downlink forward access channel (EP-DL—

FACH). The lower three lines in the drawing represent uplink (UL) signals, on the enhanced

packet uplink Packet Control Channel (EP-UL-PCCH), the enhanced packet uplink physical

dedicated channel (EP-UL-PDCH) and the associated uplink physical dedicated channel

(associated UL-PDCH).

[0044] As noted, in a CDMA type network, channels are defined by different codes

used in the direct-sequence spread-spectrum processing of the transmitted signals. Hence, in

the example ofFig. 2, there are three codes used for three uplink channels and three codes used

for downlink channels. Of course, the base station my be sending and receiving on other code

channels, e.g. for common channel communications, for common access communications with

other mobile stations, and/or for dedicated communications with other mobile stations.

[0045] in this example, once a link is set up between a mobile station 15 of userj and a

base station 13, the base station transmits power control signals over the associated downlink

channel, e.g. the Associated DL-PDCH; and the mobile station transmits power control signals

over an associated uplink channel, e.g. the Associated UL-PDCH. These transmissions provide

two—way closed loop transmit power control. In accord with the present concepts, the mobile

station 15 of user j will imitate the packet communication procedure by sending a data channel

initialization request to the base station 13 through an uplink channel designed for control

signaling associated with the data transmission, e.g. the EP~UL~PCCH in the illustrated

example. The data channel initialization request is basically a request to allow this user, user j,

to start an uplink transmission of the data packet(s), although the request may also contain other

information such as the buffer state of the mobile station and the priority or quality of service

desired for the uplink data transmission.

[0046] The network, upon receipt of the data channel initialization request by the base

station 13, decides whether to grant the data channel to the requesting user. The decision may

be performed by the RNC 11, by the base station or by another control node of the radio

network subsystem (RNS) 10, although for convenience of discussion here, it is assumed that

the decision functionality resides at the serving base station 13. If the base station decides to

grant the request, it will send back a data channel request—granted'mess'age to the mobile station

of the particular user, in this casefor the user j. In the example, the base station 13 sends the
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data channel request-granted message for user j back over the downlink forward access channel

(EP-DL—FACH). The data channel request-granted message contains the length of the allowed

transmission and the scheduled start time of the transmission (T0), if TO has not been

determined beforehand. It can also contain other information that the mobile station needs to

have for the data packet transfer, such as HARQ-related information and channelization code

information. i

[0047] The start time could be related to the time for start of the uplink transmission.

However, in the example, at the allotted time T0, the base station will start transmission of at

least control information pertinent to the uplink data packet transmission over a downlink

shared control channel, e.g. the EP-DL—PSCCH, and the mobile station will start uplink

transmission at a predetermined time thereafter. In the example, the control signaling

transmission over the EP-DL-PSCCH includes one or more of "HARQ" or Hybrid-ARQ

(Automatic Repeat reQuest) information, an uplink modulation scheme, and an uplink

channelization code.

[0048] Hybrid ARQ is an implicit link adaptation mechanism. The amount of energy

transmitted per packet of information depends on whether the channel is reliable during the

transmission of the packet, by transmitting additional information about the packet once the

received packet was considered to have been received in error. There are different types of

HARQ. Chase combining involves the retransmission of the same coded packet. The receiver

then combines the multiple received copies normally weighted by their received SNRs (signal

to noise ratios).

[0049] For every received packet, the receiver provides an indication whether the

packet was received correctly or not by transmitting back ACKs for correct packet receptions

and NACKs for incorrect packet receptions. There are two main ways for transmitting ACK

and NACK information to the receiver. One is selective-repeat (SR) and the other is stop-and-

wajt (SAW). Typically in SR, the transmitter sends a number of packets while waiting for a

response (or lack thereof) about the correct or incorrect reception of the transmitted packets.

Stop-and-Wait is one of the simplest forms of ARQ requiring very little overhead. In stop-and-

wait, the transmitter Operates on the current packet until the packet has been correctly received.

In the example, the mobile station is transmitting packets over an uplink channel, and the base .i
I station is sending the ACK/NACK signals, in this case, over the EP-DLjPSCCH.
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[0050] In a typical network, the wireless communications may utilize a number of

different modulation techniques, e.g. to support different data rates. Also, the network typically

provides a number of channels for use as the UL-PDCH, and for each such channel there is a

different channelization code. Hence, the base station 13 can direct the mobile station to use a

particular modulation scheme and uplink channelization code for sending the data packet, by

specifying an uplink modulation and channelization code in the data channel request—granted

message. The ability to specify and change the modulation scheme and coding rate provides

increased flexibility in adjusting the information data rate without greatly impacting the

operation of the receiver. This is known as an explicit Link Adaptation (LA) mechanism and it

is referred to as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC).

[0051] As outlined above, the base station started transmission over the EP—DL-PSCCH

for this user’s communication session at the specified start time T0. At time T2, a pre—

determined time after T0, the mobile station will begin its transmission of the data packet over

the uplink channel. During the entire data packet transmission, the base station will continue

sending back control information relating to the uplink data packet transmission over the shared

downlink channel (on the EP-DL-PSCCH channel in this example). Based on the control

information received over the shared downlink channel, the mobile station will adjust the

modulation scheme and channelization code of the data packet transfer.

[0052] Optionally, at time T1, a pre-determined time between T0 and T2, the mobile

station can also send over the other uplink channel (EP-UL-PCCH), which is designed for

control signaling associated with the data transmission (EP-UL—PCCH), transport format

information (TF1). The TF1 can enable the base station receiver to determine the manner by

which the transmitted data has been formatted into a packet. Both the transmitter and receiver

know a predefined set of possible ways of formatting a packet. The mobile station transmitter

sends the TFI along with the transmitted packet to the base station receiver.

[0053] In an alternative embodiment, the data channel initialization request from the

mobile station (user j) may already contain the start time of the data transmission and length of

transmission, and the mobile station will start its transmission at T0 without any data channel

request-granted message from the base station. .

[0054] :y In practice, it is possible that the uplink‘ power control channel (e.g. the

_ Associated UL-PDCH) and the uplink control-signaling channel (e.g.' the UL-PCCH) are the.
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same channel. The use of different names of the channels in this example is for separation and

easy understanding of their functionality only. The different functionality can well be carried

on a common physical channel, to reduce hardware and channel resource requirements, etc., as

illustrated in Fig. 3.

[0055] I‘ Fig. 4 is an enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel system block diagram

showing transmission fiom the base station 13 for multiple users' mobile stations 15. Like the

earlier example of Fig. 2, the multiple user example, utilizes three downlink code channels

from the base station to the mobile station and three uplink code channels from the mobile

stations to the base station. The downlink channels include the associated physical dedicated

channel (associated DL-PDCH), the enhanced packet downlink Packet Sharing Control

CHannel (EP-DL—PSCCH) and the enhanced packet downlink forward access channel (EP-DL—

FACH). The uplink WL) channels include the enhanced packet uplink Packet Control Channel

(EP—UL-PCCH), the enhanced packet uplink physical dedicated channel (EP-UL-PDCH) and

the associated uplink physical dedicated channel (associated UL—PDCH).

[0056] ln this example, each user is allocated usage for some amount oftime, and use

by or for the userj appears as slots on respective channels. For example, on the EP—DL»

PSCCH channel transmissions intended for the user j follow those for user jO and precede those

for user jl. The transmissions on the EP-DL-FACH may not follow the same order, as this

channel carries signaling that may not lead to communications on the EP-DL-PSCCH and UP-

UL—PDCH channels, for example, to tell certain users' mobile stations to defer a requested

communication. 5

[0057] However, once a link is set up between a mobile station 15 of user (e.g. user j)

and a base station 13, the base station transmits power control signals over an associated

downlink channel, e.g. the Associated DL—PDCH, and the mobile station transmits power

,control signals over an associated uplink channel, e.g. Associated UL-PDCH. In accord with

the present concepts, the mobile station will then send a data channel initialization request to

the base station through an uplink channel designed for control signaling associated \m'th the

data transmission, e.g. the EP-UL-PCCH in the illustrated example. The data channel

initialization request is basically a request to allow this user, user j, to start an uplink

transmission of the'data packet(s), although the request may also contain other information
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such as the buffer state of the mobile station and the priority or quality of service desired for the

uplink data transmission. .

[0058] The base station 13, upon receiving the data channel initialization request

decides whether to grant the data channel to the requesting user. If the base station decides to

grant the request, it will send back a data channel request—deferred message. However, if the

base station decides to grant the request, it will send back a data channel request-granted

message to the mobile station of the particular user, in this case user j, on the EP-DL-FACH

channel in this example. The data channel request-granted message contains the length of the

allowed transmission and the scheduled start time of the transmission (T0), if TO has not been

determined beforehand. It can also contain other information that the mobile station needs to

have for the data packet transfer, such as HARQ-related information, modulation scheme

and/or channelization code information.

[0059] At the allotted time T0, the base station 13 will start transmission over a

downlink shared control channel, eg. the EP-DL-PSCCH, and this transmission will include

control information pertinent to the uplink data packet transmission. In the example, the

control information contains the "HARQ" or Hybrid-ARQ information, an uplink modulation

scheme, and an uplink channelization code. For every received packet, the base station receiver

provides an indication whether the packet was received correctly or not by transmitting back

ACKs for correct packet receptions and NACKS for incorrect packet receptions. In this

example, the base station 13 transmits the ACK/NACK signaling on the EP-DL-PSCCH

channel.

[0060] At time T2, a pre-detemiined time after T0, the mobile station will begin its

transmission of the data packet. During the entire data packet transmission, the base station

will continue sending back control information relating to the uplink data packet transmission

over the shared downlink channel (on the EP-DL-PSCCH channel in this example). Based on

the control information received over the shared downlink channel, the mobile station will

adjust the modulation scheme and channelization code of the data packet transfer. The mobile

station also adjusts its packet transmissions as needed, e.g. to re-send packets that have not

been properly received, based on receipt of the ACK/NACK signaling on the EP-DL-PSCCH
channel.
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[0061] Fig. 5 shows another . embodiment of the enhanced packet channel

communications, in this case, where an optional channel-acquired message is sent by the base

station to the mobile station to indicate that the base station has acquired the Associated UL-

PDCH.

[0062] Fig. 6 shows yet another embodiment, where the Associated UL-PDCH and

Associated DL-PDCH are immediately released after the scheduled data transmission.

Specifically, the data channel request-granted message specifies an allotted length of

transmission, The channel resources are released for reassignment to a mobile station

immediately after the end of the allocated transmission. In the example, the transmission

length is specified as a time (duration from start or a specific end time), however, those skilled

in the art that the transmission length could be specified in other terms, for example, amount of

data (eg. number of packets).

[0063] Fig. 7 shows yet another embodiment, where an optional preamble or header is

added before the transmission over the Associated UL-PDCH in order to facilitate earlier

detection of such Associated UL-PDCH by the base station.

[0064] Fig. 8 shows yet another embodiment of the invention where a channel release

message is sent by the base station to the mobile station at a pre-determined time after the end

of the control information transmission.

[0065] Fig. 9 shows the basic enhanced uplink dedicated packet channel method when

multiple data packets are sent during the same link.

[0066] In Fig. 9a, two packet data transfers are implemented via the use of a two

Different Radio Links. Afler the MS completed a packet data transfer over Radio Link 0,

Radio Link I became more reliable for uplink transmissions. The RS then send a

Channel_Initialization_Request to Radio Link 1. Radio Link I reSponds over its own EP—DL-

FACH.

[0067] In Fig. 10, a new mechanism to reduce the power of the control charmels (the

overhead) is introduced. This power control method can be applied to the enhanced uplink

discussed above or to other systems or methods. With this power control technique, after a

certain inactivity time Tim“ following the transmission of the control information from the base

station (or in other methods, afier the end of the data packet), the base station will send a power

reduction message to the mobile station and ask the mobile station is instruct the base station to
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reduce power. Upon receipt of the power reduction message, the mobile station will send back

a power reduction confirmation message, after which both the mobile station and the base

station will instruct each other to lower their power of transmission of their control channels.

For simplicity of illustration, Fig. 10 does not show the uplink data chamiel and has combined

the power control channel with the signaling control (see description for Fig. 3).

[0068] In Fig. 11, you can see how the data channel request subsequent to the power

reduction in the control channels is used also as a power resumption request. When the mobile

station 15 sends out the data channel request, it at the same time instructs the base station 13 to

increase its power of the downlink (DL) power control channel. When the data message

channel granted message is sent by the base station, the mobile station also instructs the mobile -

station to increase its power ofthe uplink (UL) power control channel. After the data packet is

sent and a certain inactivity time Tina“, the mobile station and the base station can go to the

power reduction stage again.

[0069] Alternatively, as in Fig. 12, while the control channel power is reduced, the

mobile staion can send these periodic Buffer State Measurements Indicators to the base station.

When a Buffer State Measurements Indicator indicates that the data in the buffer of the MS has

exceeded a certain threshold, the base station will then send out a data packet transmission

request message to the mobile station to instruct the mobile station to send a data packet and

resume power of the UL power control channel. The mobile station will send back a

confirmation message and also resume power of the DL power control channel.

[0070] Similarly, instead of reducing power in the power control channels as in Fig. 10

12 afier the reduction message, the reduction can be in the form of gated transmission of the
power control channels, as in Fig. 13.

[0071] Fig. 14 teaches the use of a modified Common Packet Charmel (CPCH)

approach to for initial link set up. The link request resides in the CPCH message. The link

acknowledgment comes down in the CPCH downlink instead ofvia FACH.

[0072] Figs 15 and 16 illustrate elements of the stations, in an example of the system of

Fig. 1. For purposes of this discussion here, it will be assumed that the examples of Figs. 1, 15

and 16 implement a processing technique such a one of those shown in Figs. 2 or 4.

[0073]- I Fig. 15 illustrates an example of a MS spread-spectrum transmitter and MS .

spread-spectrum receiver, essentially in the form of an MS base-band processor 207 for
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performing the PHY layer functions and an interface 208 for performing the MAC layer

functions, of the transceiver at a mobile station 151

[0074] The MS spread—spectrum receiver includes an antenna 209 coupled to a

circulator 210, a receiver radio frequency (RF) section 211, a local oscillator 213, a quadrature

demodulator 212, and an analog-to-digital converter 214. The receiver RF section 211 is

coupled between the circulator 210 and the quadrature demodulator 212. The quadrature

demodulator is coupled to the local oscillator 213 and to the analog to the digital converter 214.

The output of the analog-to-digital converter 214 is coupled to a programmable—matched filter

215. An receiver 216 for the associated downlink physical dedicated channel (Associated DL~

PDCH), a receiver 217 for the enhanced packet downlink packet sharing control channel (EP-

DL—PSCCH) and a receiver 218 for the enhanced packet downlink forward access channel (EP-

DL-FACH) are coupled to the programmable-matched filter 215, A controller 219 is coupled

to the receiver's 216, 217 and 218. The controller 219 of the MS base—band processor 207 in

turn connects to the interface 208, for exchange of necessary signaling control information and

data. For example, in the upstream direction, the control 219 passes received data to the

interface 208 for MAC layer processing and communication thereof to the higher layer

elements within or connected to the mobile station 15.

[0075] The interface 208 also outputs uplink (UL) data (EP-UL-DATA). The MS

spread-spectrum transmitter includes a forward—error-correction (FEC) encoder 222 for

encoding this downlink data. The encoder 222 also provides encoding for the Hybrid

Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) signal. The FEC/HARQ encoder 222 is coupled through

an interleaver 223 to a QAM modulator 224. The controller 219 controls the operation of the

F13ch encoder 222 and the interleaver 223. The controller 219 also provides various

signaling and/or control data to one or more modulators 225. In the mobile station, these

signals include preamble signals and the TF1 signal, discussed above. The outputs from the

modulators 224 and 225 are added in a combiner 226.‘

[0076] A spreading-sequence generator 227 is coupled to a product device 226, which

receives the combined downlink information (modulated) from the combiner 226. A digital-to-

analog converter 229 is coupled between the product device 228 and a quadrature modulator
230. The quadrature modulator 230 is coupled to the local oscillator 213 and supplies a
modulated analog output signal to an transmitter RF section 231. The transmitter RF section
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231 is coupled to the circulator 210 so as to provide an RF single of the appropriate power level

to the antenna for wireless transmission over the air to one or more base stations 13.

[0077] The controller 219 has control links coupled to the analog-to-digital converter

214, the programmable-matched filter 215, the receivers 216, 217 and 218, the digital-to-analog

converter 229, the spreading sequence generator 227, the combiner 226, the interleaver 223, the

and the FEC/HARQ encoder 222.

[0078] A received spread—spectrum signal from antenna 209 passes through circulator

210 and is amplified and filtered by the receiver RF section 211. The local oscillator 213

generates a local signal, which the quadrature demodulator 212 uses to demodulate in—phase

and quadrature phase components of the receivedispread-spectrum signal. The analog-toe

digital converter 214 converts the in—phase component and the quadrature-phase component to

digital signals. These functions are well known in the art, and variations to this block diagram

can accomplish the same functions.

[0079] The programmable-matched filter 215 despreads the received spread-spectrum

signal components. A correlator, as an alternative, may be used as an equivalent means for

despeading the received spread-spectnim signal.

[0080] The DL—PDCH receiver 216 detects pilot and TPC (transmit power control)

signaling in the received spread~spectrum signal. The EP—DL-PSCCH receiver 2l7 detects the

various channel control signaling (ACK/NACK, modulation, code set, HARQ, etc.) in the

received spread-spectrum signal. The EP—DLFACH receiver 218 detects and processes the

request-granted/deferred messages on the DL—FACH channel in the received spread—spectrum

signal. Detected data and signaling from the downlink are outputted from the controller 219 to

the interface 208, and the interface passes the data to the higher layer elements in or associated

with the MS 15.

[0081] _ The higher level elements of the mobile station (and/or a device connected to the

mobile station) supply uplink (UL) data and control information to the interface 208. In the

MS transceiver, the MAC layer elements, typically in the interface 208, supply data and

signalingiinformation, intended for uplink transmission, to the input of the FEC/HARQ encoder

222. The signaling and data areFEC encoded by the FEC encoder 222, interleaved by the

interleaver 223 and QAM modulated at 224.- The combiner 226 produces a combined
modulated stream, containing the modulated uplink data fi‘om modulator 224 and the
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modulated signaling (preamble and TF1) and control from modulators 225 and supplies that

stream to the product device 226. The stream is spread-spectrum processed by the product

device 226, with a selected spreading chip~sequence from the spreading-sequence generator

227. The spread uplink stream is converted to an analog signal by the digital-to-analog

converter 228, and in-phase and quadrature—phase components are generated by the quadrature

modulator 230 using a signal from local oscillator 213. The modulated downlink packet is

translated to a carrier frequency, filtered and amplified by the transmitter RF section 231, and

then it passes through the circulator 210 and is radiated by antenna 209.

[0082] Fig. 16 illustrates an example ofa base station spread-spectrum transmitter and a

BS spread~spectrum receiver, essentially in the form of a BS base-band processor 307 for

performing the PHY layer functions and an interface 308 for performing the MAC (media

access control) layer functions, ofthe base station transceiver 17 at a base station 13.

[0083] The BS spread-spectrum receiver includes an antenna 309 coupled to a

circulator 310, a receiver radio frequency (RF) section 31 l, a local oscillator 313, a quadrature

demodulator 312, and an analog—to-digital converter 314. The receiver RF section 311 is

coupled between the circulator 310 and the quadrature demodulator 312. The quadrature

demodulator is coupled to the local oscillator 313 and to the analog to digital converter 314.

The output of the analog-to-digital converter 314 is coupled to a prograrmriable-matched filter

315. A receiver 316 for the associated uplink channel (ULePDCH), a receiver 317 for the

enhanced packet uplink physical dedicated channel (EP—UL-PDCH) and a receiver 318 for the

enhanced packet uplink packet control channel (EP-UL—PCCH) are coupled to the

programmable-matched filter 315. A controller 319 is coupled to the receiver's 316, 317 and

318. The controller 319 of the BS base-band processor 307 in turn connects to the interface

308, for exchange of necessary signaling control information and data. For example, in the

upstream direction, the control 319 passes received data to the interface 308 for MAC layer

processing and communication thereof to the higher layer elements at or within the network.

[0084] The interface 308 also outputs downlink (DL) data (EP-DL—DATA). The BS

spread-spectrum transmitter includes a forward~error-correction (FEC) encoder 322 for

encoding this downlink data. The encoder 322 also provides encoding for the Hybrid

Automatic. Repeat reQuest (HARQ) signal; The FEC/I-lARQ encoder .322 is' coupled through

an interleaver 323 to a QAM modulator 324.. The controller 319 controls the Operation of the
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FEC/I-IARQ encoder 322 and the interleaver 323. The controller 319 also provides various

signaling and/or control data to one or more modulators 325. The outputs from the modulators

324 and 325 are added in a combiner 326.

[0085] A spreading-sequence generator 327 is coupled to a product device 326, which

receives the combined downlink information (modulated) from the combiner 326. A digital—to-

analog converter 329 is coupled between the product device 328 and a quadrature modulator

330. The quadrature modulator 330 is coupled to the local oscillator 313 and supplies a -

modulated analog output signal to an transmitter RF section 331. The transmitter RF section

331 is coupled to the circulator 310 so as to provide an RF single ofthe appropriate power level

to the antenna for wireless transmission over the air to one or more mobile stations.

[0086] The controller 319 has control links coupled to the analog-to-digital converter

314, the programmable—matched filter 315, the receivers 316, 317 and 318, the digital-to-analog

converter 329, the spreading sequence generator 327, the combiner 326, the interleaver 323, the

and the FEC/HARQ encoder 322.

[0087] A received spreadspectrum signal from antenna 309 passes through circulator

310 and is amplified and filtered by the receiver RF section 311. The local oscillator 313

generates a local signal, which the quadrature demodulator 312 uses to demodulate in-phase

and quadrature phase components of the received spread—spectrum signal. The analog-to-

digital converter 314 converts the in-phase component and the quadrature-phase component to

digital signals. These functions are well known in the art, and variations to this block diagram

can accomplish the same functions.

[0088] The programmable—matched filter 315 despreads the received spread-spectrum

signal components. A correlator, as an alternative, may be used as an equivalent means for

despeading the received spread-spectrum signal.

[0089] The associated UL-PDCH receiver 316 detects pilot and TPC signaling in the

received spread-spectrum signal. The EP-UL-PDCH receiver 317 detects the enhanced uplink

packet transmissions in the received spread—spectrum signal. The EP—UL-PCCH receiver 318

detects the transmission format information (optional) of the received spread-spectrum signal

Detected data and signaling from the uplink channels are outputted from the controller 319 to

the interface 308, and the interface passes the data to the higher layer elementsin or associated
' with the base station 13 and through the link to the RNC 11
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[0090] The RNC 11 supplies data and signaling over a link to the base station. In the

BS transceiver, the MAC. (mead access control) layer elements, typically in the interface 308,

supply downlink (DL) data and signaling information, intended for downlink transmission, to

the input of the FEC/HARQ encoder 322. The signaling and data are FEC encoded by the FEC

encoder 322, interleaved by the interleaver 323 and QAM modulated at 324. The combiner

326 produces a combined modulated stream, containing the modulated downlink data from

modulator 324 and the modulated signaling and control from modulators 325 and supplies that

stream to the product device 326. The stream is spread-spectrum processed by the product

device 326, with a selected spreading chip‘sequence from the spreading-sequence generator

327. The spread downlink stream is converted to an analog signal by the digital-to-analog

converter 328, and in-phase and quadrature-phase components are generated by the quadrature

modulator 330 using a signal from local oscillator 313. The modulated downlink packet is

translated to a carrier frequency, filtered and amplified by the transmitter RF section 331, and

then it passes through the circulator 310 and isrradiated by antenna 309.

[0091] The following is a summary of the HSvUL Packet-Mode Basic Operation

Attributes. The mobile station 15 requests an Enhanced Packet Uplink (EP-UL) connection

through a random access channel (RACH) or common packet channel (CPCH). The network

node (base station 15 and/or RNC 11) determines whether there are uplink resources available

and allows of disallows the mobile station an uplink connection, as indicated by a request-

granted or request-deferred message sent back through a forward access channel (FACH). If

the resources are granted, the network node relays the parameters of the Associated DL~PDCH

through the FACH.

[0092] If connection is granted, both the mobile station 15 and the network node enact

an EP (Enhanced Packet) associated PDCH channel or EP- UL-PDCH. The EP-UL-PDCH

parameters are either explicitly relayed via RACH/CPCH signaling or implicitly via the UE-ID

over the RACH/CPCH. The network node could optionally send an EP-UL_Channel_Acquired

message to the mobile station. This could be a simple an all l’s sequence for a predetermined

time interval. After a predetermined time offset from the reception of the EP-

UL_Channel_Acquired message or the acquisition of the A_DL_PDCH, the mobile station

sends its Channel_h1itializa.tion._Request. , i .7
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[0093] The network node will respond within a predetermined time interval with a

message over the EP-DL-FACH, directed towards that user's mobile station, only with specific

information about the HS_UL transmission. The specific parameters could include Start of

Transmission, Time Duration of Transmission (End of Transmission), HARQ related

information like type of combining and Channelization Code Set information. Flexibility could
be given to the mobile station to choose from a subset of possible channelization codes and

transmission packet formats.

[0094] The Uplink packet transmission could be deferred to a later time if network node

determines that the requested resources are not currently available. By deferring the packet

transmission, the network node might or might not be required to assign UL channels to the

mobile station. If an assignment to a deferred transmission does not arrive within a

predetermined time interval, the mobile station will try a channel initialization request again.

[0095] An UL_HS_Channel_Release message could be sent at any time over the

Associated DL-PDCH or the EP-DL-FACH. All UL-HS associated transmissions are

discontinued immediately.

[0096] After transmission of the Channel_Request_Granted message from the network,

the network node will start transmitting the information on the EP-DL-PSCCH for that mobile

station, relative to the Start Time relayed to the UE over the EP-DL~FACH. This information

could include (but is not limited to) ACK/NACKS, Uplink Modulation scheme and the Uplink

Channelization Code Set. This is information generated in response to the channel

measurements made by receiving the Associated EP—UL-PDCH or the Associated UL-PDCH.

[0097] In response to the information received over the EP-DL-PSCCH, the mobile

station will generate packets of transport formats within the allowed subset as defines by the

EP-DL-PSCCH. The specific Transport Format information used by the mobile station to

transport its packets is transmitted over the EP-UL—PCCH or the Associated EP-UL-PDCH.

The Transport Format information for each transmitted packet could be transmitted ahead or

earlier than the transmitted packet.

[0098] The Uplink Packet Data is transmitted over the EP_UL_PDCH. The Transport

Format chosen is dictated in part by the EP~DL—PSCCH. TheVEP-UL-PDCH is transmit power

controlled by the Assbciated DL_—PDCH.. [The EP-UL—PDCH is transmitted ata constant power
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offset in dB relative to the Associated UL—PDCH or the control part of the Associated EP-UL-

PDCH. V

[0100] The control part of the Associated UL_PDCH or the Associated EP-UL—PDCH

power controls the Associated DL-PDCH. All transmissions to the mobile station from EP-

DL-FACH and EP~DL~PSCCH are being power controlled implicitly by being transmitted at a

relative power offset in dB relative to the power transmitted over the Associated DL-PDCH

which is power controlled by the Associated UL-PDCH or the control part of the Associated

EP—UL-PDCH.

[0101] An EP—DL_Channe1_Power_Reduction_Message transmitted by the network

node, over either the Associated DL-PDCH or the EP—DL—FACH, signals the mobile station to

decrease the power level requirements on the received Associated DL—PDCH.

[0102] An EP-UL_Channel_Power_Reduction_Confirmation_Message transmitted by

the mobile station over either the Associated UL-PDCH or the Associated EP-UL-PDCH

signals network that EP-DLfiChannel_Power_Reduction_Message has been received and that

the mobile station will decrease the power level requirements on the received Associated DL—

PDCH. Also, network node will automatically decrease the power level requirements on the

received Associated UL-PDCH or the Associated EP-UL-PDCH.

[0103] Measurements of the mobile station buffer data size can be transmitted to base

station and/or the RNC, either over the Associate UL—PDCH or the Associated EP—UL-PDCHi

[0104] While in the power saving mode, the mobile station could request an uplink

packet transmission by sending an EP~UL_Packet_Transmission_Request. The network node

could respond positively by sending an EP-UL_Packet_Transmission_Request _Granted

message. Both the mobile station and the network node then change their received power level

requirements on the transmitted Associated DL~PDCH and Associated EP-PDCH or Associated

UL-PDCH control parts.

[0105] The above process could be initiated by a base station transmission of an EP-

UL_Channel_Packet_Transmission_Request message. The mobile station will respond with an

EP—UL_Packet_Transmission_SetupflAcknowledgement. Both base station and the mobile

station are appropriately taken out of their power saving modes.

[0106] An enhanced packet synchronization preamble (EP-SP) could be used to enable

the base station an easier synchronization to the Associated EP-UL__PDCH or the Associated
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UL-PDCH channels, This preamble could be transmitted over its own Enhanced Packet -

Synchronization Preamble Channel (EP-SPCH). The timing of the received EP—SP could then

be used to obtain the timing of the Associated EP-UL_PDCH or the Associated UL~PDCH

channels.

[0107] The RS while operating in a Sofi Handoff mode, could request an UL packet

transmission to different base stations for different UL packet transfers.

[0108] While the foregoing has described what are considered to be the best mode

and/or other examples, it is understood that various modifications may be made therein and that

the subject matter disclosed herein may be implemented in various forms and examples, and

that they may be applied in numerous applications, only some of which have been described

herein. It is intended by the following claims to claim any and all modifications and variations

that fall within the true scope of the present concepts.
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What is Claimed Is:

1. In a code—division-multiple-access (CDMA) system employing spread-spectrum

modulation comprising a base station (BS) comprising a BS~spread-spectrum transmitter and a

BS-spread-spectrum receiver, and at least one mobile stations (MS) comprising an MS-Spread-

spectrum transmitter and an MS—spread—spectrum receiver, a method comprising the steps of:

transmitting from the MS-Spread-spectrum transmitter of the one mobile station a

spread-spectrum signal signifying a request to utilize an uplink channel;

receiving the request to utilize the uplink channel from the one mobile station at the BS-

spread—spectrum receiver;

processing the received request to determine whether or not to grant the requested

access;

if the processing results in a determination to grant access, transmitting from the BS—

spread—spectrum transmitter a spread spectrum signal comprising a channel—request-granted

message for the one mobile station, the channel-request—granted message comprising control

information specifying a transmission start time and a transmission length;

receiving the channel-request—granted message from the base station at the MS-spread-

spectrum receiver the one mobile station;

at the specified transmission start time, initiating transmission from the BS-spread-

spectrum transmitter of a spread spectrum signal comprising control signaling related to the

granted access over a downlink channel;

receiving the spread spectrum signal comprising control signaling at the MS-spread-

spectrum receiver the one mobile station;

at a predetermined time afier the specified transmission start time, starting transmission

of a spread spectrum signal containing packet data over the uplink channel from the MS—

spread-spectrum transmitter of the one mobile station, in a manner in accord with the received

control information; and

ceasing the transmission of the spread spectrum signal containing packet data over the

uplink. channel from the mobile station, upon completion of transmission of packet data of the

specified transmission length.
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2. The method of claim 1, wherein when the transmission of the spread spectrum

signal containing packet data over the uplink channel ceases, the uplink physical dedicated

channel is immediately released.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the channel—request-granted message further

comprises at least one of Hybrid-ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) information, data

identifying an ‘uplink modulation scheme, and an uplink channelization code related to an

uplink physical dedicated channel assigned for use by the MS spread-spectrum transmitter of

the one mobile station.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the transmitting of the spread spectrum signal comprising the channel-request-granted

message utilizes a downlink forward access channel; and

transmission from the BS—spread-spectrum transmitter of a spread spectrum signal

comprising control signaling related to the granted access uses a downlink packet sharing

channel.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein control information comprises at least one of

Hybrid-ARQ (Automatic Repeat-reQuest) information, data identifying an uplink modulation

scheme, and an uplink channelization code related to the transmission by the one mobile station

on the uplink physical dedicated channel.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting from the MS-spread-spectrum transmitter of the one mobile station a

spread-spectrum signal containing format information,

wherein the transmission signal containing the format information begins between the

specified transmission start time and the predetermined time afier the specified start time.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the transmitting of the Spread-spectrum signal

containing format information utilizes an up link packet control channel.

8. i' The method-of claim 1, wherein the uplink channel is a_ physicaldedicated
channel.
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9. The method of claim 1, wherein the uplink channel is a common packet chamiel.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the request to utilize the uplink channel.

comprises control information specifying a buffer state ofthe one mobile station or a quality of

service level desired for the requested access.

11. In a wireless code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) spread—spectrum

communication network comprising a base station for serving one or more mobile stations, a

method comprising:

receiving a data channel initialization request, for access to an uplink channel, at the

base station from one mobile station;

determining whether or not to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink

channel;

ifit is determined to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink channel,

transmitting a channel—request-granted message for the one mobile station, the channel-request-

granted message comprising control information specifying a transmission start time and a

transmission length;

at the specified start time, initiating transmission of control signaling related to the

requested access, for the one mobile station; and

receiving a packet data transmission of the specified transmission length from the one

mobile station over the uplink channel

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the control information in the channel-request-

granted message further comprises at least one of Hybrid-ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest)

information, data identifying an uplink modulation scheme, and an uplink channelization code

related to the transmission by the one mobile station on the uplink physical dedicated channel.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the control signaling related to the requested

access, for the one mobile station, comprises a least one of Hybrid-ARQ (Automatic Repeat

reQuest) information, data identifying an uplink modulation scheme, and an uplinlc

chann'elization code related to the transmission by .the one mobile station on the uplink channel.

14. ' The method ofclaim 1 1, wherein '
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the transmitting of the channel-request—granted message utilizes a downlink forward

access channel; and

transmitting of the control signaling related to the granted access uses a downlink

packet sharing channel.

15. The method of claim 11, further comprising releasing at least one resource

related to the uplink physical dedicated channel when the reception of the packet data over the

uplink channel ceases after receipt ofthe transmission ofthe specified length.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the uplink channel is a physical dedicated

channel.

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the uplink channel is a common packet

channel.

18. In a wireless code-division-multiple—access (CDMA) spread-spectrum

communication network comprising a base station for sewing one or more mobile stations, a

method comprising:

transmitting a data channel initialization request, for access to an uplink channel, to the

base station from one mobile station;

receiving a channel-request-granted message at the one mobile station, the channel-

request-granted message comprising control information specifying a start time and a

transmission length;

after the specified start time, receiving control signaling related to the requested access

at the one mobile station; and

transmitting packet data from the one mobile station over the uplink channel of the

specified transmission length, beginning at a time following initial reception of the control

signaling.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising transmitting format information

associated with the packet data from the one mobile station, following receiving of the control

‘ signaiirig and before beginning the transmitting of the packet data over the uplink channel.
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20. The method of claim 19, wherein the uplink channel comprises a physical

dedicated channel.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the transmitting of the format information

utilizes an uplink packet control channel.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein:

the channel-request-granted message is received over a downlink forward access

channel; and

the control signaling related to the requested access is received over a downlink packet

sharing control channel.

23. A base station for use in a code~division—multiple-access (CDMA) system

employing spread-spectrum modulation, the base station (BS) comprising:

a BS-spread-spectrum transceiver system, for transmitting and receiving spread-

spectrum modulated signals to and from a mobile station; and

a media access control interface, coupled to the BS—spread-spectrum transceiver system,

for receiving and sending packet data between a network and the BS-spread-spectrum

transceiver system, and for controlling signal communications of the BS~spread-spectrum _

transceiver system in support of wireless communications operations of the base station, such

that in operation, the base station is for performing the following sequence of operations:

receiving a data channel initialization request, for access to an uplink channel, at the

base station from one mobile station;

determining whether or not to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink

channel;

if it is determined to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink channel,

transmitting a channel-request—granted message for the one mobile station, the channel—request-

granted message comprising control information specifying a transmission start time and a

transmission length;

. at- the Specified start time, initiating transmission of control signaling related to the
requested access, for the one mobile station; and
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receiving a packet data transmission of the specified transmission length from the one

mobile station over the uplink channel.

24. The base station as in claim 23, wherein the BS-spread-spectrum transceiver

system comprises a base band processor.

25. The base station as in claim 24, wherein the base band processor comprises:

a spread-spectrum transmitter;

a spread spectrum receiver;

a controller, responsive to signals from the spread-spectrum receiver and the media

access control interface, for controlling operations of the spread-spectrum transmitter.

26. The base station as in claim 25, wherein the spread—spectrum transmitter

transmits the channel request-granted message on a downlink forward access channel and

transmits the control signaling on a downlink packet sharing control channel

27. A mobile station for use in a code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) system

employing spread—spectrum modulation, the mobile station (MS) comprising:

an MS-spread-spectrum transceiver system, for transmitting and receiving spread-

spectrum modulated signals to and from a mobile station; and

a media access control interface, coupled to the MS-spread—spectmm transceiver

_ system, for receiving and sending packet data for the mobile station through the MS-spread-

spectrum transceiver system, and for controlling signaling communications of the MS-spread-

spectrum transceiver system in support of wireless communications operations of the mobile

station through with a base station of the CDMA system, such that in operation, the mobile

station is for performing the following sequence of operations:

transmitting a data channel initialization request, for access to an uplink channel, to the

base station from one mobile station;

receiving a channel-request-granted message at the one mobile station, the channel-

request-granted message comprising control information specifying a start time and a

transmission length;

afier the specified start time, receiving control'signaling related to the-requested access
at the one mobile station; and
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transmitting packet data from the one mobile station over the uplink channel of the

specified transmission length, beginning at a time following initial reception of the control

signaling.

28. The mobile station of claim 27, wherein the operations performed by the mobile

station further comprise transmitting format information associated with the packet data from

the one mobile station, following receiving of the control signaling and before beginning the

transmitting ofthe packet data over the uplink channel.

29. The mobile station of claim 27, wherein the MS-spread-spectrum transceiver

system comprises a base band processor.

30. The mobile station as in claim 27, wherein the base band processor comprises:

a spread—spectrum transmitter;

a spread spectrum receiver;

a controller, responsive to signals from the spread-spectrum receiver and the media

access control interface, for controlling operations of the spread-spectrum transmitter.

31. The mobile station as in claim 30, wherein the spread-spectrum transmitter

transmits the channel request message on an uplink packet control channel.

32. The mobile station as in claim 30, wherein the spread-spectrum transmitter

transmits format information associated with the packet data from the one mobile station to the

base station via the uplink packet control channel.

33. In a wireless code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) spread—spectrum

communication network comprising a base station for serving one or more mobile stations, a

method comprising:

sending control signaling to and receiving a packet data transmission fi'om, one mobile

station, over at least one CDMA spread-spectrum wireless channel;

detecting a length of inactivity on the at least one CDMA spread-spectrum wireless

- channel afier the sending and receiving;

in response to the detected inactivity, sending a poWer down request message to the 'one

mobile station;
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receiving a power down confirmation message from the one mobile station; and

transmitting at least one further signal for the one mobile station at a reduced pOWer.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein the step of sending control signaling to and

receiving a packet data transmission from, one mobile station comprises:

receiving a data channel initialization request, for access to an uplink channel, from the

one mobile station;

determining whether or not to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink

channel;

ifit is determined to grant the mobile station the requested access to the uplink channel,

transmitting a channel—request-granted message for the one mobile station, the channel-request—

granted message comprising control information specifying a transmission start time and a

transmission length;

at the specified start time, initiating transmission of control signaling related to the

requested access, for the one mobile station; and

receiving a packet data transmission of the specified transmission length from the one

mobile station over the uplink channel.
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SYSTEM FOR UPLINK SCHEDULING PACKET BASED DATA TRAFFIC IN

WIRELESS SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates generally to a system for allocating resources for data streams

and more particularly to a system for allocating transmission resources in a wireless system

where the data includes an indication of its own resource needs.

BACKGROUND ART

In networks and other arrangements, a situation often develops where a limited

number ofresources, such as bandwidth must be shared among a plurality oflinks. In

particular, in a wireless type network, a number ofmobilc stations may be connected to a base

station by wireless connections. Each base station may have only a limited number of

channels to make these connections. Since many such mobile devices now utilize more than

basic voice data, the amount ofdata which flows can vary substantially. Thus in addition to

voice communications, wireless devices may include real time video, e-mail, web based

information, etc. In order to fairly allocate the resources available, it is necessary for the base

station to make some judgment as to which mobile stations can utilize the channels.

The simplest arrangement, and one used largely in the past for voice data, is merely to

dedicate a single channel for a single mobile station as long as it is connected; Only the

assigned mobile station can use the channel. Depending on the original request, it is possible

to assign more than a single channel but these multiple channels remain dedicated to that
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mobile station until the connection is terminated. No information is shared about the

instantaneous amount of data waiting in the mobile station.

Another manner ofhandling the situation is to utilize a polling scheme where the base

station polls each mobile station to leam the status of the data queue in each mobile station.

This allows the base station to determine how to share the bandwidth resources among the

different mobile stations. Thus, when polled the mobile station can send a response

indicating whether it has data to transmit. For example, in a global system for mobile devices

(GSM) time division multiple access (TDMA) system, the transmission opportunity for a

mobile station is granted n frames after the base station receives the polling response from the

mobile station, where n is the number of frames required to transmit a data block in the

channel. Thus, there is a delay of multiple frames after polling, before an adjustment can be

made.

Unfortunately, real time traffic such as video conference has unpredictable

fluctuations in the data rate. Thus, any delay in adjusting the resources may mean that a link

to a mobile station may not always have data in its transmission queue.

Since a dedicated channel assignment scheme does not allow any other mobile

stations to use the channel when the assigned mobile station uplink queue is empty, the

bandwidth assigned will not be used, which lowers overall Spectrum efficiency. This leads to

poor bandwidth utilization which will only get worse as the number of connections in the

system increases. Also, during high data rate periods, the number of real time packets waiting

in the uplink queue will increase. Due to the limited bandwidth share assigned to the mobile

station, packet congestion can occur and an increasing number ofpackets can exceed their

delay requirements.
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While the polling scheme is more efficient than a dedicated channel assignment

scheme from the perspective ofbandwidth utilization, some bandwidth is still wasted because

the mobile station cannot send actual data when sending a polled response. As polling

becomes more frequency, more bandwidth is wasted. Further, additional delay is introduced

because the packet has to wait while the poll is received and answered. Thus, the delay will

fithher slow down transmission and counteracts any benefits gained by the polling.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention provides a system for allocating transmission

resources between the base station and a series ofmobile stations,

The present invention also provides a method for allocating resources based on the

amount of data waiting in a queue in each mobile station.

The present invention also provides a system for allocating bandwidth resources

between a plurality ofmobile stations and a single base station in a wireless network.

The present invention further provides a method for allocating bandwidth resources

between a plurality ofmobile stations and a single base station in a wireless network.

The present invention further provides a system for transmitting information

concerning the amount of data in a queue so that resources may be allocated appropriately for

the most efficient use of the resources.

The present invention still further provides a method for transmitting information

regarding the amount of data stored in a queue in a mobile station in a wireless network.

Briefly, this invention is achieved by using a plurality of bits in each data segment to

describe the size of the queue in that station. Once this is received in the base station,

additional resources can be allocated if necessary.
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A more complete appreciation of the invention and many of the attendant advantages

thereof will be readily obtained as the same becomes better understood by reference to the

following detailed description when considered in connection with the accompanying

drawings, wherein:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Figure l isla schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the present system;

Figure 2 isra block diagram showing a mobile station according to the present

invention;

Figure 3 is a block diagram showing a base station according to the present invention;

Figure 4 is a flow chart showing the method ofdetermining the queue length; and

Figure 5 is a flowchart showing the method of utilizing the information.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTlON

Referring now to the drawings, wherein like reference numerals designate identical or

corresponding parts throughout the several views and more particularly to Figure 1 thereof,

wherein the wireless system IO is shown as including a base station l2 and mobile stations

14. As indicated in the figure, the individual mobile stations may be connected to the base

station by Wireless connections. Since the base station is allowed to use only a certain range

of frequencies, there is limit to the bandwidth available to the mobile stations. Since this

resource is limited, it is necessary to allocate this bandwidth so that the greatest amount of

data can be moved in the shortest time. This improves the quality of service and avoids

unnecessary delay for the users.
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The present invention improves on previous schemes by allocating the bandwidth

among the various mobile stations which are currently connected to the base station. In order

to do this, it is necessary for the base station to have some idea ofthe amount ofdata in the

queue in the individual mobile stations. Prior art systems do not provide for this information

to be given to the base station, nor are the resources allocated in real time based on this

infomation.

Data which is sent from the mobile stations to the base station is arranged in blocks

according to the protocol governing the apparatus. Thus, such blocks include not only the

data itself, but identification information and other bits which may be used for other purposes

such as error checking, etc. In particular, in the enhanced general packet data radio services

system (EGPRS), there is provided a field of four bits which are known as the countdown

value ofthe blockr Under the current scheme, the bandwidth allocated to the mobile station is

fixed and these four bits indicate the queue length oftlrat mobile station. in particular, it

indicates the number of data blocks in the queue as long at it is less than 16. This provides an

estimate ofwhen the current data transfer will be finished. However) this is not used in any

manner to control the resources available.

In the present arrangement, these four bits instead provide an indication ofthe data in

the queue so that the base station may determine if additional resources are necessary in order

to move the data at the optimum speed. While the particular data included in the four bits

may have various different meanings, the preferred arrangement is to let the values of 0—8

indicate the number of data segments in the queue. These values will indicate a queue length

if it is less than or equal to the segnent rate. This segment rate is the parameter which is

established between the mobile station and the base station during the set up phase. If the

queue length exceeds the segment rate, the values of 9-] 5 in the four bit field indicate the

5
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additional bandwidth which is required in order to meet the delay/rate requirement of the

packet.

Thus, as the individual packets are sent from the mobile station to the base station, the

base station examines this four bit field and notes the situation in the queue at that mobile

station. If additional resources are necessary, the base station will allocate additional

bandwidth to that connection so that the data stored in the queue will move faster. This of

course assumes that sufficient resources are available to add resources to that connection.

Clearly, the base station must consider all ofthe requests of all ofthe connections before

allocating these resources. Since the four bit field is sent with every packet, the base stat-ion

is constantly updated as to the situation in each mobile station Accordingly, it can closely

monitor the situation and adjust it over a very short time period to improve the utilization of

its resources. This arrangement is much faster than the polling scheme because the

information is provided in each packet without wasting bandwidth for the polling

communications. Further, the present arrangement utilizes a four bit field which is already

present according to the current protocols. It is only necessary to provide that the base station

and mobile station each have a proper system for adding the data and using the data.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram ofa mobile station 14. While the station is shown as

including a number of circuits, in fact, these functions could also be performed by software in

a processor. A data generator 20 produces the data which is to be transmitted by the mobile

station. This can include any of the normal devices which are utilized in a mobile station to

produce data including a micrOphone to produce voice data, a keyboard to produce alpha

numeric data, a camera for producing video data, etc. The specific type of data generation is

not critical to the operation of the present invention. However, no matter what type of data is

produced, it is sent to a data queue 22 to await its transmission. A queue length measuring

6
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device 24 observes the amount of data in the queue and determines the queue length. This

queue length information is sent to encoder 26 which determines the four bit code to place in

the field based on the length ofthe queue. Thus, in the preferred system described above, if

the queue is less than the segment rate, a value between zero and eight is encoded and ifthe

queue length is greater than the segment rate a value between nine and fifteen is encoded.

The exact value in either ofthese ranges depends on the length ofthe queue. Other schemes

ofencoding could easily be used also merely by changing the encoding scheme. Thus, it

would be possible to use a queue length value only if preferred or only a value for additional

bandwidth. Other values could also be utilized as long as they relate in some manner to the

length ofthe queue and can be utilized in the base station to allocate the bandwidth

appropriately. Obviously, some encoding schemes will provide better information and allow

for more appropriate allocation of resources.

Once the four bit code has been generated, it is added to the data block in a combiner

28. Thus, the code is added to the data block only when it reaches the front ofthe line in the

queue so that the most updated infomiation about the length ofthe queue can be given.

Alternatively, the code can be added based on the length of the queue when the data block

enters the queue, but this information would be slightly less fresh. In this alternative

arrangement, the combiner would make the combination as the data enters the queue. In

either case, when the packet is ready for transmission, it is sent to transmitter 30 so as to be

connected to the base station through antenna 32.

As shown in Figure 3, base station 12 includes an antenna 34 and receiver 36 which

receive the packet transmitted from antenna 32. Of course, this antenna and receiver are in

communication with several mobile stations at the same time. For simplicity ofdiscussion, it

will, however, be discussed as ifonly a single mobile station were connected at a time. The

7 t
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receiver 36 forwards the received data onto signal processor 38 for further handling of the

data and eventual connection of the data to output lines 40. However, decoder 42 looks at the

data signal and determines the code in the four bit field which represents the queue length

information. This decoder then provides the queue length information for the associated

mobile station to the resource controller 44. The resource controller determines the situation

in the data queue in the associated mobile station and determines whether additional resources

should be allocated to that mobile station connection and ifthe resources are available. The

controller obviously must prioritize the needs ofthc various stations in view oftlie resources

available and distribute them in the most effective manner. This controller then determines

the various bandwidth resources available for each mobile station and controls the receiver to

arrange this. The actual decision process as to how to allocate the resources based on this

information may vary. It may take into consideration the importance of the information, its

time sensitivity, the importance of the particular user, or other factors in addition to the

amount of data in each station However, the allocation should be such as to give the best

quality of service to as many stations as possible. However, the simple manner ofmaking

this choice is merely to allocate the most resources to the station with the largest queue .

without lowering the segment rate which has been guaranteed. Just as in the mobile stations,

the various circuitry indicated for the base station may actually be hardwired devices or may

be programmed functions of a processor.

In a preferable system, the real time data packet is split into data segments for the

purpose of transmission. In packet cellular systems, data segments correspond to a radio link

control/multiple access control (RLC/MAC) block, which is a layer 2 data block. Each data

segment is transmitted individually over the transmission media when the opportunity is '

granted. A transmission opportunity is defined as any method used to transport a data

8
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segment on the transmission media. For example, in a time division multiple access system

(TDMA) the transmission opportunity is a time slot and in a wideband code division multiple

access (WCDMA) system it is the utilization ofa unique WALSH code in a radio frame. The

radio frame is shared by multiple users using different WALSH codes. The base station

schedules the data packets and organizes thetransmission opportunities for current user

traffic. The present invention presents a model that will help the scheduling in the base

station to provide for optimum service for all users in the uplink direction. Traffic

information is sent in each block in the uplink. By including this infomiation in one field of

the block, real time information is provided to enable better scheduling.

While this arrangement has been described in terms ofa Wireless connection between

a mobile station and a base station, it could also be applied to other systems where the

connections are made by wire, fiber optic cable, etc. The only requirement is that the queue

length information can be sent with the data block and that the resources can be allocated

based on this data.

The method of operation ofthis system is seen in the flow charts of Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4 relates to the method ofdetermining the queue length and encoding the four bit field

in the mobile station. In step 100, the data queue length is determined. In step 102 the

determined length is converted to a four bit code which is related to the queue length. This

code is inserted in the data packet in step 104. The packet is then transmitted in step 106.

Figure 5 shows the method ofutilizing this information in the base station. In step

1 10, the signal from a particular mobile station is received. In step 1 12 the data is forwarded.

In step 1 14 a decoder receives the encoded four bit field and decodes it. In step 116 the

resource controller receives the decoded information and determines the length of the queue.

In step 118, the resources are based on this information.
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Numerous additional modifications and various ofthe present invention are possible

in light of the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope of the

appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than is specifically described

herein.

10
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

l. A method ofcontrolling communication resources in a transmission from a

first network element to a second network element, where the communication resources are

allocated by a controller, comprising:

monitoring an indication of future need of communication resources in said

first network element;

sending the indication from the first network element to the controller;

controlling the communication resources between the first network element

and the second network clement based on this indication,

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first network element is

connected to the controller by way of the second network element.

3‘ The method according to claim 1, wherein the indication includes information

about a transmit buffer of the first network element.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the indication includes information

on the additional resources needed for said first network element.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the indication includes a

quantization scheme whose values correSpond to predefined amounts of resources.

ll
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6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the indication includes information

about a transmit buffer of the first network element.

7. A method according to claim 1, wherein the first network element is a mobile

station and the second network element is a base station ofa wireless communication

network.

8. A system for controlling communication resources in a network, comprising:

a plurality of first stations;

a second station connected to said plurality offirst stations through a plurality

of communication links;

a controller for controlling the allocation of said communication resources

among said links;

said allocation being perfonned in accordance with information transmitted

from said first stations which indicates a need for communication resources.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein said controller is part ofsaid base

station.

10. The system according to claim 8, wherein said first stations are mobile stations

in a wireless network.

12,
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l l. The system according to claim 8, wherein each ofsaid plurality of first stations

includes:

a data generator;

a data queue;

an encoder for generating a code representative ofthe length ofthe data queue;

a transmitter for transmitting said data with said code included therein as a

field

12. The system according to claim 8, wherein said base station includes a receiver

for receiving a transmission and producing data;

a decoder for decoding a field of said data and producing an indication ofthe

data queue in an associated first station;

wherein said controller receives said information from said decoder and

allocates communication resources in accordance therewith

13. The system according to claim 8, wherein said indication is provided for each

data block transmitted.

13
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(54)
corresponding radio terminal

(57) The invention relates notably to a method for
allocating resources in the uplink of a wireless commu~
nication network supporting real-time packet data serv-
ices, said wireless communication network comprising
a centralized resource allocation module (13) and a plu-
rality of radio terminals (11).
According to the invention, the method comprises the
steps of:

generating and storing real-time data blocks at said
radio terminals (11);
generating and storing frames encapsulating real-

 

Method for allocating resources in the uplink of a wireless communication network and

time data blocks or portions of real-time data block
at said radio terminals;

including in each of said frames generated by said
radio terminal an indication on the number ofstored
real—time data blocks;

transmitting said frames in the uplink of said wire—
less communication network upon authorization
from said resource allocation module (13);
fowarding said indication to said centralized re-
source allocation module (13); and

allocating resource to said radio terminal (11) de-
pending on said indication (22).

.2 f
13
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Description

Background of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to radio commu-

nication and more precisely to a method for allocating
resources in the uplink of a wireless communication net-

work supporting real—time packet data services.
[0002] In wireless communication networks, resource
allocation for traffic data may be performed by a central-
ized resource allocation module. This is especially the
case in GPRS (General Packet Data Services) or EDGE
(Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution) networks.
[0003] Usually, a radio terminal which has traffic data
to send requires the allocation of resources to the cen-

tralized resource allocation module. The latter, by taking
into account a plurality of resource allocation requests
from different mobile users and specific parameters
contained in the resource allocation request message
(i.e. user type) allocates resources to the mobile users.
[0004] The general term resources should be under-
stood in the framework of the present invention as radio
resources i.e. either a frequency channel and / or a time
slot of a frame that is / are reserved for a radio terminal
to communicate with the wireless radio network. Fre~

quency channels, respectively time slots, are usually re—
sources used in FDMA, respectively TDMA networks. A
resource can be a code in CDMA networks. it may also
be a combination of frequency channel, time slot and
code.

[0005] The present invention deals especially with
packet—oriented wireless communication networks
which support real-time data services. Such real time

data services may consist in the transmission of pack-
etized voice or video. Such real~time data services re—

quire that the transmission delay and the delay between
the reception of two consecutive data frames are bound—

ed for ensuring an acceptable quality of service. These
strict requirements are sometimes difficult to fulfill since
the resource allocation module cannot react as fast as
necessary on each resource allocation request mes-
sage.

[0006] Moreover, if the wireless communication net—
work supports simultaneously real-time and non real
time data services, the resource allocation module is
even more demanded.

[0007] Several solutions can improve the resource al-
location mechanism in wireless communication net—

works supporting real-time data services.
[0008] For example. a combination of circuit-oriented
resource allocation and packet-oriented resource allo-
cation helps the real‘time requirements to be fulfilled.
Upon reception of a resource allocation request mes-
sage from a radio terminal having real—time data to
transmit, the resource allocation module grants resourc-
es for a predefine time period or for a predefined number
of real-time data frames.

[0009] A such mechanism is. for example. described
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in the ETSI standard GSM 04.60 and implemented by
means of Temporary Block Flow (TBF). A temporary
block flow is a physical connection between a transmit—
ter and a receiver of the wireless communication net-

work supporting the unidirectional transfer of a prede—
fined number of layer-2 frames on traffic channels. A

TBF is opened by the resource allocation module upon
receipt of a “packet channel request" message from a
radio terminal. Before the termination of the TBF, the ra-
dio terminal may send a further "packet channel request
message iffurther layer—2 frames should be transmitted.

In such a case, the resource allocation can be per-
formed right on time so that there is no delay between
the termination of one TBF and the opening of a further
TBF.

[0010] A further mechanism is provided for in order to
better estimate when a TBF should terminate and then
further optimize the resource allocation. This mecha~
nism. called countdown procedure, consists in indicat-
ing in a field of the header of each layer-2 frame, short
before the termination of the TBF the exact number of
layer-2 frames. the countdown value, which remain to
be sent before the termination of the TBF. The count-
down value is decremented each time a new frame is
transmitted on the radio interface.

[001 1] The countdown procedure is especially appro-
priate for acknowledged non-real time packet data serv—
ice where lost or badly received frames are retransmit-
ted. When a frame has to be retransmitted, the count-
down value is not decremented. The transmitter alone
knows if a frame is retransmitted and informs the re—

source allocation module of such a situation by not de-
creasing the countdown value.

[0012] On the contrary. the unacknowledged mode is
used for real-time packet data services i.e. lost or badly
received frames are not retransmitted at the initiative of

the layer 2 protocol in order not to delay the whole trans-
mission by retransmitting frames. The correction or
compensation of lost or badly received frames is dealt
with at higher protocol levels. To this extend the count—
down procedure does not improve the resource alloca-
tion for real time packet data services.
[0013] A particular object of the present invention is
to provide a method for optimizing the resource alloca-
tion procedure for real-time packet data services.
[0014] Another object of the invention is to provide a
radio terminal and a resource allocation module imple-
menting a such method.

Summary of the Invention

[0015] These objects. and others that appear below,
are achieved by a method for allocating resources in the
uplink of a wireless communication network according
to claim 1. a radio terminal according to claim 6 and a
resource allocation module according to claim 7.
[0016] According to the present invention, a distinc-

tion is made between the step of generating and storing
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real—time data block and the step of generating, storing
and transmitting frames encapsulating real time data
blocks corresponding to a layer~two protocol. According
to the invention, each frame comprises an indication
destined to the resource allocation module on the

number of stored real time data blocks waiting for trans-
mission.

[0017] The present invention has the advantage to
give to the resource allocation module an upstream in—
dication which reflects the behavior ofthe real-time data

block source and not the behavior of the layer-2 frame
buffer as known in prior art. This indication better takes
in consideration the characteristics of the real—time data

blocks source and provides to the resource allocation
module with a faster reactivity. As a consequence, the
method according to the present invention contributes
to optimize the number of simultaneous mobile users on
the radio link and better ensures real time requirements
for voice or video traffic.

[0018] In a preferred embodiment, this method is
used in relation with the radio link control protocol RLC
as specified in ETSI GSM04.60, the indication on the
number of stored real time data blocks being contained
in the Countdown Value field of the RLC frame header.

This method is preferably used in GPRS (General Pack—
et Data Services) or EDGE (Enhanced Data rate for
GSM Evolution) networks.
[0019] Further advantageous features of the inven—
tion are defined in the dependent claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0020] Other characteristics and advantages of the in-
vention will appear on reading the following description
ofa preferred embodiment given by way of non—limiting
illustrations, and from the accompanying drawings, in
which:

- Figure 1 shows a simplified radio communication
system where the method according to the present
invention can be used;

- Figure 2 shows an header of a frame according to
the present invention;

- Figure 3 illustrates an embodiment of the resource
allocation module according to the present inven-
tion.

Detailed Description of the invention

[0021] Figure 1 represents a simplified radio commu-
nication system where the method according to the
present invention can be used. The radio communica-
tion system comprises a radio terminal 11. a radio com—
munication channel, a base station 12 connected to a
centralized resource allocation module 13.

[0022] The simplified radio communication network is
preferably a GERAN (GSM/EDGE Radio Access Net-
work) functioning in a packet switched mode supporting
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real time services as voice or video services.

[0023] According to the present invention, radio ter-
minal 11 comprises a first module 111 for generating and
storing real time data blocks. First module 111 compris-
es a real time data block source 1111 and a real time

data block queue 1112. The real time data blocks con-
tains preferably packetized voice or video data.
[0024] First module 111 is connected to a second
module 112 for generating and storing frames encapsu-
lating real time data blocks or portions of real time data
blocks. Second module 112 comprises a frame gener-
ator 1121 and a frame queue 1122. The output of frame
queue 1122 is connected to a transmission module
which transmit frames on the radio interface upon re-
ception of a transmit authorization from resource allo—
cation module 13. Second module 112 supports a layer-
2 communication protocoi which deals with the trans-
mission of layer 2 frames encapsulating real time data
blocks.

[0025] According to the present invention, radio ter-
minal 11 further comprises a counting module 113 for
counting the number of real time data blocks waiting for
transmission in reai time data block queue 1112. Count—
ing module 113 forwards to an indication on the number
of real time data block to frame generator 1121. This
indication is preferably included in a field of each frame
header generated at frame generator 1121.
[0026] The size of this field can be chosen arbitrary.
A mapping should be established between the number
of real time data blocks waiting for transmission and the
indication on the number of real time data blocks con—

tained in the header field. it may be a one to one map-
ping or any more appropriate mapping as will be imme-
diately clear for a person skilled in the art.
[0027] Upon reception of a frame from radio terminal
11 at base station 12, the header of the frame is extract—
ed an the indication on the number of real time data

blocks waiting for transmission at first module 111 is for—
warded to resource management module 13.
[0028] In a preferred embodiment, second module
112 supports, as layer—2 communication protocol, the
Radio Link Control Protocol as specified in the standard
ETSI GSM04.60. This protocol is preferably used in the
unacknowledged mode to be able to fulfil real time con—
straints. Preferably, the fieid Countdown Value specified
in the in the standard ETSl GSM04.60 is used for car-

rying the indication on the number of real time data
blocks waiting for transmission at first module 111. The
Countdown Value field as specified in the standard ETSI
GSM04.60 comprises four bits and can as a conse—
quence take 16 different values.
[0029] However, any other field of the frame header
may be chosen to carry the indication provided that the
position of this field is predefined and known at the radio
terminal as well as at the radio network entity dedicated
to extract the indication out of the header.

[0030] Preferably,_the choice of the unacknowledged
mode of transmission unambiguously indicates that the
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